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Collection Summary

Collection Title: American war posters from the Second World War
Date (inclusive): circa 1940-1945
Collection Number: BANC PIC 2005.004
Extent: 1,184 items (posters and ephemera) : color ; various sizes
Repository: The Bancroft Library.
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720-6000
Phone: (510) 642-6481
Fax: (510) 642-7589
Email: bancref@library.berkeley.edu
URL: http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/

Languages Represented: Collection materials are in English

Physical Location: Many of the Bancroft Library collections are stored offsite and advance notice may be required for use. For current information on the location of these materials, please consult the library's online catalog.

Access Information
Collection is open for research.

Publication Rights
Materials in this collection may be protected by the U.S. Copyright Law (Title 17, U.S.C.). In addition, the reproduction of some materials may be restricted by terms of University of California gift or purchase agreements, donor restrictions, privacy and publicity rights, licensing and trademarks. Transmission or reproduction of materials protected by copyright beyond that allowed by fair use requires the written permission of the copyright owners. Works not in the public domain cannot be commercially exploited without permission of the copyright owner. Responsibility for any use rests exclusively with the user.

All requests to reproduce, publish, quote from, or otherwise use collection materials must be submitted in writing to the Head of Public Services, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley 94720-6000. See:
Restrictions also apply to digital representations of the original materials. Use of digital files is restricted to research and educational purposes.

Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], American war posters from the Second World War, BANC PIC 2005.004, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley

Indexing Terms
The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library's online public access catalog
War posters, American
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Posters
Provenance unknown. Presumed to have been transferred from the U.C. Berkeley Library's Rare Books Room when that unit was merged with the Bancroft Library, circa 1971. Posters may have been acquired from various sources.

Scope and Content Note
American war posters and other war-related ephemera from various United States governement agencies or private publishers. Broad catagories present include: bonds and war finance, civil defense, civilian participation (food supply, health and safety, labor, non-combatant service, rationing and conservation, war production, etc.), espionage, military operations, military recruiting, international relations (pro-Allied or anti-Axis propaganda), and patriotism. Approximately 130 items are small format ephemera, in the form of leaflets, placards, handbills, etc.

Women...Our wounded need your care!: you can serve as medical technicians, surgical technicians, and in other army hospital assignments: Join a hospital company: other assignments available at army air forces, ground forces...: Women's Army Corps 1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:0001--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 64 x 43 cm
Additional Note
"P-164--RPB--2-20-45--200M"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00084.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Recruiting and enlistment
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Become a nurse: Your country needs you : write Nursing Information Bureau, 1790 Broadway, New York City 1942

Creator/Collector: Government Printing Office
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm

Additional Note
"OWI poster No. 22... U.S. Government Printing Office: 1943--O-498483"; United States Public Health Service

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00058.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Nurses
Recruiting and enlistment
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"We'll both see it through!" 1944

Creator/Collector: Government Printing OfficeKeppler, Victor
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 76 x 54 cm

Additional Note
"I.S.D. No. 144, 1944--O--573890"; U.S. Army Official Poster; "I Army Official"

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
United States. Army
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Enlist in a proud profession... join the U.S. Cadet Nurse Corps.: A lifetime Education: Free! for high school graduates who qualify 1943

Creator/Collector: Government Printing Office
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02342.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Nurses
Recruiting and enlistment
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Secretaries of War 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0005--D
Creator/Collector: Government Printing Office
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 55 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
War work
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

You are needed now: Join the Army Nurse corps: Apply at your Red Cross Recruiting Station 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0006--D
Creator/Collector: Green, Ruse
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 79 x 52 cm
Additional Note
"Poster 710-A"; "June 1943" "II WW II U.S. Army Misc"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00085.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Nurses
Recruiting and enlistment
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Mine eyes have seen the glory: Women's Army Corps: Army of the United States 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0007--D ark:/28722/bk0007s762v
Creator/Collector: Schlaikjer, Jes Wilhelm, b. 1897War Department
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"PX-53-RPB-5-2-44-850M"; The address on verso: To: "Ludwig Scherini San Rafael, Calif. From: War Department"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Recruiting and enlistment
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
The United Nations Fight For Freedom 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0008--D
Creator/Collector: Government Printing Office
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 19...U.S. Government Printing Office: 1942--O-498304"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Liberty
Miscellaneous: International relations
Quality of life
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

United: The United Nations Fight For Freedom 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0009--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 79...U.S. Government Printing Office: 1943--O-534058"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00296.jpg
Indexing Terms
Alliances
Miscellaneous: International relations
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The United Nations Fight For Freedom May 1, 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0010--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"U.S. Government Printing Office: 1942--O; Specify GPO Jacket No. 461205"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: International relations
Patriotism
United Nations
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 55 cm
Additional Note
"Thos. A. Edison Industries, Orange, N.J."
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Savings Bond Extra!: March 12, 1942: 100% Bond Buyers: Company score 93% [1942]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0012--D
Creator/Collector: Mackenzie
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"Thos. A. Edison Industries, Orange, N.J."
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00296.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Put your name on some of these Jap chaser [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0013--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7685
Creator/Collector: Mackenzie
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"Thos. A. Edison Industries, Orange, N.J."
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Our Goal is 100%: We have 90%: February 19, 1942: Primary Joins 100% Division [1942]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0014--D ark:/28722/bk0007s769q
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"Thos. A. Edison Industries, Orange, N.J."
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Savings Bond Extra!: February 5, 1942: Company score now 83% [1942]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0015--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7708
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"Thos. A. Edison Industries, Orange, N.J."
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Savings Bond Extra!: 3 Edison Divisions Reach Objective! [1942]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0016--D ark:/28722/bk0007s771t
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"Thos. A. Edison Industries, Orange, N.J."
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

MacArthur's men are dying for you! [1942] BANC PIC 2005.004:0017--D ark:/28722/bk0007s772c
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"Thos. A. Edison Industries, Orange, N.J."
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
MacArthur, Douglas, 1880-1964
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Savings Bond Extra!: February 12, 1942: Splittdorf 100% [1942]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0018--D ark:/28722/bk0007s773x
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"Thos. A. Edison Industries, Orange, N.J."
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
This world cannot exist half slave and half free: Buy War Bonds 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0019--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"1943--O-503946; WSS 723"
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Patriotism
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Victory--now you can invest in it!: Victory Loan 1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:0020--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 66 x 47 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mpw00155.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Patriotism
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Wanted-Fighting Dollars: Make every pay-day : Bond-Day: United States Defense: Bond-Stamps: Ask about our payroll savings plan 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0021--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mpw00162.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Patriotism
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
An official message--Boost your bond buying thru payroll savings 1943

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 53 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

You can lick runaway prices: you hold the 7 keys to hold down prices: 1. Buy and hold war bonds. 2. Pay...taxes. 3. Provide...life insurance...4. Reduce our debts...5. Buy only what we need...6. follow ration rules...7.cooperate with government's... 1944

Creator/Collector: Flagg, James Montgomery, 1877-1960Distributed by O.W.I. For the Office of Economic Stabilization
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 72 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00214.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Price regulation
Uncle Sam (Symbolic character)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

We've won this flag: it will be awarded to the co-captains of the NCR 10% or morre club today by ba U.S. Treasury Official...watch for it on the scoreboard in the auditorium Tuesday: Keep it Flying: September 21, 1942 [1942]

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"National Cash Register Dayton, O"
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
NCR War Production Drive: Special 3-months NCR suggestion contest [1942]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0025--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s780s
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 55 cm
Additional Note
"National Cash Register Dayton, O"
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Get aboard the band wagon join NCR's 10% or more club: Our dollars must fight on every battle front [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0026--F  ark:/28722/bk0007s781b
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 76 x 61 cm
Additional Note
"National Cash Register Dayton, O"
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Our fighting dollars are needed to win: Join the NCR 10% or more club today [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0027--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s782w
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"National Cash Register Dayton, O"
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Bonds or Bondage: Everybody- every pay day 10% [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0028--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s783f
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 72 x 54 cm
Additional Note
"R.C.A. Camden, NJ"
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Patriotism
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Keep on buying to keep 'em flying: invest today for your security tomorrow!: Buy U.S. Savings Bonds for a little as 25¢ a week! [1942]**

*Creator/Collector:* Unknown  
*Physical Description:* 1 print (poster)  
*Dimensions:* 87 x 51 cm  
*Additional Note:* "Thos. A. Edison Industries Orange, N.J."  
*Indexing Terms:* Bonds and war finance, Savings bonds, Uncle Sam (Symbolic character), World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Give War Bonds: The present with a future 1943**

*Creator/Collector:* U.S. Government Printing OfficeSnider, Don  
*Physical Description:* 1 print (poster)  
*Dimensions:* 71 x 51 cm  
*Additional Note:* Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: [http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00161.jpg](http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00161.jpg)  
*Indexing Terms:* Bonds and war finance, Christmas, War finance, World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Keep him flying!: Buy War Bonds 1943**

*Creator/Collector:* U.S. Government Printing OfficeSchreiber, Georges, 1904-  
*Physical Description:* 1 print (poster)  
*Dimensions:* 71 x 56 cm  
*Additional Note:* Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: [http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00141.jpg](http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00141.jpg)  
*Indexing Terms:* Bonds and war finance, Savings bonds, War finance, World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeWarren, Ferdinand E., 1899-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00136.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"You buy 'em we 'll fly 'em!": Defense Bonds Stamps 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0033--D
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeWilkinsons, Norman, 1878-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"U.S. Government Printing Office:2942--O-436100" Form DSS 178-A"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

7th War Loan; Now --All together 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0034--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 66 x 47 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00133.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Up your bond buying through payroll savings: An Official War Message 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0035--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"U.S. Government Printing Office:1943--O-539069" "WFD 835"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Next! : 6th War Loan 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0036--D
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeBingham
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00169.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"In the strength of great hope we must shoulder our common load." : Buy Victory Bonds 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0037--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 66 x 47 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00169.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Family
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Ball, Linn

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 66 x 47 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Christmas
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Fire Away!: Buy War Bonds 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0039--D

Schreiber, Georges, 1904-

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00144.jpg

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Sky's the limit!: Keep Buying War Bonds 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0040--D

Allen, Courtney, 1896-

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 69 x 51 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00323.jpg

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
War finance
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Stop: loose talk to strangers: enemy ears are alert [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0041--D

Creator/Collector: EssageéSeagram-Distillers Corp
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm

Additional Note
"This poster is published by the House of Seagram as part of its contribution to the national victory effort."/3

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

DON'T: 1. talk loosely to stranger: 2. Spread rumors [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0042--D

Creator/Collector: EssageéSeagram-Distillers Corp
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm

Additional Note
"This poster is published by the House of Seagram as part of its contribution to the national victory effort."/1

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02683.jpg

Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

An enemy ear may be near: Stop all loose talk to Strangers [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0043--D

Creator/Collector: EssageéSeagram-Distillers Corp
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm

Additional Note
"This poster is published by the House of Seagram as part of its contribution to the national victory effort."/2

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Free Speech doesn't mean careless talk! [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0044--D

**Creator/Collector:** Essageé Seagram-Distillers Corp  
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Dimensions:** 71 x 55 cm  
**Additional Note**  
"This poster is published by the House of Seagram as part of its contribution to the national victory effort."/5  
**Additional Note**  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: [http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02693.jpg](http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02693.jpg)  
**Indexing Terms**  
Espionage  
Civil defense  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**When in doubt-Lights Out! [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0045--D

**Creator/Collector:** Seagram-Distillers Corp Goff, Seymour  
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Dimensions:** 73 x 52 cm  
**Additional Note**  
"This poster is published by the House of Seagram as part of its contribution to the national victory effort."/10  
**Additional Note**  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: [http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02933.jpg](http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02933.jpg)  
**Indexing Terms**  
Civil defense  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Starve him with silence [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0046--D

**Creator/Collector:** Essageé Seagram-Distillers Corp  
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Dimensions:** 71 x 56 cm  
**Additional Note**  
"This poster is published by the House of Seagram as part of its contribution to the national victory effort."/6  
**Additional Note**  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: [http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02688.jpg](http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02688.jpg)  
**Indexing Terms**  
Animal  
Espionage  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Even in this friendly tavern: there may be enemy ears: stop: loose talk rumors

Creator/Collector: EssageéSeagram-Distillers Corp
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"This poster is published by the House of Seagram as part of its contribution to the national victory effort."/4
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Hitler, Adolf, 1889-1945.
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Creator/Collector: EssageéSeagram-Distillers Corp.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 55 cm
Additional Note
"This poster is published by the House of Seagram as part of its contribution to the national victory effort."/7
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Animals
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

No room for rumors [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0049--D
Creator/Collector: EssageéSeagram-Distillers Corp.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 55 cm
Additional Note
"This poster is published by the House of Seagram as part of its contribution to the national victory effort."/9
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Uncle Sam (Symbolic character)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Loose lips might sink ships [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0050--D
Creator/Collector: EssageéSeagram-Distillers Corp.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 55 cm
Additional Note
"This poster is published by the House of Seagram as part of its contribution to the national victory effort."/8
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Keep your [mousetrap] shut! : don't give the rats any information! [1939-1945]  
BANC PIC 2005.004:0051--D
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 68 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"Form 155588"; "RCA Camden, N.J."
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02687.jpg
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Stamp 'em out! [1942] BANC PIC 2005.004:0052--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7b7p
Creator/Collector: Produced by RCA Manufacturing Co.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 78 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"Form IS 5348"; "RCA Camden, NJ"
Indexing Terms
Animals
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 66 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"Form 155687RE"; "RCA Camden, NJ"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02686.jpg
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Careless Talk got there first 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0054--D
Prohaska, Ray
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-576497"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

a) Wanted! for murder : her careless talk costs lives: b) /Mailing and advertising information printed on verso 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0055 a+b--D
Creator/Collector: Keppler, Victor
U.S. Government Printing Office
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-595600" ; distributed by Office of War Information; "X WW II US OWI-unnumbered": b) verso:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02671a.jpg
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00476.jpg
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

A Careless word ... : ... a needless sinking 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0056--D
Fischer, Anton Otto, 1882-1962
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
A Careless word ...: a needless loss 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0057--D

Fischer, Anton Otto, 1882-1962
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02666.jpg
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

If you tell where they're going...They may never get there!: Don't talk about troop movements! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0058--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

If you tell where they're going ... they may never get there : don't talk about troop movements 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0059--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
I'm counting on you!: Don't discuss troop movements 1943


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 78 - 20" x 28" "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-534057"

Warning from the: FBI : the war against spies and saboteurs demands the aid of every American... don't repeat vicious rumors or vicious whispers. tell it to the FBI! J. Edgar Hoover, Director Federal Bureau of Investigation ... 1943


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note

... because somebody talked! 1944


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-579038"; distributed by Office of War Information

Finding Aid to American war posters from the Second World War, circa 1940-1945

BANC PIC 2005.004 22
a) Less Dangerous: Than careless talk: Don't discuss troop movements-ship sailings-war equipment; b) verso: Mailing information and information about the author printed on verso, scanned as MSP02679a 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0063 a+b--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-603532" b)
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

a) Careless talk ... : got there first: b) Brief information about artist and mailing information printed on verso, which was scanned as MSP02668a 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0064 a+b--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-593271"; b) verso:
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

If you tell where he's going ... : he may never get there! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0065--D
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeFalter, John Philip, 1910-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-566153"; distributed by Office of War Information
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00477.jpg
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
The Battle-wise infantryman ... : ... is careful : of what he says or writes : how about you?: b) Mailing information printed on verso and scanned as MSP02676a 1944
BANC PIC 2005.004:0066 a+b--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-602442"; distributed by Office of War
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Bits of careless talk : are pieced together by the enemy 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0067--D
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeDohanos, Stevan, 1907-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Information
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Enemy is listening : he wants to know what you know : keep it to yourself [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0068--D
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeUnited States War Department Military Intelligence Division
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Contributor: United States. Office of Naval Intelligence
United States. Federal Bureau of Investigation
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Watch Out: Farm Safely 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0069--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 66 x 49 cm
Additional Note
Department of Agriculture; "U. S. Government Printing Office: 1945--O-648314"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Fires
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Prevent forest fires! : greater danger than ever! 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0070--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office: 1944--O-565731"; U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service; State of California, Division of Forestry"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02953.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Fires
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Protect his America! : only you can prevent forest fires 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0071--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 66 x 47 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Fires
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Finding Aid to American war posters from the Second World War, circa 1940-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004
a) Award for careless talk: don't discuss troop movement ship sailings war equipment;
b) Information about artist and mailing information printed on verso and scanned as

MSP02672a 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0072a+b--D

Dobanos, Stevan, 1907-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 66 x 51 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02672.jpg

Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

This is the enemy 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0073--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 76."; "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-533688"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00509.jpg

Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
Religion
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Books are weapons in the war of ideas 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0074--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00264.jpg

Indexing Terms
Books
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Ten years ago: the Nazis burned these books: but free Americans: can still read them

1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0075--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 66."; "U. S. Government Printing Office: 1943--O-528869"

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00263.jpg

Indexing Terms
Books
Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter-Partei
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Atlantic Charter 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0076--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 50 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Churchill, Winston, Sir, 1874-1965
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"No loyal citizen... should be denied the democratic right...: Americanism is not, and
never was, a matter of race or ancestry: every... citizen should be given the opportunity
to serve this country..." 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0077--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Citizenship
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Racism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
We are now in this war: we are all in it all the way [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0078--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 61 x 46 cm
Additional Note
" U. S. Government Printing Office: 16-257144"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"The Sea lanes of the Pacific extended westward more than 4,000 miles in the last year, are crowded....: Admiral Chester W. Nimitz.... 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0079--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Merchant marine
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Many thousands of patriotic men and women are toiling through the long hours of the day...Franklin D. Roosevelt; 1945 Maritime Commission: From President's Proclamation, National Maritime Day, May 22, 1945 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0080--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7f54
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 66 x 48 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Merchant marine
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Brotherhood Week, February 19-28, 1943 Franklin D. Roosevelt 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0081--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7f6p
  Creator/Collector: AnonymousU.S.G.P.O.
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 51 x 71 cm
  Additional Note
"505560-O--GPO" ; Office of War Information; "O.W.I. Poster No. 33"
  Indexing Terms
  Miscellaneous: Patriotism
  Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Do more for Doolittle [1939-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0082--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7f77
  Creator/Collector: Young America Photo
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 82 x 61 cm
  Additional Note
Gel-767-1 "GE Co."
  Indexing Terms
  Miscellaneous: Patriotism
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

He's counting on us! [1939-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0083--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7f8s
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 85 x 55 cm
  Additional Note
Gel-729-8
  Indexing Terms
  MacArthur, Douglas, 1880-1964
  Miscellaneous: Patriotism
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Save freedom of worship : each according to the dictates of his own conscience : buy war bonds 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0084--D
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 71 x 50 cm
  Additional Note
  Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00167.jpg
  Indexing Terms
  Bonds and war finance
  Religion
  Savings bonds
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Save freedom of speech : buy war bonds 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0085--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 70 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00301.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Communication
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Ours ... to fight for : freedom from want 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0086--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 70 x 50 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 45". ; "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-511886"/Image has caption: "Painting from the Saturday Evening Post"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00508.jpg
Indexing Terms
Family
Liberty
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Ours ... to fight for : freedom from fear 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0087--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00512.jpg
Indexing Terms
Family
Liberty
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Give Your Good Books To Our Fighting Men 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0088--D

Creator/Collector: American Library Association
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
Sponsored by the American Library Ass'n. The American Red Cross...The U.S.O.
Indexing Terms
American Library Association
Books
Charitable organization
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

a) What can you spare that they can wear? : give clothing for war relief : United National clothing collection for overseas : war relief : April 1 to 30; b) ; Message from Chairman of the clothing collection and mailing information on verso; [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0089a+b--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
b)http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02859a.jpg "Distributed in cooperation with the Office of War Information"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02859.jpg

Indexing Terms
Charitable organization
Humanitarian assistance
United Nations
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

a) Our wounded need help!; b) The lives of our wounded are at stakes on verso [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0090a+b--D

Creator/Collector: United States Office of War Information
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 72 x 53 cm
Additional Note
American Red Cross; Recruiting agency for Army-Navy Nurse crops
Indexing Terms
American Red Cross
Military recruiting: General or Miscellaneous
Nurses
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Is your trip necessary? : needless travel : interferes with the war effort : Office of Defense Transportation 1943

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 74." "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-533555"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

I'll carry mine too! : trucks and tires must last till victory 1943

Sarra, Valentino, 1903-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02706.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Me travel? ... not this summer : vacation at home : Office of Defense Transportation; b)

Mailing information on the back side of poster 1945

Dorne, Albert, 1904-1965
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 66 x 47 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Millions of troops are on the move ... : is your trip necessary? : Office of Defense
Transportation 1943  BANC PIC 2005.004:0094--D
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
  Additional Note
  Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
  Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Homemaker's war guide : plan... : conserve... : salvage... : air raid protection... : victory
begins at home do your part 1942  BANC PIC 2005.004:0095--D
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
  Additional Note
  Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00074.jpg
  Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

New air raid warning system : caution! if enemy planes get too close before discovery,
the first audible signal will be : red! : listen closely! : remember! check your local
regulations and observe them! 1943  BANC PIC 2005.004:0096--D
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 51 x 71 cm
  Additional Note
"Approved by the U.S. Office of Civilian Defense"/"OCD publication 7015-1"/"U. S.
Government Printing Office : 1943--O-534055"
  Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00001.jpg
  Indexing Terms
Civil defense
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
America Calling: Take your place in Civilian Defense: consult your nearest defense council 1941 BANC PIC 2005.004:0097--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7h2h
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"Division of Information Office for Emergency Management n; U.S. Government Printing Office: 1941--O-423671"
Indexing Terms
Civil defense
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Learn First Aid and Home nursing: Doctors are scarce: One out of three has gone to war: Be prepared for minor injury: Minor illness 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0098--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00184.jpg
Indexing Terms
American Red Cross
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Keep up the good work keep down living costs : pay no more than ceiling prices 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0099--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-585391"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00222.jpg
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Price regulation
Quality of life
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Rationing means a fair share for all of us 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0100--D
Roese, Herbert
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 69 x 54 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00220.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Where our men are fighting: our food is fighting: buy wisely -- cook carefully -- store carefully -- use leftovers 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0101--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 35.": "U. S. Government Printing Office: 1943--O-506016"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00252.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Food conservation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

We are cooperating with the 15,000,000 women who are keeping the home front pledge 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0102--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7h78
Thomas, Lem
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Food conservation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Keep The Home Front Pledge: pay no more than ceiling prices pay your points in full : produce and conserve : share and play square 1944** BANC PIC 2005.004:0103--D

**Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office

**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)

**Dimensions:** 71 x 51 cm

**Additional Note**


**Additional Note**

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:


**Indexing Terms**

Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation

Food conservation

Rationing

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Stamp out : black markets : … with your ration stamps : pay no more than legal prices 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0104--D

**Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office

**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)

**Dimensions:** 69 x 53 cm

**Additional Note**


**Additional Note**

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02781.jpg

**Indexing Terms**

Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation

Price regulation

Rationing

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Food comes first 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0105--D

**Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office

**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)

**Dimensions:** 69 x 50 cm

**Additional Note**

"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-521086"

**Indexing Terms**

Agriculture

Civilian participation: Food supply

Rationing

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Save waste fats for explosives: take them to your meat dealer 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0106--D

Koerner, Henry

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Recycled products
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

America's fishing fleet and men...assets to victory 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0107--D
http://ark:/28722/bk0007s7j21

Koerner, Henry

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Patriotism
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Fish is a fighting food: we need more 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0108--D

Koerner, Henry

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 60. " "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-525392"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00245.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
A Message about food: from the President of the United States: in this fourth year of war the need for food is greater than ever before. : Harry Truman ... b) Mailing information on the back of poster. 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0109--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 66 x 47 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02707.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Food conservation
Truman, Harry S., 1884-1972
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Americans! : share the meat: as a wartime necessity: your fair weekly share ... : help win the war! : keep within your share 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0110--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 54 cm
Additional Note
OWI Poster No. 10" "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1942--O-489556"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02697.jpg
Indexing Terms
Agriculture
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Food conservation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Do with less -- so they'll have enough! : rationing give you your fair share 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0111--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Rationing means a fair share for all of us 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0112--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02737.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

a) Am I proud! .. : I'm fighting famine ... : by canning food at home: b) Letter from Famine Emergency Committee, U. S. Department of Agriculture and mailing address printed on verso 1946 BANC PIC 2005.004:0113a+b--D

Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing Office Williams, Dick, the artist
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 66 x 47 cm
Additional Note
b) http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02726a.jpg: "A Public Service Project, the Advertising Council"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02726.jpg
Indexing Terms
Agriculture
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Of course I can! : I'm patriotic as can be -- and ration points won't worry me!" b) Note encouraging people to post this poster printed on verso 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0114a+b--D

Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing Office Williams, Dick, the artist
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 65 x 47 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02725.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Food conservation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Save waste fats 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0115--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7k0f  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 73 x 51 cm  
Additional Note  
War Production Board, Bureau of Industrial Conservation.  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation  
Recycled products  
Weapons industry  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

Guard your family's health! : learn about the new wartime foods in a : nutrition class : enroll at 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0116--D  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00183.jpg  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: Health and safety  
Health education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

Your victory garden counts more than ever! 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0117--D  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 68 x 49 cm  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02722.jpg  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation  
Food conservation  
Victory gardens  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Shoot to kill!: protect your victory garden 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0118--D

Morley, Hubert

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-523387"

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Food conservation
Victory gardens
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Plant a victory garden : our food is fighting : a garden will make your rations go further
1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0119--D


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 34." "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-506017"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00253.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Food conservation
Victory gardens
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Morley, Hubert

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note
United States. Dept. of Agriculture

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02349.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Food supply
Women in war
Women's Land Army of America
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Pitch in and help! : join the Women's Land Army of the U.S. Crop Corps 1944
BANC PIC 2005.004:0121--D
 Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
 Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
 Additional Note
 Additional Note
 Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
 http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00251.jpg
 Indexing Terms
 Civilian participation: Food supply
 Women in war
 Women's Land Army of America
 World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

In winning the war Bread is just as important as bullets: Join the U.S. Crop Corps: enlist today [1939-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0122--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7k79
 Creator/Collector: Oppenheim
 Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
 Dimensions: 72 x 54 cm
 Indexing Terms
 Civilian participation: Food supply
 Victory gardens
 War work
 World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Wanted town folks with farm experience: Join the U.S.. Crop Corps [1939-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0123--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7k8v
 Creator/Collector: Oppenheim
 Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
 Dimensions: 70 x 54 cm
 Indexing Terms
 Civilian participation: Food supply
 Victory gardens
 War work
 World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Going our way? : be a victory farm volunteer : for information see of the U.S. Crop Corps : see your county extension agent or local farm employment office: b) Printed on verso: "You can help harvest war crops 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0124a+b--D

Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeBruehl, Anton, 1900-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 66 x 67 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02350.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Food supply
Victory gardens
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Work on a farm... this summer : Join the U.S. Crop Corps : See your U.S. employment service... 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0125--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Food supply
Victory gardens
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Every child needs a good school lunch: The War Food Administration will help your community start a school lunch program 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0126--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Public health
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Eat the basic 7 … : every day! : eat a lunch that packs a punch! 1943**


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note


Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02866.jpg

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: Health and safety

Health education

Public health

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**For health … : eat some food from each group … every day! : in addition to the basic 7 ... eat any other foods you want 1943**


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm

Additional Note


Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: Health and safety

Health education

Public health

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Use it up-wear it out- : make it do! : our labor and our goods are fighting 1943**


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 72 x 56 cm

Additional Note

"OWI Poster No. 39...Office of War Information..." / "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-506726"

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00069.jpg

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation

Economic aspects

War work

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Please don’t ask to have it wrapped: Declare a Paper Holiday for the duration: Save: wrapping paper: paper bags: waste paper: Paper had gone to war: War Production Board 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0130--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7m5q

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 61 x 47 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Your ammunition: typewriters, pencils, pens, paper clips, rubber bands, adding machines, staplers, paper carbon paper, etc.: don’t waste it! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0131--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 71"/"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-534708"/"Treasury-Procurement Conservation Program"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Natural resources
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Serve our fighting men abroad: conserve: these services at home ...: saving these services frees fuel, manpower, material and equipment for war. 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0132--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-554713"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Help bring them back to you! : find time for war work raise and share food walk and carry packages conserve everything you have save 10% in war bonds : makes yours : a victory home! 1943**

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00518.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Your government warns : prepare for winter now! : take dealer's advice ... : check your heating plant ... : "winterize" your home ... : fuel is scarce ... conserve it! : Solid Fuel Administration for War Washington, D. C. 1944**

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Fuel
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**How to keep warm with less fuel this winter : "winterproof" your home now to prevent heat loss ... : act now ... while men and materials are available [1941-1945]**

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 72 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02698.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Fuel
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
War shipments mean less fuel for all: dress warmly indoors: avoid colds 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0136--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm

Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 29."/"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-503786

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Fuel
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Order coal now! : keep warm next winter 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0137--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Fuel
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

I need your skill in a war job! : if you know you are one of these...you are badly needed airplane skin man... : see your nearest U.S. employment service 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0138--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00060.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
a) You are one of 50,000,000 Americans who must fill out an income tax return by: March 15th: file yours early: b) Message from commissioner of Internal Revenue printed on verso. 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0139a+b--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Government information
United States. Dept. of the Treasury
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Strong in the strength of the lord we who fight in the people's cause will never stop until that cause is won 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0140--D

Martin, David Stone
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office: 1942--O-48831"/"OWI Poster No. 8"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msw02399.jpg
Indexing Terms
Industrial mobilization
Patriotism
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Are you doing all you can? 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0141--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
Uncle Sam's hand ripping through red and white stripes and pointing to viewer
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msw02399.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Take Care! : Idle hands work for Hitler 1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:0142--D

**Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office  
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Dimensions:** 72 x 51 cm  
**Additional Note**  
**Additional Note**  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02265.jpg  
**Indexing Terms**  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial safety  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Your production : beat your promise [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0143--D

**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Dimensions:** 67 x 56 cm  
**Additional Note**  
"FORM 1S 5590": "RCA, Camden, N.J."  
**Additional Note**  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02177.jpg  
**Indexing Terms**  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**You and I put the squeeze on the Japanese! : beat the promise - ... [1941-145]**  
BANC PIC 2005.004:0144--D  

**Creator/Collector:** Litho in U.S.A  
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Dimensions:** 38 x 77 cm  
**Additional Note**  
"Litho in U.S.A./ "Form 155215": "RCA Camden, NJ"  
**Additional Note**  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04434.jpg  
**Indexing Terms**  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Propaganda  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Don't be a bottleneck: beat the promise [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0145--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 46 cm

Additional Note
"1S - 4464 - RE": "RCA, Camden, NJ"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Your Country expects you to... your care may save the life of a countryman 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0146--D

Creator/Collector: [Tudor?]
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 51 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Win with tin: clean can well and soak off label: cut off both ends and flatten: tuck cut-off ends in can: save in separate containers and give to authorized collector 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0147--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 51 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02378.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Natural resources
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Men's rubber boots and rubber work shoes are rationed 1942

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Rationing
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

America needs your scrap rubber 1942

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 72 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Recycled products
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Get in the scrap 1942

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 72 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Recycled products
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Your Scrap...brought it down: keep scrapping: Iron and Steel-rubber all other metals-rags: move all scrap now! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0151--D ark://28722/bk0007s7p69
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Recycled products
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Keep'em flying back: usable drums are like ammunition: help the services, the industry, yourself 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0152--D ark://28722/bk0007s7p7v
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 69 x 54 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943-O-512994": C3-4-P
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Lost! 1,500 parts from war production: Lost! Because a drop of oil was not applied in time on this spindle. [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0153--D ark://28722/bk0007s7p8d
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"National cash register Dayton, O"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The tools of victory are in your hands: Let's get there first with the most [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0154--D ark://28722/bk0007s7p9x
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 68 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"National cash register Dayton, Ohio"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
The tools of victory are in your hands: Let's get there first with the most [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0155--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7q0h
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"National cash register Dayton, Ohio"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

These broken NCR tools are not "tools of victory": Be careful these tools are lost forever...such losses are hard to replace at any price...remember, tools handled carelessly defeat Production For Victory! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0156--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7q12
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"National cash register Dayton, O"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The tools of victory are in NCR hands: Let's get there first with the most [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0157--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7q2m
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"National cash register Dayton, O"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Your metal is on the attack: keep it coming! 1944

Sewell, Amos
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Army is counting on you for: more metal 1943

Creator/Collector: Keppler, Victor
U.S. Government Printing Office
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Natural resources
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"We'll lick'em- Just give us the metal" 1943

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02931.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
War work
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
You give him wings! : the army needs lumber for training planes 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0161--D

Signature unclear
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note
"Army"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military supplies
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Get a load of this...The Army needs lumber for crates and boxes 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0162--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 71 cm

Additional Note
"Army"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military supplies
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Lumber production is falling behind our war needs. to save American soldiers' lives, we must provide the lumber our armed forces need -- now!" 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0163--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military supplies
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Physical Description: 1 leaf.
Dimensions: 28 x 22 cm
Additional Note
"U.S. War Production Board." See 164a (Size -- D folder)
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Rationing
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

a) How steel is made : half of every tank, gun, ship and submarine is made from scrap steel. [1942] BANC PIC 2005.004:0164a--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 89 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"US War Production Board." See 164b + c (Size --A box) for related published text.
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02731.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Recycled products
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Our street corners must not be next! ca. 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0165--D

Creator/Collector: McCale
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
Gilbert Paper Company, Menasha, Wisconsin: "WW II U.S. Industrial Co. A-K {illigible handwriting}
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military supplies
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Hey gang! : keep on licking war savings stamps -- they're full of vitamin : "V" : the new triple-threat : schools -- at -- war : jeep campaign : help send our men :20,000 jeeps : by December 7th ... 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0166--D
  Creator/Collector: Arbuckle, Franklin
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 55 x 70 cm
  Additional Note
  Canadian National War Finance Committee
  Additional Note
  W.S.S.-801."/"O-537578 U. S. Government Printing Office - 1943"/Under the image on the right: "Exact reproduction of a poster designed by the Canadian National War Finance Committee"
  Additional Note
  Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02512.jpg
  Indexing Terms
  Bonds and war finance
  Savings bonds
  War finance
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Double or Nothing 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0167--D
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 87 x 56 cm
  Additional Note
  "© 1942 General Electric Company"/"GEL-729-1"
  Additional Note
  Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02214.jpg
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Labor
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

They're shooting at your liberty 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0168--D
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 74 x 56 cm
  Additional Note
  "© 1942 General Electric Company"/"GEL-729-2"
  Additional Note
  Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02222.jpg
  Indexing Terms
  Liberty
  Miscellaneous: Patriotism
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
These colors won't run: Quantity + Quality = Victory 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0169--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7r5s
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"© 1942 General Electric Company"/"GEL-729-9"
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

It can happen here 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0170--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7r6b
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"© 1942 General Electric Company"/"GEL-729-6"
Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

A Year from now: what will I wish I had done today? 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0171--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 76 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"© 1942 General Electric Company"/"GEL-729-4"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Keep up the good work--for railroad work is war work, railroad service is vital to victory: Association of American Railroads [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0172--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7r8f
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 72 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Transportation
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Finding Aid to American war posters from the Second World War, circa 1940-1945
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 72 x 56 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: Labor
  Transportation
  United States. Army
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

How freight moves in wartime: Association of American Railroads [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0174--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7s0j
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 72 x 56 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: Labor
  Transportation
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Worth remembering: Throughout the war, railroads provided 97% of the transportation for military personnel traveling on duty, and carried 90% of all military freight.
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 72 x 56 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: Labor
  Transportation
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Give'em room: millions of fighters must travel: American Railroad [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0176--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7s2n
  Creator/Collector: [Lohr?]
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 72 x 56 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Military operations
  Transportation
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

A Million Children: the school taxes paid by railroads enable more than a million children to go to school. In many rural areas they constitute half of all the school funds:
American Railroads [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0177--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7s36
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 72 x 56 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Bonds and war finance
  Transportation
  War finance
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**All united for victory: Association of American Railroads [1941-1945]**
BANC PIC 2005.004:0178--D [ark:/28722/bk0007s7s4r]

- Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
- Dimensions: 72 x 56 cm
- Indexing Terms
  - Civilian participation: Labor
  - Transportation
  - War work
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**America's No.1 Car-- What it takes to move what America makes: Association of American railroads [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0179--D [ark:/28722/bk0007s7s59]

- Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
- Dimensions: 71 x 55 cm
- Indexing Terms
  - Civilian participation: Labor
  - Transportation
  - War work
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Partners in service: Over there: Over here: Keep'em rolling: Association of American Railroads...All united for victory [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0180--D [ark:/28722/bk0007s7s6v]

- Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
- Dimensions: 72 x 56 cm
- Additional Note
  - "WWII US Industrial Co. A-K General"
- Indexing Terms
  - Civilian participation: Labor
  - Transportation
  - War work
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Report faulty wiring: Electrical fires are hard to control: Bethlehem Steel Company [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0181--D [ark:/28722/bk0007s7s7d]

- Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
- Dimensions: 61 x 46 cm
- Indexing Terms
  - Civilian participation: Health and safety
  - Industrial safety
  - Safety education
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Wipe up surplus oil: a puddle of oil...a spark...a sea of flames: Bethlehem Steel Company [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0182--D [ark:/28722/bk0007s7s8z]

- Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
- Dimensions: 61 x 46 cm
- Indexing Terms
  - Civilian participation: Health and safety
  - Industrial safety
  - Safety education
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Chuck it in the trash can: Rubbish underfoot may mean fire overhead: Bethlehem Steel Company [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0183--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 61 x 46 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial safety
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 61 x 46 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial safety
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Get it refilled...now: notify your fire department: Bethlehem Steel Company [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0185--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 61 x 46 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial safety
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Don't crowd clouds: Fly right and live to fly [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0186--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 55 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial safety
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Casualty Mechanic" : "He thought it fun to goose the guy-he's doing time 'til bye and bye" 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0187--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7t3q
Creator/Collector: Training Aids Division Army Air Forces
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 70 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial safety
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Casualty Mechanic" : "Without a chock: Without a brake : His head is down: His last mistake" 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0188--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7t48
Creator/Collector: Training Aids Division Army Air Forces
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 70 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial safety
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Casualty Mechanic" : "It was amusing 'til he found--the bomb-bay tank upon the ground" 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0189--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7t5t
Creator/Collector: Training Aids Division Army Air Forces
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 70 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial safety
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Casualty Mechanic" : "He thinks it a shame you don't recognize he's got the nerve of a hundred guys" 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0190--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7t6c
Creator/Collector: Training Aids Division Army Air Forces
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 70 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial safety
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Casualty Mechanic" : "There he was-now he isn't: He heard the buzz yet walked right 'innit" 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0191--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7t7x
Creator/Collector: Training Aids Division Army Air Forces
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 70 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial safety
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Casualty Mechanic" : "Are switches off? That was his "bizz": He wasn't sure but now he is!" 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0192--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7t8g
Creator/Collector: Training Aids Division Army Air Forces
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 70 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial safety
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**They're great propellers anywhere in any language [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0193--D

Creator/Collector: Joint War Production Drive Committee
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 49 x 64 cm
Additional Note
Stamped on Poster: United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn
Indexing Terms
Military operations
Transportation
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Our propellers on the fighting fronts [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0194--D

Creator/Collector: Joint War Production Drive Committee
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 49 x 64 cm
Additional Note
Stamped on Poster: United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02196.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Our propellers in action in defense of Midway [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0195--D

Creator/Collector: Joint War Production Drive Committee
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 49 x 64 cm
Additional Note
Stamped on Poster: United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn
Indexing Terms
Combat
Military operations
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Vought-Sikorsky scout bomber with U.S. Atlantic Fleet [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0196--D

Creator/Collector: Joint War Production Drive Committee
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 49 x 64 cm
Additional Note
Stamped on Poster: United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn
Indexing Terms
Industrial mobilization
Military operations
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

P & W A Engines Team up in the Battle of Egypt [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0197--D

Creator/Collector: Joint War Production Drive Committee
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 49 x 64 cm
Additional Note
Stamped on Poster: United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn
Indexing Terms
Egypt
Military operations
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Lockheed Lodestar Ambulance in North Africa [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0198--D

Creator/Collector: Joint War Production Drive Committee
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 49 x 64 cm
Additional Note
Stamped on Poster: United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn
Indexing Terms
Africa, North
Military operations
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Pratt & Whitney twin wasps in India : u. s. army republic lancers (P-43's), equipped with twin wasp engines, are assembled in India to aid the United Nation's fight in the far east [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0199--D

Creator/Collector: Joint War Production Drive Committee
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 49 x 64 cm
Additional Note
Stamped on Poster: United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Martin Marylands speed to the attack in North Africa [1941-1945]**

Creator/Collector: (Joint War Production Drive Committee)

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 49 x 64 cm

Additional Note

Stamped on Poster: United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn: (from P & WA Field Service man at the Front)

Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02292.jpg

Indexing Terms

Military operations

Propaganda

Weapons industry

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**FieldMarshall Jan Christian Smuts and his Lockheed Lodestar in Libya [1941-1945]**

Creator/Collector: (Joint War Production Drive Committee)

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 64 x 47 cm

Additional Note

Stamped on Poster: United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn: (from P & WA Field Service man at the Front)

Indexing Terms

Africa, North

Libya

Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Vought-Sikorsky Kingfishers on Atlantic Patrol [1941-1945]**

Creator/Collector: (Joint War Production Drive Committee)

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 64 x 49 cm

Additional Note

Stamped on Poster: United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn

Indexing Terms

Military operations

Weapons industry

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Creator/Collector: Metzi, Irvine
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Capitalist...American style: Republic Steel [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0204--D

Creator/Collector: Douglass Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

$168,000,000 ain't hay!: Republic Steel [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0206--D

Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Leatherneck" Joe...Mechanic: Republic Steel [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0207--D

Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"I wonder what Jim's doing now!": Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0208--D

Creator/Collector: Douglass Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Peter, You can never be president...: Republic Steel [1941-1954]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0209--D

Creator/Collector: Douglass Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Their calendars are years ahead: Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0210--D

Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Man with a future: Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0211--D

Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Grave At Troina: Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0212--D

Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A. Adomeit, Geo. G.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Boys, I'll tell you what free enterprise really is!" : Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0213--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7w92
  Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.Rosen, Jerome
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Bonds and war finance
  Savings bonds
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Old Joe said to young Joe...: Republic Steel [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0214--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7x0m
  Creator/Collector: DouglassLitho in U.S.A.
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Bonds and war finance
  Savings bonds
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"...and I often think of Elm Street" : Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0215--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7x15
  Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Bonds and war finance
  Savings bonds
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Hello Sweetheart!" :Republic Steel [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0216--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7x2q
  Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Bonds and war finance
  Liberty
  Savings bonds
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Unconditional Surrender" : Republic Steel [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0217--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7x38
  Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Bonds and war finance
  Savings bonds
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"In Germany they'd shoot us for this!" : Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0218--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7x4t
Creator/Collector: Douglass Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Onward Christian Soldiers!" : Republic Steel [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0219--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7x5c
Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Vote for that guy? Not on your life!" : Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0220--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7x6x
Creator/Collector: Douglass Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Hi 'ya Skipper?" : Republic Steel [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0221--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7x7q
Creator/Collector: Douglass Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Howdy Sailor" : Republic Steel [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0222--D ark:/28722/bk0007s7x81
Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A. Ward, E.F.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Now...if I was down there in Washington..." : Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0223--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7x9k
Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Belly full of bullets- but every man alive? : Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0224--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7z04
Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Oil and Steel...Partners in Defense : Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0225--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7z1p
Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Faster-Farther-Higher-Safer! With toughed, Stronger, Finer Steels : Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0226--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7z27
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

It takes a lot of STEEL to lick this menace: Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0227--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7z3s
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Steel--his first job: Republic Steel [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0228--D

Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The amazing shape of things to come: Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0229--D

Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Let'er go! It's STEEL--and in a hurry!: Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0230--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The steels we are using for armaments will bring as a better world tomorrow: Republic Steel [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0231--D

Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Son, you and the Farm mean a lot to this country" Republic Steel [1942]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0232--D

Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
The Saturday Evening Post, July 18, 1942
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
A Ring of Steel around a Mighty Nation!-let's make it tough!: Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0233--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s7z93
Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
This is a reproduction of an advertisement in the April 26th issue of The Saturday Evening Post
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Coming Events cast their shadow....: Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0234--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s8004
Creator/Collector: Howard, John
Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Steel? We'll swamp 'em with it, Bill!" :Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0235--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s801p
Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"OK Kids-Scrap metal will help win the war" : Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0236--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s8027
Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
The Saturday Evening Post
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Finding Aid to American war posters from the Second World War, circa 1940-1945
All kinds of people work for Republic: Republic Steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0237--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s803s
   Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
   Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
   Indexing Terms
   Bonds and war finance
   World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"...before it goes any farther" : Republic Steel [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0238--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s804b
   Creator/Collector: DouglassLitho in U.S.A.
   Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
   Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
   Indexing Terms
   Bonds and war finance
   World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

He's safer in a a Republic plant than a home: Republic Steel [1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0239--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s805w
   Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
   Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
   Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
   Indexing Terms
   Bonds and war finance
   World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

For Safety : For Safety: Only one railroad passenger was killed for each 336,000,000 miles traveled in 1943: Assoication of American Railroads [1943]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0240--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s806f
   Creator/Collector: Unknown
   Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
   Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
   Indexing Terms
   Civilian participation: Labor
   Safety education
   Transportation
   World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Carry on! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0241--D
   Creator/Collector: N.S. Meyer, Inc.
   Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
   Dimensions: 63 x 47 cm
   Additional Note
   "Copyright 1942"
   Additional Note
   Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02914.jpg
   Indexing Terms
   Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865
   Miscellaneous: Patriotism
   Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
   World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Know your merchant fleet: United States Maritime Commission 1944**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0242--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s808j


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 68 x 49 cm

Additional Note

"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-607034":

Indexing Terms

Merchant marine

Military operations

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Let's finish the job! : urgent -- experienced seamen needed! : wire collect: : Merchant Marine Washington, D.C.: or inquire your maritime union or U.S. employment service 1944**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0243--D


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note


Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:


Indexing Terms

Merchant marine

Military recruiting: General or Miscellaneous

Recruiting and enlistment

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Americanos Todos: Luchamos Por La Victoria: Americans all: Let's fight for Victory 1943**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0244--D  ark:/28722/bk0007s810n


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Latin America

Miscellaneous: Government information

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Metal makes Might!: Keep it coming! [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0245--D


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 82 x 56 cm

Additional Note

"U. S. Government Printing Office--O-522826"

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation

Military weapons

Natural resources

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Give us MORE METAL for more of these! [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0246--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 55 x 80 cm

Additional Note

U.S. Army

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation

Military weapons

Natural resources

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Your METALS FIGHT on every front! 1943**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0247--D


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 56 x 82 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation

Military weapons

Natural resources

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**The Pacific Picture: Latest news for your war information center... [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0248--D

Creator/Collector: Unknown

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 56 x 74 cm

Additional Note

Armed Forces information section 1. And E. Det. AFPAC

Indexing Terms

Military operations

United States. Armed Forces

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Wood at war: New Guinea ... : at home ... : Guadalcanal ... : Iceland ... : at sea ... 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0249--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 82 cm

Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office:1943--O-544265"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mswp02243.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

These weapons start with you! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0250--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 81 cm

Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office:1943--O-541413"

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Here's What You're Helping America Make 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0251--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 82 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Your metals fight...on land...on sea...in the air! 1943

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 81 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Metal at the fighting front 1943

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 81 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Metal for Victory1 Keep it coming [1941-1945]

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 82 cm
Additional Note
U.S. Army Official Poster

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Not behind the plow" ... your metals are in the army ... everywhere: duck out of water ... "maybe one of these got a jap." ... fast freight coming up! ... underwater watchdogs ... Iceland's 85-mile winds... 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0255--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 56 x 82 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation  
Military weapons  
Natural resources  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Your metals in action 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0256--D  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 56 x 82 cm  
Additional Note  
"U.S. Government Printing Office : 1943 O-555367"  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation  
Military weapons  
Natural resources  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Wood follows the flag: traveling timber ... what! no bananas? ... all ashore! ... air mail special ... don't look now! ... 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0257--D  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 56 x 82 cm  
Additional Note  
"U.S. Government Printing Office : 1943 O-549927"/"U.S. Army official poster": "Gift of Prof. J.D. Hart Army"  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02247.jpg  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation  
Military weapons  
Natural resources  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Wood goes to war: soldier's best friend...: spanning a gap...: last lap...: from pews
of planking...: wood saves lives 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0258--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 82 cm
Additional Note
poster"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mswp02244.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Lumber does its stuff: ... a long way from home: replacing Nazi destruction...: "the
makings travel safely"...: shelter from arctic winds...: beginning life again...: for 83
days... 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0259--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 82 cm
Additional Note
poster"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mswp02246.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Aluminum at war:... mortally wounded...: speeding vengeance...: "who said light--
weight?"...: one thing...: gas for fighting machines...: to win Uncle Sam needs: more
aluminum 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0260--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 82 cm
Additional Note
poster"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mswp02248.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Vital Spots' Fighting Machines Run on Your Bearings: War's brutal grind: Strange New Monsters...: Smack on the Jap's oil: Gluttons for punishment: Fingertip control 1943

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 82 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Vital Spots' where bearings fight: Reclamation and Salvage: Nettuno Landing: Jap-killer: Earthmover in Assam: Hit and Afire 1944

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 81 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Vital Spots' Bearings carry the war to the enemy: A"Long Tom"...: He swivels around...: Life Line...: Pasting Rabaul: Sweeper of the seas 1944
Vital Spots' Global war Rolls on Beraings: Duck and Duckling: Doubling in brass.: Tank Battaliion....: Princess Pat II.: Overseas Reassembley. 1944

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 82 cm

"U. S. Army official poster": "Gift of James D. Hart"

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Vital Spots' small bearings play big parts in war : blotting out Schweinfurt ... : mud and murk ... : ready to swing ... : machine-age titan ... : rolling into Sicily ... 1943

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 81 cm

"I. S. D. No. 125"/
"U. S. Army official poster"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02245.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Another tanker torpedoed off the Atlantic Coast! : Should brave men die so you can drive...? 1942

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 72 cm


Indexing Terms
Government information
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Give it your best! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0267--D
Coiner, Charles
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Give it your best! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0268--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 72 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

United we are strong : united we will win 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0269--D
Koerner, Henry
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1942-O-527286": "OWI Poster No. 64"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00521.jpg
Indexing Terms
Patriotism
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

We have just begun to fight! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0270--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 72 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00514.jpg
Indexing Terms
Patriotism
Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Above and beyond the call of duty--Dorie Miller received the Navy Cross at Pearl Harbor, May 27, 1942 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0271--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943-O-530929": "OWI Poster No. 68"
Indexing Terms
African Americans
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Five Sullivan brothers "missing in action" off the Solomons : they did their part 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0272--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 42."/"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-510254"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02994.jpg
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

United we win 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0273--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 72 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 38."/"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-506015"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Manpower
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


**1778 1943 : Americans will always fight for liberty 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0274--D

Perlin, Bernard, 1918-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00517.jpg

Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Avenge December 7 1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:0275--D

Perlin, Bernard, 1918-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 15"/"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1942--O-491978"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02937.jpg

Indexing Terms
Patriotism
Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Remember Dec. 7th! : ... we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain? 1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:0276--D

Saalburg, Allen Russel, 1899-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 72 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"P-66-RPB-6-15-43-50M"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02972.jpg

Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

a) Christmas overseas gifts : wrap securely address correctly choose gifts wisely : mail between Sept.15 -- Oct. 15 : Christmas cards may be sent anytime : U.S. Army and Navy Postal Services ca. 1945  BANC PIC 2005.004:0278a+b--D

Creator/Collector: Graves [S. l.] : United States Army Recruiting Publicity Bureau
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 69 x 54 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
b) On verso: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02944a.jpg:
"P-170-RPB-7-9-45-300M"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Christmas
Miscellaneous: Government information
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

O'er the ramparts we watch : United States Army Air Forces 1944  BANC PIC 2005.004:0279--D

Creator/Collector: Schlaikjer, Jes Wilhelm, b. 1897
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 64 x 49 cm
Additional Note
"© War Department, U. S. A."
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00089.jpg

Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: General or Miscellaneous
Recruiting and enlistment
United States. Army Air Forces
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Creator/Collector: Unknown  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 64 x 43 cm  
Additional Note: "P-237-RPB-1-21-48-80M"  
Indexing Terms:  
Military recruiting: Army  
United States. Army  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: Unknown  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 64 x 42 cm  
Additional Note: "P-243-RPB-3-10-48-80M"  
Indexing Terms:  
Military recruiting: Air Force  
Recruiting and enlistment  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Keep 'em flying: presented by the United States Army Recruiting Service ca. 1941 BANC PIC 2005.004:0282--D

Creator/Collector: Beall, C. C. (Cecil Calvert), 1892-1967  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm  
Additional Note: "P-34--RPB-8-15-41-50M"/Poem by Jack Childs  
Indexing Terms:  
Civilian participation: General  
United States. Army  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Something money can't buy ... : war department civilian service awards : your : campaign ribbons [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0283--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 55 cm
Additional Note
"P-X-27--RPB-11-15-43-25M"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02950.jpg
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Be with him at every mail call : V-Mail is private, reliable, patriotic. ca. 1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:0284a+b--D
Creator/Collector: Hiller, Lejaren A., 1880-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Additional Note
b)Note about why this poster is important and mailing information printed on verso:
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
Communication
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

...till Johnny comes marching home: Army 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0285--D
ark:/28722/bk0007s8518
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 76 x 55 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
United States. Army
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Can you qualify for the Army Air Corps? : "keep 'em flying!" 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0286--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"P-35--RPB--2-2-42--100M"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: General or Miscellaneous
Recruiting and enlistment
United States. Army. Air Corps
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Be good to tools [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0287--D ark:/28722/bk0007s853c

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 74 x 56 cm
Additional Note
United Aircraft Corporation: Joint War Production Drive Committee

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

A day missed: A chance lost [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0288--D ark:/28722/bk0007s854x

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 55 cm
Additional Note
United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Hitler, Adolf, 1889-1945.
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Tools are scarce: Treat'em right! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0289--D ark:/28722/bk0007s855g

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 56 cm
Additional Note
United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Finding Aid to American war posters from the Second World War, circa 1940-1945
**Giff me a break.. Chust hang around! [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0290--D

- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 73 x 55 cm
- **Additional Note**
  United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn: Joint War Production Drive Committee
- **Indexing Terms**
  - Civilian participation: War production
  - Hitler, Adolf, 1889-1945.
  - War work
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**This Plant is operating on wartime: Make every minute count [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0291--D

- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 73 x 55 cm
- **Additional Note**
  United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn
- **Indexing Terms**
  - Civilian participation: War production
  - Industrial mobilization
  - War work
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**What's new?: Wouldn't they like to know! [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0292--D

- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 73 x 56 cm
- **Additional Note**
  United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn: Joint War Production Drive Committee
- **Indexing Terms**
  - Civilian participation: War production
  - Espionage
  - War work
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Broken tools work for Japan [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0293--D

- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 73 x 56 cm
- **Additional Note**
  United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn
- **Indexing Terms**
  - Civilian participation: War production
  - Industrial mobilization
  - Labor
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Hitler rides in the empty seat: Double Up! [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0294--D

- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 73 x 56 cm
- **Additional Note**
  - United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn
- **Indexing Terms**
  - Civilian participation: War production
  - Energy conservation
  - Transportation
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**a Day lost is lost forever! [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0295--D

- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 73 x 55 cm
- **Additional Note**
  - United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn
- **Indexing Terms**
  - Civilian participation: War production
  - Industrial mobilization
  - Labor
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Save Rubber: Their lives depend on it!: Join up to share the driving: information at transportation center [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0296--D

- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 73 x 55 cm
- **Additional Note**
  - United Aircraft Corporation East Hartford, Conn: Joint War Production Drive Committee
- **Indexing Terms**
  - Civilian participation: War production
  - Recycled products
  - Transportation
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**There's NO TIME for -horseplay: here: or here [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0297--D

- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 74 x 56 cm
- **Additional Note**
  - United Aircraft Corporation : Joint War Production Drive Committee
- **Indexing Terms**
  - Civilian participation: War production
  - Industrial mobilization
  - War work
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Don’t scarp it. Bud We need it to scarp with! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0298--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 74 x 56 cm
Additional Note
United Aircraft Corporation East Hartford, Conn: Joint War Production Drive Committee
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 74 x 56 cm
Additional Note
United Aircraft Corporation East Hartford, Conn: Joint War Production Drive Committee
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 74 x 56 cm
Additional Note
United Aircraft Corporation East Hartford, Conn: Joint War Production Drive Committee
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Family
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Tool you break will never make the part their lives depend on [19141-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0301--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 56 cm
Additional Note
United Aircraft Corporation East Hartford, Conn: Joint War Production Drive Committee
Indexing Terms
Africa, North
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 56 cm
Additional Note
United Aircraft Corporation East Hartford, Conn
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

United Aircraft Scores Again! [1942] BANC PIC 2005.004:0303--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 48 x 50 cm
Additional Note
"United Aircraft Corp."
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Good Workmanship can take it! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0304--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 64 x 48 cm
Additional Note
United Aircraft Corporation East Hartford, Conn: (Joint War Production Drive Committee)
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Public Proclamation No. 12: October 10, 1942 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0305--D

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm
Additional Note
1 print of placard
Indexing Terms
Civil defense
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
A) Speed ‘em: Farrel Drives For Victory: “...V-” : We need ‘em [1942]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0306--D ark:/28722/bk0007s872v
Creator/Collector: Ryall
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 59 x 44 cm
Additional Note
"Farrel Birmingham Company, Inc: Ansonia, Conn": 1 print of Placard
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Manpower
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Letter comes with the posters to Mr. Jerome Wilcox, University of California Berkeley Library 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0307--D ark:/28722/bk0007s873d
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 28 x 22 cm
Additional Note
1 print of letter
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
Additional Note
1 print of placard: "Farrel Birmingham Company, Inc. Ansonia, Conn"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Industrial mobilization
Manpower
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Production Now--is our vow: Farrel Drives...For-Victory [1942] BANC PIC 2005.004:0309--D ark:/28722/bk0007s875h
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 59 x 43 cm
Additional Note
1 print of placard: "Farrel Birmingham Co, Inc. Ansonia, Conn"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Manpower
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Keep the "E" Pennant Flying...**-under these flags: Farrel Drives For Victory [1942]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0310--D ark:/28722/bk0007s8762
Creator/Collector: Ryall
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 59 x 43 cm
Additional Note
1 print of placard: "Farrel Birmingham Company, Inc. Ansonia, Conn"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
Manpower
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Hitler's Allies and Scrap: Farrel Drives For Victory [1942]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0311--D
ark:/28722/bk0007s877m
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 59 x 43 cm
Additional Note
1 print of placard: "Farrel Birmingham Company, Inc. Ansonia, Conn"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Propaganda
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Beat the Schedule: Farrel Drives For Victory [1942]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0312--D
ark:/28722/bk0007s8785
Creator/Collector: Ryall
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
Additional Note
1 print of placard: "Farrel Birmingham Company, Inc. Ansonia, Conn"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Make your own Declaration of War: Buy War Bond [1942]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0313--D
ark:/28722/bk0007s879q
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm
Additional Note
1 print of placard: "U. S. Government Printing Office:1942--O-491566": "WS5639"
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Government information
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 68 x 23 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Enemy ears are listening 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0315--D
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 66 x 35 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 5." "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1942--O-480485"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02658.jpg
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Hitler, Adolf, 1889-1945.
Mussolini, Benito, 1883-1945
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Military Sanitation in the field: An Air Poster Series: 22 poster sheets in one folder 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0316--D ark:/28722/bk0007s882c
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 81 x 56 cm
Additional Note
Recto: "See Pamphlet in Document Division": Verso: "AAT Military Sanitation Ser.": 22 sheets with 3 holes punches (all loose and together); Verso of poster describes recto of next poster
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Health education
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The United Nations fight for freedom 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0317--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 143 x 102 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 19": "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1942--O-498304"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Liberty
Miscellaneous: International relations
Quality of life
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Buy a part for our jeep: Back the Attack!: your bond or stamp starts a jeep down the ramp [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0318--
   Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
   Dimensions: 114 x 89 cm
   Additional Note
   Willys-Overland Motors "Builders of the Mighty Jeep" : on verso: "Willy Overland"
   Indexing Terms
   Bonds and war finance
   Savings bonds
   World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

   Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
   Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
   Dimensions: 146.5 x 102 cm
   Additional Note
   "Shell" on verso
   Indexing Terms
   Bonds and war finance
   Military weapons
   United States. Navy
   World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

   Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
   Dimensions: 85 x 149 cm
   Additional Note
   "Shell" on verso
   Indexing Terms
   Bonds and war finance
   Military weapons
   United States. Navy
   World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

   Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
   Dimensions: 89 x 119 cm
   Additional Note
   Indexing Terms
   Military operations
   Propaganda
   World War, 1939-1945--Pacific Area
   World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Container Listing**

**Finding Aid to American war posters from the Second World War, circa 1940-1945**

**Wing... : engine... : fuselage... : tail... : WEFT is a system for aircraft recognition 1942**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0322--

- **Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
- **Coggins, Jack**
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 89 x 119 cm
- **Additional Note**
- **Indexing Terms**
  - Miscellaneous: Military weapons
  - Weapons industry
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**We-All Are Part Of The Victory Program [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0323--

- **Creator/Collector:** Litho. In U.S.A.
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 101 x 162 cm
- **Additional Note**
  - "International Business Machine" on verso
- **Indexing Terms**
  - Civilian participation: War production
  - Industrial mobilization
  - United States
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**A) Russia has held the Nazis since June 22, 1941: These are some of the weapons which checked Hitler's armies: B) verso: Newsmap: Time Zone: Jungle Fighting: War Fronts: Strategic Distance in the North Pacific (insert maps) 1942**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0324--

- **Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 89 x 120 cm
- **Additional Note**
- **Indexing Terms**
  - Government information
  - Military operations
  - Military weapons
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 89 x 120 cm
  Additional Note
  Indexing Terms
  Government information
  Military operations
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 89 x 120 cm
  Additional Note
  Indexing Terms
  Government information
  Military operations
  Military weapons
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 89 x 120 cm
  Additional Note
  Indexing Terms
  Government information
  Military operations
  Military weapons
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
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BANC PIC 2005.004:0328--


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 89 x 120 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Government information

Military operations

Military weapons

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Newsmap Industrial Edition: : European War and the Pacific War: Monday, 26 February, 1945-week of 14 February to 21 February-Volume III No.45F. 1945

BANC PIC 2005.004:0329--


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 89 x 120 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Government information

Military operations

Military weapons

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


BANC PIC 2005.004:0330--


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 89 x 120 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Government information

Military operations

Military weapons

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 90 x 120 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Government information
Military operations
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 89 x 120 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Government information
Military operations
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 90 x 120 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Government information
Military operations
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 89 x 120 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Government information
Military operations
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Newsmap Industrial Edition: Japan's Warrior Tradition: Japan Industry has expanded and This is Tokyo: Monday, 7 May, 1945-week of 24 April to 1 May-Vol. IV, No. 3F 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0335--

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 89 x 120 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Government information
Military operations
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Newsmap Industrial Edition:: Soviets enter Berlin Pacific Allies Gain:: Monday, 30 April, 1945-week of 17 April to 24 April-Vol. IV, No. 2F 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0336--

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 89 x 120 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Government information
Military operations
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 89 x 120 cm
Additional Note
Distributed by Industrial Services Division: Bureau of Public Relations, War Department:

Indexing Terms
Government information
Military operations
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Newsmap Industrial Edition: We are bombing Tokyo : Monday, 9 April, 1945-week of 27 March to 3 April-Vol. III, No. 52F 1945

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 89 x 120 cm
Additional Note
Distributed by Industrial Services Division: Bureau of Public Relations, War Department:

Indexing Terms
Government information
Military operations
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Give it your Best! 1942

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 146 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
1778 1943 : Americans will always fight for liberty 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0340--
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficePerlin, Bernard, 1918-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 142 x 102 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 26": "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-502684"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02982.jpg
Indexing Terms
Liberty
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"You buy 'em we'll fly 'em!" : defense bonds stamps 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0341--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00164.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Ours ... to fight for : freedom from fear 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0342--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 143 x 102 cm
Additional Note
United States, Office of War Information: "OWI Poster No. 46.": "U. S. Government Printing
Office : 1943-O-511887"/Image has caption: "Painting from the Saturday Evening Post"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00504.jpg
Indexing Terms
Family
Liberty
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Ours ... to fight for: freedom from want 1943

Rockwell, Norman 1894-1978

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 143 x 102 cm

Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 45": U.S. Government Printing Office: 1943-0-511886"/Image has caption: "Painting from the Saturday Evening Post"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00503.jpg

Indexing Terms
Family
Liberty
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Save freedom of speech: buy war bonds 1943

Rockwell, Norman 1894-1978

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 143 x 102 cm

Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 44": "U.S. Government Printing Office: 1943--O-510257": "Painting from the Saturday Evening Post"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00300.jpg

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Communication
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Save freedom of worship: each according to the dictates of his own conscience: buy war bonds 1943


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 143 x 102 cm

Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 43": "U.S. Government Printing Office: 1943--O-510256")/"Painting from the Saturday Evening Post"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00302.jpg

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Religion
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"I'm not eating meat on Tuesday..." How about you? [1941-1945]  
BANC PIC 2005.004:0346--D 🌐 ark:/28722/bk0007s8c2x  
Creator/Collector: Unknown  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 60 x 46 cm

"Take it easy Joe!" [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0347--D 🌐 ark:/28722/bk0007s8c3g  
Creator/Collector: Published by information and education section GHQ United States Army Forces Pacific  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 46 x 61 cm

"It will look even bigger...after the war!" 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0348--D 🌐 ark:/28722/bk0007s8c41  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 49 x 61 cm

Your Enemy the Jap 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0349--D 🌐 ark:/28722/bk0007s8c5k  
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeHotchkiss  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 60 x 47 cm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>We can ... we will ... we must! .. Franklin D. Roosevelt : buy U.S. war savings bonds &amp; stamps now 1942</strong> BANC PIC 2005.004:0350--C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 print (poster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions: 29 x 52 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: <a href="http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02489.jpg">http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02489.jpg</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonds and war finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savings bonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>We'll take care of the rising sun : you take care of rising prices [1941-1945]</strong> BANC PIC 2005.004:0351--C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator/Collector: Distributed by Office of War Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 print (poster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions: 58 x 42 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States. Office of Economic Stabilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: <a href="http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02738.jpg">http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02738.jpg</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>You are one of 50,000,000 Americans who must fill out an income tax return by March 15 : do it now! 1944</strong> BANC PIC 2005.004:0352--C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 print (poster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: <a href="http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp03005.jpg">http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp03005.jpg</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexing Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous: Government information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States. Dept. of the Treasury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 1

**Figure it out yourself: Boost your Bond Buying thru Payroll Savings 1943**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0353--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8c9s

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 28 x 53 cm
Additional Note
"WFD-836"
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
United States. Dept. of the Treasury
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

**These Koppers folk are fighting for you: Back them up! Don't miss a single day's work:**

Buy U.S. war bonds and stamps [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0354--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8d0b

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 43 cm
Additional Note
Kopper Coal Division of Eastern Gas and fuel associates: "Ketchum Mac Leod + Grove Inc.
Koppers Bldg Pittsburgh"
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Industrial mobilization
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: UnknownLitho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 46 cm
Additional Note
"Form 15-4666RE": "RCA Camden, N.J."
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
I gave a man!: Will you join the NCR 10% or more club today? [1939-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0356--C

Creator/Collector: Sarra, Valentino, 1903-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 43 cm
Additional Note
United States. Dept. of the Treasury: "Natl. Cash Register, Dayton, O."
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

For Victory: Join the NCR 10% or more Club Today [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0357--C

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 43 cm
Additional Note
"Natl. Cash Register Dayton, O."
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

We can't all go ... but we can all help! put at least 10% of your pay in war bonds. sign the card today. [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0358--C

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 43 cm
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00321.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 44 x 56 cm
Indexing Terms
Civil defense
Women
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
The More women at work the sooner we win! : women are needed also as: : farm workers... : and in hundreds of other war jobs! : see your local U.S. employment service

1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0360--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 52" "U.S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-517134"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00052.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
War work
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1


Creator/Collector: Published by the U.S. Office of War Information
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 59 x 37 cm
Additional Note
"No.3", :" US 763 EN"

Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: General or Miscellaneous
War work
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1


Creator/Collector: Publié Par l’ Office D’Information De Guerre Des Etats-Unis
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 59 x 37 cm
Additional Note
French Language text: Numéro 3 "US763FR"

Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: General or Miscellaneous
War work
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Notiziario Delle nazioni Unite: Le donne dei paesi Alleati lavorano e lottano per affrettare la vittoria [1939-1945]

Creator/Collector: Pubblicato Dall'ufficio Informazioni Di Guerra Degli I Stati Uniti D' America
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 59 x 37 cm
Additional Note
Italian Language text : No. 3 "US763IT"
Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: General or Miscellaneous
War work
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"I've found the job where I fit best!" find your war job in industry, agriculture, business 1943

Creator/Collector: R[sic], George Office of War Information
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 41 x 58 cm
Additional Note
"O.W.I. Poster No. 55"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Economic aspects
Women
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Save his life...and find your own : be a nurse : write to Student Nurses, 1790 Broadway, N.Y.C. 1943

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00053.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Nurses
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"I serve .." : be an : army nurse [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0366--C
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 43 cm
Additional Note
United States. Army
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Nurses
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

This man is your friend : Ethiopian : he fights for freedom 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0367--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 37 cm
Additional Note
Specify GPO Jacket No. 455914."/"U.S. Government Printing Office : 1942--0"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Alliances
Miscellaneous: International relations
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

This man is your friend : Chinese : he fights for freedom 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0368--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 37 cm
Additional Note
Specify GPO Jacket No. 455918."/"U.S. Government Printing Office : 1942--0"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Alliances
Miscellaneous: International relations
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
This man is your friend: Englishman: he fights for freedom 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0369--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 37 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Alliances
Miscellaneous: International relations
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

This man is your friend: Australian: he fights for freedom 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0370--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 37 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Alliances
Miscellaneous: International relations
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

This man is your friend: Canadian: he fights for freedom 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0371--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Alliances
Miscellaneous: International relations
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
This man is your friend: Dutch sailor: he fights for freedom 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0372--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 37 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp03016.jpg
Indexing Terms
Alliances
Miscellaneous: International relations
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

This man is your friend: Russian: he fights for freedom 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0373--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 37 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp03018.jpg
Indexing Terms
Alliances
Miscellaneous: International relations
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

[Untitled] [1939-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0374--C ⬇️ ark://28722/bk0007s8g0c

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 38 cm
Additional Note
"O.W.I.-USP-1 10"
Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

Fascisti Repubblicani [1939-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0375--C ⬇️ ark://28722/bk0007s8g1x

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 38 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"O.W.I.-USP-I -8"
Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Finding Aid to American war posters from the Second World
War, circa 1940-1945
"I am looking forward to dictating peace to the United States in the White House at Washington" -- Admiral Yamamoto : what do YOU say, America? 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0376--C
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
  Additional Note
    Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
    http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp00090.jpg
  Indexing Terms
  Miscellaneous: Patriotism
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
  Yamamoto, Isoroku, 1884-1943

"We consider peace a catastrophe for human civilization"--Mussolini : what do YOU say, America? 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0377--C
  Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing Office,
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
  Additional Note
    Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
    http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04409.jpg
  Indexing Terms
  Miscellaneous: Patriotism
  Mussolini, Benito, 1883-1945
  Propaganda
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"We shall soon have our storm troopers in America!" -- Hitler : what do YOU say, America? 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0378--C
  Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing Office,
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
  Additional Note
    Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
  Indexing Terms
  Hitler, Adolf, 1889-1945.
  Miscellaneous: Patriotism
  Propaganda
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
The sound that kills ... : don't murder men with idle words 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0379--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02663.jpg
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Are you one of these heroes? [1939-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0380--C
ark:/28722/bk0007s8g6p
Creator/Collector: DWG
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 56 cm
Additional Note
War Production Drive: 213
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Each little error gives our enemies more time!: Don't forget we're at war! [1939-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0381--C
ark:/28722/bk0007s8g77
Creator/Collector: Noonan
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
Additional Note
Noonan Illustrated Parts Catalog: War Production Drive: T1000
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
If You Talk Too Much. : This man may die 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0382--C
Sarra, Valentino, 1903-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the Library of Congress:
http://memory.loc.gov/pnp/fsa/8b04000/8b04300/8b04385v.jpg
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

We caught hell! -- someone must have talked 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0383--C
Creator/Collector: Tepper, SaulU.S. Government Printing Office : distributed by Office of
War Information
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-567525"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mswp00496.jpg
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

... the state of this nation is good the heart of this nation is sound the spirit of this nation is strong the faith of this nation is eternal. : Franklin D. Roosevelt : from his message to Congress, January 7, 1943 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0384--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 36 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 40., /"U. S. Government Printing Office :"1943--O-507621"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mswp03049.jpg
Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Remember Dec. 7th! : ... we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain ... 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0385--C

Saalburg, Allen Russel, 1899-

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00516.jpg

Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

In memoriam : Second Lieutenant Phillip P. Reece, Jr. : United States Army Air Corps : killed in action in defense of his country in the southwest Pacific, August 26, 1942 : coal inspector ... Powelton no. 5 mine 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0386--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 43 cm

Additional Note
"Ketchum MacLead + Grove Inc. Koppers Bldg, Pittsburgh"

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02226.jpg

Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 53 x 43 cm

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

Have you thought of everything?: See your C.O. about National Service Life Insurance: This poster contributed by Institute of Life Insurance... [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0388--C ark:/28722/bk0007s8h43

Creator/Collector: Unknown

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm

Additional Note
"WW II US Insurance Co., A-K general"

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Your blood can save him [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0389--C

Creator/Collector: Whitman
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 37 cm
Additional Note
"Poster 1205"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00527.jpg

Indexing Terms
American Red Cross
Charitable organization
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

They need more than Courage! Give clothing to Russian War Relief Inc. 1939-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:0390--C

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 35 cm
Indexing Terms
Charitable organization
World War, 1939-1945--Europe.
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

United States Controlled Prices 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0391--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"U.S. O.H. of price adm"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Price regulation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1


Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 28 x 40 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 1

They do it.. so can we carry more to win the war 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0393--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Additional Note
"L-P1093"; "Liberty Mutual Boston (conservation of tires program)"; "Liberty Mutual Insurance Company Traffic and Safety Bureau"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Load'er up! : carry more to win the war! 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0394--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Additional Note
"Liberty Mutual Boston (conservation of tires program)"; "Liberty Mutual Insurance Company Traffic and Safety Bureau"; "L-P1094"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Mrs. America buys clothes with care : wise buying helps win the war 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0395--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 36 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mswp02743.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Economic aspects
Energy conservation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Mrs. America buys food with care: wise buying helps win the war 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0396--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 36 x 51 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02744.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Economic aspects
Energy conservation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

a) 1918: 64.60 rise in cost of living ... World War I: 1944: 25.90 rise in cost of living ...
World War II: ... keeping the home front pledge: "I pay no more than ceiling prices .... I pay my ration points in full." 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0397a+b--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 50 x 37 cm
Additional Note
b) on verso: Mailing information and brief introduction about the poster printed on verso and scanned as MSP02740a: for verso:
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02740.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Price regulation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

For service: 500 hours ... : in civilian defense 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0398--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civil defense
Recruiting and enlistment
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
This man and millions like him have left job and family to protect your job and family: let's stop layoffs!!  1939-1945  BANC PIC 2005.004:0399--C
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 43 cm
Additional Note
"Ketchum Mac Leod and Grove Inc. Koppers Bldg. Pittsburgh"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Family
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Here's a message for you from those Koppers boys now in service: fellow miners ... we need more coal ...  1939-1945  BANC PIC 2005.004:0400--C
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 55 x 44 cm
Additional Note
"Ketchum Mac Leod and Grove Inc. Koppers Bldg. Pittsburgh"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02227.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Defend American freedom: it's everybody's job  1939-1945  BANC PIC 2005.004:0401--C
Creator/Collector: Barclay, McClelland
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm
Additional Note
"Courtesy of National Association of Manufacturers"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Liberty
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 1

You are helping to equip paratroops: AMCO Humidification Speeds Production of Parachute Cloth 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0402--C

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 40 cm
Additional Note
"Grinnell Co. Providence, R.I."
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

You are helping to build war production: Grinnell Prefabricated piping delivers power 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0403--C

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 41 cm
Additional Note
"Grinnell Co. Providence, R.I."
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

You are helping to build a powerful army: Grinnell fitting help provide finest sanitation facilities for our army camp 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0404--C

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 41 cm
Additional Note
"Grinnell Co. Providence, R.I."
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

You are helping to protect American Industry: Grinnell Automatic Sprinklers Safeguard Vital Plants and Materials 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0405--C

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 41 cm
Additional Note
"Grinnell Co. Providence, R.I."
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
You are helping to build control of the air: Grinnell "An" Standard fittings supply gasoline, oil, and hydraulic fluids on plane 1941-1945

You are helping to keep the sea lanes open: Grinnell Genspring hangers support power piping on our fighting ships 1941-1945

You are helping to supply more fire power: Grinnell Foundry Products help blast the enemy 1941-1945

Retro (a): The boy who wasn't passed the ammunition....: Verso (b): the same as the front, the title and text [1939 - 1945]
Resolution for 1945: Whatever this boy needs—he gets from us more trucks 1941-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:0410--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8k67
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
U.S. Army Official
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Resolution for 1945: Whatever this boy needs—he gets from us more Radar equipment 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0411--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8k7s
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
U.S. Army Official
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Resolution for 1945: Whatever this boy needs—he gets from us more Tires 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0412--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8k8b
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
U.S. Army Official
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Resolution for 1945: Whatever this boy needs—he gets from us more Batteries 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0413--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8k9w
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
U.S. Army Official
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 1

**Resolution for 1945: Whatever this boy needs—he gets from us more Cotton Duck**

**1941-1945** BANC PIC 2005.004:0414--C

Creator/Collector: Unknown

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note

U.S. Army Official

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production

Military supplies

World War, 1939-1945—United States—Posters

---

**Keep pitching with both hands brother 1944**

**BANC PIC 2005.004:0415--C**

Creator/Collector: Treidler, Adolph

U.S. Government Printing Office

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note


Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00029.jpg

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production

United States. Army

World War, 1939-1945—United States—Posters

---

**So the Jap’s a snap?: I can’t see it 1944**

**BANC PIC 2005.004:0416--C**


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 37 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production

United States. Army

World War, 1939-1945—United States—Posters
O'I Red Wabbler Says...Don't turn a cold shower on a hot roll: Mackintosh-Hemphill
  Creator/Collector: [Ford, Herman?]
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm
  Additional Note
  "Mackintosh-Hemphill Company, Pittsburgh, Pa"
  Additional Note
  Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Industrial mobilization
  Labor
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

O'l red wabbler says... it pays to be fussy about roll finish: Mackintosh-Hemphill
  Creator/Collector: [Ford, Herman?]
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Additional Note
  "Mackintosh-Hemphill Company, Pittsburgh, Pa"
  Additional Note
  Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
  http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02163.jpg
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Industrial mobilization
  Labor
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

O'l red wabbler says...Nothing like a good clean neck: Mackintosh-Hemphill Company
[1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0419--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8m56
  Creator/Collector: [Ford, Herman?]
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm
  Additional Note
  "Mackintosh-Hemphill Company, Pittsburgh, Pa"
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Industrial Mobilization
  Labor
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Ol' red wabbler says... keep the neck and working pressure right on strip mill rolls-hot or cold: Mackintosh-Hemphill Company [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: [Ford, Herman?]  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm  
Additional Note  
"Mackintosh-Hemphill Company, Pittsburgh, Pa"  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02162.jpg  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Labor  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Ol' red wabbler says... watch your neck grease: Mackintosh-Hemphill Company [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: [Ford, Herman?]  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm  
Additional Note  
"Mackintosh-Hemphill Company, Pittsburgh, Pa"  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02159.jpg  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Labor  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Ol' red wabbler says... rolls are tough: but : treat them gently: Mackintosh-Hemphill Company [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: [Ford, Herman?]  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm  
Additional Note  
"Mackintosh-Hemphill Company, Pittsburgh, Pa"  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02161.jpg  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Labor  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Ol’ red wabbler says...it’s important to keep the shower sprays clean: Mackintosh-Hemphill Company [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0423--C
Creator/Collector: [Ford, Herman?]  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm  
Additional Note  
"Mackintosh-Hemphill Company, Pittsburgh, Pa"  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02157.jpg  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Labor  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Ol’ red wabbler says...watch the curves and contours: Mackintosh-Hemphill Company [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0424--C
Creator/Collector: [Ford, Herman?]  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm  
Additional Note  
"Mackintosh-Hemphill Company, Pittsburgh, Pa"  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02160.jpg  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Labor  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1
Creator/Collector: Carlson, Charles  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
U.S. Army: "Program branch of the Indian Services Div: Metals Campaigner"  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Family  
Patriotism  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
We're free to choose...This Today or This Tomorrow 1942

Rollin Kirby

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Arm Behind The Army 1942

Kirby, Rollin

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Patriotism

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Let's catch more of this kind of fish! 1943

Carlson, Charles

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Patriotism

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Avenger's shadow: on Miner's shadow as inscription: More metal for U.S. Planes
Tanks Guns 1943

Kirby, Rollin

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Labor

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 1  **Your Ore Packs A Punch! 1943**  
BANC PIC 2005.004:0430--C  
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeKirby, Rollin  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Labor  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1  **The Quicker The Better! 1943**  
BANC PIC 2005.004:0431--C  
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeKirby, Rollin  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Labor  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1  **Business Before Pleasure! 1943**  
BANC PIC 2005.004:0432--C  
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeKirby, Rollin  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 52 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Labor  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1  **Make His Nightmare Come True! 1943**  
BANC PIC 2005.004:0433--C  
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeKirby, Rollin  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 52 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Labor  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 1

**Something To Think About 1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:0434--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8p0g

Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeKirby, Rollin

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production

Industrial mobilization

Labor

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

**Who said we were soft? 1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:0435--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8p11

Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeKirby, Rollin

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production

Industrial mobilization

Labor

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

**This hurts U. S. too! 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0436--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8p2k

Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeKirby, Rollin

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production

Industrial mobilization

Labor

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

**Bust up their Act! 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0437--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8p34

Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeKirby, Rollin

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production

Industrial mobilization

Labor

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 1  **A Menace We Must Beat! 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0438--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8p4p
  Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeKirby, Rollin
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm
  Additional Note
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Industrial mobilization
  Labor
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1  **Sure Americans can take it! 1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:0439--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8p57
  Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeKirby, Rollin
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm
  Additional Note
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Industrial mobilization
  Labor
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1  **"United We Stand..": Two fox-holes defending America 1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:0440--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8p66
  Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeKirby, Rollin
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm
  Additional Note
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Industrial mobilization
  Labor
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1  **Just the beginning... 1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:0441--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8p7b
  Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeKirby, Rollin
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 51 x 41 cm
  Additional Note
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Industrial mobilization
  Labor
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Wood flies to war: The Army & Navy need 20,000 square feet of plywood for each cargo plane 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0442--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 59 x 44 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military supplies
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Wood gets 'em over!: The Army needs 17,000,000 board feet a year for pontoon bridges 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0443--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 59 x 44 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military supplies
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Wood joins the colors!: The army & navy need millions of board feet for barracks 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0444--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 59 x 44 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military supplies
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Wood shelters our planes: the army & navy need 156,000,000 board feet a year for hangars 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0445--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 59 x 43 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-536844"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military supplies
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Materials are precious!.. let's make every piece count! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0446--C

Creator/Collector: Litho. In U.S.A. Alexander
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 43 cm
Additional Note
"Form IS5270RE" : "R.C.A. Camden, N.J."

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: Alexander Litho. U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
Additional Note
"Litho. In U.S.A.="/"Form 1S5268RE="/"R.C.A. Camden, N.J."

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04422.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
All the ear -- marks of a sneaky Jap! : don't discuss your job! [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0448--C
Creator/Collector: Litho. U.S.A.Brook, Alexander, 1898-1980
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 43 cm
Additional Note
"Form 1S5269 RE": "R.C.A. Camden, N.J."
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02682.jpg
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Put the squeeze on the Japanese : beat your promise [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0449--C
Creator/Collector: Printed in U.S. A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
Additional Note
"Form 1S5360"/"Printed in U.S.A." : "R.C.A. Camden, N.J."
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

If the absentee bugs bite you ... : poor transportation : bad housing : accident : child care : shopping : illness : tell us : your labor management committee 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0450--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 54 x 34 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-525298"/"War Production Drive Headquarters Bulletin Board Placard No. 27"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
We're giving 'em the old one-two!: Days off cost lives 1943

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 54 x 34 cm
Additional Note
"U.S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-525296"/"War Production Drive Headquarters Bulletin Board Placard No. 29"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

[untitled]: War Production Drive: illustration of donkeys [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Jones, Frank W.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
Additional Note
"W104" Illustrated Parts Catalog
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

[untitled]: War Production Drive: Illustration of workers and their description of injury on a job receiving awards/gifts from Axis Leaders [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Dwig
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 43 cm
Additional Note
"WP 218" Illustrated Parts Catalog
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

You can't build planes in there: War Production Drive [1941-1945]

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"WP 216" Illustrated Parts Catalog
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Teamwork freed Africa ... and we helped! 1943**

- **Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 56 x 44 cm
- **Additional Note**
  - "War Production Board, War Production Drive Headquarters, Washington, D. C."/
  - "A-38"/
  - "GPO--War Board 5936-p.1"

**Postal Telegraph: ..."Via Commercial": UP 30 London 356 PM MAP 24 1942:**

- **Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 43 x 54 cm
- **Additional Note**

**Allies for a big job : OCD : cooperate with your local defense council 1942**

- **Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 50 x 54 cm
- **Additional Note**
This isn't war...it's MURDER: make 'em pay...keep producing 1943
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 54 x 43 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04437.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Jap way -- cold--blooded murder : we'll make them pay if you keep up production 1943
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 54 x 43 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04436.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Prisoners of war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

I know it's not over. I 'm getting a job in a war plant: See the U.S.E.S. man about a Good Job in a war plant [1941-1945]
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 1  

**Get the best job through the U.S.E.S. man before leaving here [1941-1945]**  

BANC PIC 2005.004:0461--C  

Creator/Collector: Unknown  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm  

Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Labor  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

---  

Box 1  

**Needed! More Firepower for Eisenhower [1941-1945]**  

BANC PIC 2005.004:0462--C  

Creator/Collector: Slivon  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm  

Additional Note  
25-11154-10100; U.S. Army Official Poster  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Eisenhower, Dwight D. (Dwight David), 1890-1969  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

---  

Box 1  

**A motion picture for war workers of America!: The War Department present, "Brief for Invasion" [1941-1945]**  

BANC PIC 2005.004:0463--C  

Creator/Collector: Slivon  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm  

Additional Note  
24-89772-1514: U.S. Army Official Poster  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: Labor  
Combat  
Theater  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
What you make can prevent this 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0464--C

Creator/Collector: Treidler, Adolph
U.S. Government Printing Office

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note


Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00278.jpg

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The M-1 does my talking!....with your cartridges 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0465--C

Creator/Collector: Schlaikjer, Jes Wilhelm, b. 1897
U.S. Government Printing Office

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

[untitled] 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0466--C

Creator/Collector: Artzybasheff, Boris

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 44 x 55 cm

Additional Note

Copyright 1943, Wickwire Spencer Steel Company

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
We pledged it: We'll beat it! [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 54 x 43 cm
Additional Note
"R.C.A. Camden, N.J"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Ideas will help: beat the promise: let's have your! [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 47 cm
Additional Note
"FORM 1S 4591": "R.C.A. Camden, N.J"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Simple Sam: the wasting fool: every day he breaks a tool! [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 54 x 44 cm
Additional Note
"R.C.A. Camden, N.J"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 46 cm
Additional Note
"R.C.A. Camden, N.J"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Victory in the making : "sighted sub sank same" : the equipment you and I make serves our armed forces ... on land -- on sea -- and in the air! [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0471--C
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 59 x 37 cm
Additional Note
"R.C.A. Camden, N.J"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02180.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Linked together for safety and defense : USA RCA : beat the promise [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0472--C
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 46 cm
Additional Note
"R.C.A. Camden, N.J"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02324.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 1

**Vic ory the Absent T [Victory] [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0473--C

*ark:/28722/bk0007s8s90*

Creator/Collector: DwigPub by Douglas Aircraft Co. Inc.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"WP 220" Illustrated Parts Catalog: War Production Drive
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

**--And do they raise hell! when the war news is bad [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0474--C

*ark:/28722/bk0007s8t0j*

Creator/Collector: Morehouse, Lee
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
Additional Note
"WP 100" Illustrated Parts Catalog: War Production Drive
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

**Pulling for Hitler [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0475--C

*ark:/28722/bk0007s8t13*

Creator/Collector: Dwig
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 44 x 56 cm
Additional Note
"WP 200" War Production Drive
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

**Time is short every minute counts [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0476--C

*ark:/28722/bk0007s8t2n*

Creator/Collector: Vanderlaan
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 57 x 44 cm
Additional Note
"WP 108" Illustrated Parts Catalog: War Production Drive
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 1

Send us more...and fast [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0477--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8t36
Creator/Collector: Vanderlaan
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
Additional Note
"WP 115" Illustrated Parts Catalog: War Production Drive: "Douglas Aircraft Co."
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

Time...greatest shortage of all: Don't waste a minute! [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0478--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8t4r
Creator/Collector: Vanderlaan
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 43 cm
Additional Note
"B 200" Illustrated Parts Catalog: War Production Drive:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

Toko Kid Say- oh so joyful for mishap-one more less now fighting Jap Thank you [1943]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0479--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8t59
Creator/Collector: Campbell, Jack
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 57 x 44 cm
Additional Note
"WWII US 1943 [sic], Douglas Aircraft Corp": "WP 223" Illustrated Parts Catalog: War Production Drive:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

Imperial Palace Tokio: Honorable Douglas worker: Please to keep on taking day off to fishing and good time. Bombers not building may win war for Japan, Please so Joyful Toko Kid [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0480--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8t6v
Creator/Collector: Campbell, Jack
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
Additional Note
Illustrated Parts Catalog: War Production Drive:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
  Creator/Collector: Campbell, Jack
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
  Additional Note
  "Douglas material conservation program V 205"/"Illustrated parts catalog"
  Additional Note
  Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
  Natural resources
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

Tokio Kid say--broke up tools waste for scrap just like bullet make for Jap! Thank you [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0482--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8t8z
  Creator/Collector: Pub by Douglas Aircraft Co. Inc.Campbell, Jack
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
  Additional Note
  "Douglas material conservation program"/"Illustrated parts catalog"
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
  Natural resources
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

Other hands need those blueprint!: Return 'em to the files now! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0483--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8t9h
  Creator/Collector: Noonan, Joe
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
  Additional Note
  "Douglas material conservation program"/"Illustrated parts catalog"
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
  Recycled products
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 1

"Don't let 'em down": "Keep 'em flying" with spares [1941-1945]

BANC PIC 2005.004:0484--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8v02

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm

Additional Note
"Douglas material conservation program"/"Illustrated parts catalog": Douglas Aircraft Co. Santa Monica Calif.

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Recycled products
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

When in doubt Don't : If all accidents caused by carelessness in one year were laid end to end it would take an ambulance 400 miles long to hold them [1941-1945]

BANC PIC 2005.004:0485--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8v1m

Creator/Collector: Dwig

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 56 cm

Additional Note
"Illustrated parts catalog": Douglas Aircraft Co. Santa Monica Calif. WP 224

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

You can't use a tool with a sore thumb: avoid accidents! [1941-1945]

BANC PIC 2005.004:0486--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8v25

Creator/Collector: Dwig

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 56 cm

Additional Note
"Illustrated parts catalog": Douglas Aircraft Co. Santa Monica Calif. WP 225: War Production Drive

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 1  Everyone makes mistakes-if you do-Don't hide it!: Tell your inspector [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0487--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8v3q
  Creator/Collector: Campbell, Jack
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 56 x 43 cm
  Additional Note
  "Illustrated parts catalog": "Douglas material conservation program M110" "Douglas Aircraft Co."
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Recycled products
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1  Waste helps the enemy: Conserve Material [1941-1945]  BANC PIC 2005.004:0488--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8v48
  Creator/Collector: Vanderlaan
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
  Additional Note
  "Illustrated parts catalog": "Douglas material conservation program V202"
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
  Rationing
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1  Clean House in your tool box...let us have those precious parts thoughtlessly tossed into your tool box...we need 'em to build planes! [1941-1945]  BANC PIC 2005.004:0489--C  ark:/28722/bk0007s8v5t
  Creator/Collector: Dwig
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 43 x 56 cm
  Additional Note
  "Illustrated parts catalog": "Douglas material conservation program M229" "Douglas Aircraft Co. Santa Monica, Calif."
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
  Industrial mobilization
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 1

They asked for it...Give it to 'em [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0490--C

Creator/Collector: Farnam
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
Additional Note
"Illustrated parts catalog": "War Production Drive B208"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1


Creator/Collector: Williamson
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
Additional Note
"Illustrated parts catalog": "War Production Drive S102"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Rationing
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1


Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
Additional Note
"War Production Drive 116"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

If we produce enough of these: we wont need these [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0493--C

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 57 x 45 cm
Additional Note
"Illustrated parts catalog": "War Production Drive W107"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--New Zealand--Posters
Box 1

**Memo for tomorrow Victory!: "Planes Needed" [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0494--C  
[ark:/28722/bk0007s8w0k](ark:/28722/bk0007s8w0k)

Creator/Collector: Unknown  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 57 x 44 cm  
Additional Note  
"Illustrated parts catalog": "War Production Drive B205"  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

**Hi Ho! Hi Ho! It's off to work we go!: Help win the war: squeeze in one more [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0495--C  
[ark:/28722/bk0007s8w14](ark:/28722/bk0007s8w14)

Creator/Collector: Morehouse, Lee  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 56 x 45 cm  
Additional Note  
"Illustrated parts catalog": "War Production Drive W105": From original drawing by Dr. Suess  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation  
Energy conservation  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 1

**Think: use your safety guards [1942]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0496--C  
[ark:/28722/bk0007s8w2p](ark:/28722/bk0007s8w2p)

Creator/Collector: Unknown  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm  
Additional Note  
"War Production Drive W113"  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Safety education  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2

**Give 'em both barrels 1941** BANC PIC 2005.004:0497--C

Creator/Collector: Carlu, Jean, 1900-  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 51 x 38 cm  
Additional Note  
Division of Information Office for Emergency Management, Washington, D.C.  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mswp02389.jpg  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 2

**This guy boasts:** "I'll make the peace in the White House" : better work : to win! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0498--C

**Creator/Collector:** Rogers-Kellogg-Stillson, Inc  
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Dimensions:** 56 x 39 cm  
**Additional Note**  
**Additional Note**  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00004.jpg  
**Indexing Terms**  
Miscellaneous: Patriotism  
Propaganda  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2

**Work to win or you'll work for him** [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0499--C  
[ark:/28722/bk0007s8w5b](ark:/28722/bk0007s8w5b)

**Creator/Collector:** Rogers-Kellogg-Stillson, Inc  
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Dimensions:** 56 x 39 cm  
**Additional Note**  
"Produced for Joint Labor-Management War Production Drive Committees by Rogers-Kellogg-Stillson, Inc"  
**Indexing Terms**  
Miscellaneous: Patriotism  
Propaganda  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2

**Our fight is right here: work to win** [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0500--C  
[ark:/28722/bk0007s8w6w](ark:/28722/bk0007s8w6w)

**Creator/Collector:** Rogers-Kellogg-Stillson, Inc  
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Dimensions:** 56 x 39 cm  
**Additional Note**  
"Produced for Joint Labor-Management War Production Drive Committees by Rogers-Kellogg-Stillson, Inc"  
**Indexing Terms**  
Civilian participation: War production  
Patriotism  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 2

**Step on 'em: work to win [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0501--C

- Creator/Collector: Rogers-Kellogg-Stillson, Inc
- Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
- Dimensions: 56 x 39 cm
- Additional Note
  - "Produced for Joint Labor-Management War Production Drive Committees by Rogers-Kellogg-Stillson, Inc"
- Indexing Terms
  - Civilian participation: War production
  - Patriotism
  - Propaganda
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2

**Don't transfer now!: stick to your job [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0502--C

- Creator/Collector: Williamson
- Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
- Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
- Additional Note
  - "War Production Drive W117: Illustrated Parts Catalog": "WW II US Industrial [sic] Douglas Aircraft Corp"
- Indexing Terms
  - Civilian participation: War production
  - Industrial mobilization
  - War work
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2

**It's our fight too! [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0503--C

- Creator/Collector: Campbell, Jack
- Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
- Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
- Additional Note
  - "War Production Drive B201: Illustrated Parts Catalog": "WW II US Industrial [sic] Douglas Aircraft Corp"
- Indexing Terms
  - Civilian participation: War production
  - War work
  - Women in war
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 2  **Fighting Flashes: War News & Views World Around: Combat boots for frontline soldiers:**  
ark:/28722/bk0007s8x03  
Creator/Collector: Bur. Of Pub Relations  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 36 x 51 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Military supplies  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

ark:/28722/bk0007s8x1n  
Creator/Collector: Bur. Of Pub Relations  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 36 x 51 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Military weapons  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2  **Fighting Flashes: War News & Views World Around: Allied supply lines and with the Fifth Army, Italy [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0506--C  
ark:/28722/bk0007s8x26  
Creator/Collector: Bur. Of Pub Relations  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 36 x 51 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Military supplies  
Military weapons  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 2  

**Fighting Flashes: War News & Views World Around: Germany and South Pacific [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0507--C  

Creator/Collector: Bur. Of Pub Relations  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 36 x 51 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Commercial products  
Military supplies  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

Box 2  

**Fighting Flashes: War News & Views World Around: Somewhere in the Pacific Area and With the 2nd Armoured Division [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0508--C  

Creator/Collector: Bur. Of Pub Relations  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 36 x 51 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Military weapons  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

Box 2  

**Fighting Flashes: War News & Views World Around: The Tanks Open Fire and This is New M-24-Tank [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0509--C  

Creator/Collector: Bur. Of Pub Relations  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 36 x 51 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Military weapons  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

Box 2  

**Fighting Flashes: War News & Views World Around: Firing at a sniper and Firing on German Position [1941-1945]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0510--C  

Creator/Collector: Bur. Of Pub Relations  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 36 x 51 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Military weapons  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 2  
**Fighting Flashes: War News & Views World Around: Loading the 240mm Howitzer and Backing up the drive in to Germany [1941-1945]**  
BANC PIC 2005.004:0511--C  
[ark:/28722/bk0007s8x7z](ark:/28722/bk0007s8x7z)  
Creator/Collector: Bur. Of Pub Relations  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 36 x 51 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Military weapons  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2  
"Together we'll win": "keep 'em rolling": the railroads are the backbone of offense [1941-1945]  
BANC PIC 2005.004:0512--C  
Creator/Collector: Willmarths  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 58 x 40 cm  
Additional Note  
"UP.RR" Union Pacific Railroad Company  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Patriotism  
Propaganda  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2  
Give 'em hell, pals!: "keep 'em rolling": the railroads are the backbone of offense [1941-1945]  
BANC PIC 2005.004:0513--C  
Creator/Collector: WMC  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 57 x 40 cm  
Additional Note  
"UPRR" Union Pacific Railroad Company  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
On rails .. : to ships .. : to victory! : "keep 'em rolling" : the railroads are the backbone of offense [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0514--C

Creator/Collector: Willmarths
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 58 x 40 cm
Additional Note
"UPRR" Union Pacific Railroad Company
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02311.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Let's all get "steamed up" : "keep 'em rolling" : the railroads are the first line of defense [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0515--C

Creator/Collector: Willmarths
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 58 x 40 cm
Additional Note
"UPRR" Union Pacific Railroad Company
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Tanks don't fight in : factories! : "keep 'em rolling" : the railroads are the first line of defense [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0516--C

Creator/Collector: Willmarths
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 58 x 40 cm
Additional Note
"UPRR" Union Pacific Railroad Company
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
They're all "engines of war!" : "keep 'em rolling" : the railroads are the backbone of offense [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0517--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 57 x 40 cm  
Additional Note  
"UPRR" Union Pacific Railroad Company  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Patriotism  
Propaganda  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Look dad - my train hauls tanks and soldiers too! : "keep 'em rolling" : the railroads are the backbone of offense [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0518--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 57 x 40 cm  
Additional Note  
"UPRR" Union Pacific Railroad Company  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

When you think the going is tough-Remember Colin Kelly: "keep 'em rolling" to "keep 'em flying" [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0519--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 58 x 40 cm  
Additional Note  
"UPRR" Union Pacific Railroad Company  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Patriotism  
Propaganda  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 2
"Daddy, ain't you got a uniform?" "yes, son, this is my uniform" : the railroads are the first line of defense : "keep 'em rolling" [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0520--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Additional Note
"UPRR" Union Pacific Railroad Company
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2
Production Front Fighter's Creed: This is my war: I will fight it! 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0521--C ¤ ark:/28722/bk0007s8e7g

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 57 x 64 cm
Additional Note
Ordnance Department United States Army: "II WW II U.S. Army Ordnance Dept. *

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Natural resources
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Can all you can: It's a real war job! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0522--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 57 x 41 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-533993":" Owl Poster No. 77"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00254.jpg

Indexing Terms
Agriculture
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Food conservation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"We'll have lots to eat this winter, won't we mother?" 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0523--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 58 x 41 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 57": "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-520465"

Food is a weapon : don't waste it! : buy wisely -- cook carefully -- eat it all : follow the national wartime nutrition program 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0524--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 58 x 42 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 58": "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-520466"

Box 2
I want to preach a sermon...United States Rubber Company [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0525--C
Creator/Collector: [Oppenheims]
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 39 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military supplies
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Thanks for the rubber that saved his life" : United States Rubber Company 1942

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 44 x 41 cm
Additional Note
U.S. Rubber--International-Ad No. 42-49 Newspapers, 1942
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military supplies
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"They will never stop us if you keep up your good work! " James H. Doolittle, Brigadier General U.S. Army Air Forces 1942

Creator/Collector: produced by United States Rubber Company: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 44 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military supplies
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Good Food means Good Work: Eat the basic 7 every day! : U.S. Department of Agriculture--War Food Administration 1943

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-544267"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Family
Public health
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

U.S. needs us strong: Eat nutritional food: Do your part in the National Nutrition Program [1942]

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 34 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Family
Public health
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 34 cm

Office of Defense Health and Welfare Services

Civilian participation: Health and safety
Family
Public health
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2  For work: for play: 3 "squares" a day: Eat the basic 7 way 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0531--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 27 cm

"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-596810"

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00243.jpg

Civilian participation: Health and safety
Family
Public health
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Eat 3 well -- balanced meals every day : eat the basic 7 every day! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0532--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm


Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Civilian participation: Health and safety
Family
Public health
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Creator/Collector: Strong, Grover
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 58 x 41 cm
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02705.jpg
Indexing Terms
Agriculture
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Food conservation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Call to Farms: Join the U.S. Corp corps: Robert H. Reed, Editer, Country Gentleman:
Enlist today [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0534--C ark:/28722/bk0007s9104
Creator/Collector: Vickery, John, artist
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 46 cm
Indexing Terms
Agriculture
Civilian participation: Food supply
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Crop troops are shack troops: Join the U.S. Crop Corps: Robert H. Reed, Editor, Country
Creator/Collector: Vickery, John, artist
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 46 cm
Indexing Terms
Agriculture
Civilian participation: Food supply
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Be a victory farm volunteer in the U.S. crop corps: see your principal 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0536--C ark:/28722/bk0007s9127
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Agriculture
Civilian participation: Food supply
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**War against fires of war with the fire guard: Join at Civilian Defense Volunteer Office**

1943  BANC PIC 2005.004:0537--C


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 56 x 36 cm

Additional Note

"OCD publication 7019 July 1943"/"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-535706"

Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02336.jpg

Indexing Terms

Civil defense

Fires

Recruiting and enlistment

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Either can do the enemy's work—Fire Prevention week October 3 to 9 [1941-1945]**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0538--C [ark:/28722/bk0007s914b]

Creator/Collector: Unknown

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 59 x 49 cm

Additional Note

National Board of Fire Underwriters

Indexing Terms

Civil defense

Fires

Natural resources

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Forest Fires aid the enemy: Be sure your match is out 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0539--C [ark:/28722/bk0007s915w]


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation

Fires

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Box 2**

**Forest Fires aid the enemy: Use the ash tray 1943**
BANC PIC 2005.004:0540--C


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation

Fires

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Box 2**

**Forest Fires aid the enemy: Curb out your cigarette 1943**
BANC PIC 2005.004:0541--C


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation

Fires

Natural resources

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Please, Mister, Don't be careless: Prevent Forest Fires: Greater danger than ever 1943**
BANC PIC 2005.004:0542--C


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note


Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms

Animals

Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation

Fires

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Creator/Collector: Campbell, Jack
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 43 cm
Additional Note
"Douglas"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Industrial mobilization
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2
a) on recto: Use Every Effort! To save metal seal caps: they cost 5¢: Material Conservation Program: b) on verso: the exact copy as on recto. [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0544a+b--C ark:/28722/bk0007s920n
Creator/Collector: Bailey, Harry
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 57 x 44 cm
Additional Note
"Douglas Aircraft Co."
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Industrial mobilization
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2
Creator/Collector: Bailey, Harry
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
Additional Note
WDP (Walt Disney Prod.)
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Industrial mobilization
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Don’t burn: waste paper: our war effort needs it: paper: call a collector! [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Rabkin
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 45 cm
Additional Note
United States. Office of War Information

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msw002732.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Natural resources
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Fuel for them...means less for you! [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Litho. In U.S.A. (Vent or Lent) George R.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 44 cm
Additional Note
Sponsored by Chamberlin Metal Weather Strip Co. for the United States Govt.

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Fuel
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

A Message to our Tenants from the Government: Help Stop Fuel Waste...: Saving Fuel Saves transportation for America's war effort 1942

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Fuel
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
An Urgent plea: save waste paper: ... urgently needed for war production: store bags
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 47 x 31 cm
Additional Note
"Approved by War Production Board. Paid by industry."
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Natural resources
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Keep old man winter out...Keep warm with storm windows! [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0550--C
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 52 x 34 cm
Additional Note
Sponsored by Libbey-Owens- Ford Glass Company in cooperation of U.S. Government
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Fuel fights!: save your share: 1. keep temperature at 65° F. ... 2. don't heat unused rooms. 3. keep windows closed. 4. draw window shades at night. ... : saving fuel also saves manpower, material, equipment: conserve coal, oil, gas... for war 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0551--C
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office: 1943--O-554712"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00173.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Fuel
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 2

**Insulate! : Keep warm with less fuel: Flame proof cotton insulation [1941-1945]**
BANC PIC 2005.004:0552--C  [ark:/28722/bk0007s9282]

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
Published in cooperation of U.S. Government Fuel Conservation Campaign
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Fuel
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Don't let this happen to you! : too little too late : order coal now! : Solid Fuel Administration for War : Washington, D.C. 1944**
BANC PIC 2005.004:0553--C

Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeFitzpatrick, Daniel Robert, 1891-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-595824"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02741.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Fuel
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Serve : our fighting men abroad : conserve : these services at home ... : saving these services frees fuel, manpower, material and equipment for war. 1943**
BANC PIC 2005.004:0554--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 37 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-554713"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Be a Marine...Free a Marine to fight: U.S. Marine Corps Women's Reserve ca. 1943

BANC PIC 2005.004:0555--C

Creator/Collector: Litho. In U.S.A.

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note

1 print of placard; mounted on cardboard with folding support on verso: Artist's monogram (unidentified) in lower left corner/"1-28-43 REQ’N 4421 25M"/"Litho. in U.S.A."

Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00079.jpg

Indexing Terms

Military recruiting

United States. Marine Corps

Women in war

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"...Pass the ammunition!": "Buy a stamp here today": A 25 ¢ War Savings Stamp buys 12 bullets [1941-1945]

BANC PIC 2005.004:0556--C

Creator/Collector: Unknown

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 36 x 28 cm

Additional Note

1 print of placard; mounted on cardboard with folding support on verso

Indexing Terms

Bonds and war finance

Savings bonds

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Save your cans : help pass the ammunition : prepare your tin cans for war : 1 remove tops and bottoms 2 take off paper labels 3 wash thoroughly 4 flatten firmly 1943

BANC PIC 2005.004:0557--C


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 40 x 28 cm

Additional Note

Approved by Salvage Division War Production Board: "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-554713": 1 print of placard; mounted on cardboard with folding support on verso

Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00227.jpg

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation

Recycled products

Weapons industry

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 39 x 25 cm
Additional Note
Navy Department Washington, D.C. Prs-1436.8 24-42: No. 8 NRB 33467-9-10-42-50m: 1 print of placard
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp03040.jpg
Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: Navy
United States. Navy
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2  **Navy Educational Program: Elementary and Secondary Schools 1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:0559--C ark:/28722/bk0007s935x

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 25 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1942--O-483080": 1 print of placard
Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: Navy
United States. Navy
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2  **Navy Educational Program: "To be prepared for war is one of the most effectual means of preserving peace" 1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:0560--C ark:/28722/bk0007s936g

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 25 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1942--O-483082": 1 print of placard
Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: Navy
United States. Navy
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2  **Emergency! : Your help is needed to can the crops: See your local office of U.S. Employment Service 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0561--C ark:/28722/bk0007s9371

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-531428": 1 print of placard
Indexing Terms
Manpower
Miscellaneous: Government information
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Let's hit 'em hard, America!** [1941] BANC PIC 2005.004:0562--B

Creator/Collector: Hix, Sid
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1941--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Production plus performance: All of us** [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0563--B

Creator/Collector: [Aylus?]
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02308.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**"Hi, Buddy!"** [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0564--B

Creator/Collector: Johnson, Herbert
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Three blind rats [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0565--B
Creator/Collector: Goldberg, Rube
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Through the wringer [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0566--B ark:/28722/bk0007s942s
Creator/Collector: Sweigert
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Let us spray!: Victory Garden [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0567--B ark:/28722/bk0007s943b
Creator/Collector: Cook, Herb
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Miss America, 1943 [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0568--B ark:/28722/bk0007s944w
Creator/Collector: Maxwell, John
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Finding Aid to American war posters from the Second World War, circa 1940-1945

!!#**!X!! Say Uncle! [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0569--B

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm

Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

You can thank Adolf for what you are about to receive! [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0570--B

Creator/Collector: Hunter, Graham

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm

Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The hand that rocks the cradle ... [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0571--B

Creator/Collector: McKim, Sammy

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm

Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04432.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: Maxwell, John

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm

Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

ark:/28722/bk0007s949n
Creator/Collector: Hix, Sid
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

All together -- heave ho! [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0574--B

Creator/Collector: Crawford
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
United States. Armed Forces
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

We're holding the cards now, Axis! [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0575--B

ark:/28722/bk0007s951r
Creator/Collector: Rose, Carl
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Thime is short, Adolph! [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0576--B

Creator/Collector: Cooke, Sherman
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: Maxwell, William
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: Bishop, Daniel
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Copyright 1942--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

He's in there pitchin', too! [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0579--B

Creator/Collector: [Cosello, J]
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Out on a long limb [1942] BANC PIC 2005.004:0580--B  ark:/28722/bk0007s956h
Creator/Collector: Ray, S.J.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1942--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Greasing The Skids" [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0581--B  ark:/28722/bk0007s9572
Creator/Collector: McKim, Sammy
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

He's passing the ammunition, too! [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0582--B
Creator/Collector: Loring, Paule S.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Agriculture
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"...In The Axis' Face" [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0583--B  ark:/28722/bk0007s9595
Creator/Collector: Crawford
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Creator/Collector: Lewis
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1942--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: Ditzen, Walt
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1942--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: [signature unclear]
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: Thomas
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Creator/Collector: Geraro, Dave
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

And Then There Were Two! [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0589--B
Creator/Collector: Werner
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Creator/Collector: Werner
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Creator/Collector: Werner
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Creator/Collector: Goldberg, Rube
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

It Takes More Than a Pat on the Back! [1942] BANC PIC 2005.004:0593--B

Creator/Collector: Crawford
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1942-Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: Ditzen, Walt
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1944--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Let’s Bury the Tramps with Bonds and Stamps! [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0595--B

Creator/Collector: Ditzen, Walt
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Back the Attack--with War Bonds" [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0596--B  
ark:/28722/bk0007s972b
  Creator/Collector: Hix, Sid  
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
  Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm  
  Additional Note  
  Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation  
  Indexing Terms  
  Civilian participation: War production  
  Propaganda  
  Savings bonds  
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

ark:/28722/bk0007s973w
  Creator/Collector: Hix, Sid  
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
  Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm  
  Additional Note  
  Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation  
  Indexing Terms  
  Civilian participation: War production  
  Industrial mobilization  
  Propaganda  
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

There's No Escape! [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0598--B  
ark:/28722/bk0007s974f
  Creator/Collector: Crawford  
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
  Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm  
  Additional Note  
  Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation  
  Indexing Terms  
  Civilian participation: War production  
  Industrial mobilization  
  Propaganda  
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

With Everything--Including the kitchen sink! [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0599--B  
ark:/28722/bk0007s9750
  Creator/Collector: Godal, Dave  
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
  Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm  
  Additional Note  
  Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation  
  Indexing Terms  
  Civilian participation: War production  
  Patriotism  
  Propaganda  
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Container Listing

(drawing) "Eat Crow…and Like It!" [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0600--B

Creator/Collector: Hix, Sid
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 46 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943--Philco Corporation
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
United States. Armed Forces
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

This happens every 3 minutes: Stay on the job and get it over 1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:0601--B

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 47 x 33 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

For the light of tomorrow: Buy war bonds today: Shell 1939-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:0602--B

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 13 x 47 cm
Additional Note
Shaped rectangle poster
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Liberty
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Buy a share: in America: U S defense bonds 1939-1945

Creator/Collector: The National Process Company
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 49 x 31 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02524.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Warning! : walls have ears : be careful what you say! 1939-1945

Creator/Collector: The National Process Company
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 49 x 31 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Speed up : their finish! 1939-1945

Creator/Collector: The National Process Company
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 49 x 31 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02175.jpg
Indexing Terms
Patriotism
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Don't crow: it's an easy way to lose the war 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0606--B

Creator/Collector: The National Process Company
Haase, F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 49 x 31 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Espionage

Don't throw it: use it! 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0607--B

Creator/Collector: The National Process Company

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 49 x 31 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02306.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Natural resources
War work

U S: defense bonds: all out = all buy 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0608--B

Creator/Collector: The National Process Company

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 49 x 31 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
This is what we're working for! 1939-1945

Creator/Collector: Navy Department
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 44 x 28 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
United States. Navy
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

These are my hands...take them: United States Rubber Company [1943]

Creator/Collector: Prepared by Campbell-Ewald Company of New York
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 49 x 36 cm
Additional Note
U.S. Rubber-International-Ad 43-1 Newspapers-1943
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

[recto]: Your Friends ask you to lend a hand! : (folding card) [1941-1945]

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 28 x 43 cm
Additional Note
"Ketchum, MacLeod and Grove Inc; Koopers Bldg. Pittsburgh"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

[verso]: Here you see but a few of the hundreds of us Koppers men of the mines who are serving Uncle Sam and Who urge More Coal for Victory

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 47 x 37 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1945--O-662407"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Fires
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Prevent Forest Fires! Use the ashtray 1945

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 47 x 37 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1945--O-662407"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Fires
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Lick the platter clean: Don't waste food 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0613--B

Grant, Vernon
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 37 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office: 1944--O-588080": War Food Administration
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Food conservation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Mission Accomplished!: Keep buying war bonds: Electric Boat Company [article] 1944
BANC PIC 2005.004:0614--B

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 37 x 29 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1944: Electric Boat Company
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"We'll work as hard as we expect our boys to fight" [1942] BANC PIC 2005.004:0615--B

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 38 x 28 cm
Additional Note
From the attached pink note: "National Cash Register, Dayton 3/4/43"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Give 'em the brush off! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0616--B

Creator/Collector: Morehouse, Lee
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 37 x 31 cm
Additional Note
War Production Drive: "E100"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 38 x 30 cm
Additional Note
War Production Drive: "E101"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 49 x 34 cm
Additional Note
"Industrial Incentive Division Navy Department, Washington, D.C."
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
United States. Navy
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Suppose he took a day off? [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0619--B

Creator/Collector: Quon, Milt
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 38 x 29 cm
Additional Note
War Production Drive: "B207"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 38 x 29 cm
Additional Note
War Production Drive: "B203"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
A Million Children: the school taxes paid by railroads enable more than a million children to go to school. In many rural areas they constitute half of all the school funds:

**American Railroads [1941-1945]**

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
- Bonds and war finance
- Transportation
- War finance
- World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Worth remembering:** Throughout the war, railroads provided 97% of the transportation for military personnel traveling on duty, and carried 90% of all military freight.

**Association of American Railroads [1941-1945]**

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
- Civilian participation: Labor
- Transportation
- War work
- World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Uncle Sam's arteries...to keep them up to the nation's needs, railroads should be permitted to earn a return of not less than 6%:**

**Association of American Railroads [1941-1945]**

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
- Civilian participation: Labor
- Transportation
- War work
- World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**How Railroad Dollars Switch Back To You:**

**American Railroad [1941-1945]**

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 45 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
- Bonds and war finance
- Labor
- War finance
- World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Only half of 6%: Most everybody considers 6% no more than a fair business profit—but railroads as making hardly half that much: Association of American Railroads [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0625--B © ark:/28722/bk0007s9b2w

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 45 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Labor
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

American Railroads working together as one, produce the efficient mass transportation vital to victory: united for victory: Association of American Railroads [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0626--B © ark:/28722/bk0007s9b3f

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
Labor
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: Treidler, Adolph
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Military supplies
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Transportation
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Right behind him—what it takes to haul what he needs—the Railroads: Buy Defense Stamps and Bonds Now: Association of American Railroads [1941-1945]

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945—United States—Posters

Right of way for the U.S.A....for men and munitions—guns and planes ships and tanks and materials to make them for victory—Buy—United States War Bonds and Stamps: Association of American Railroads [1941-1945]

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Transportation
War finance
World War, 1939-1945—United States—Posters

Don’t waste anything—conserve—convert—use it up—make it do—save the pieces: Scrap metal today is precious metal: Association of American Railroads [1941-1945]

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Recycled products
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945—United States—Posters

On the job: whatever the demand—America’s railroads are fully prepared to meet the Nation’s transportation needs: Association of American Railroads, Washington, D.C. [1941-1945]

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Transportation
War work
World War, 1939-1945—United States—Posters
Railroads are ready: Ready-now-to meet the Nation's needs for modern mass transportation: Association of American Railroads (1941-1945)
BANC PIC 2005.004:0633--B  ark:/28722/bk0007s9c09
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: Labor
  Transportation
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Gangway!: Keep 'em rolling: Association of Railroads [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0634--B  ark:/28722/bk0007s9c1v
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
  Natural resources
  Transportation
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Speical delivery oil 800,000 barrels a day-rolling to the east-a thousand, two thousand miles-in solid blocks of cars and special trains. Speical handling all the way-- speical delivery: Association of American Railroads [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0635--B  ark:/28722/bk0007s9c2d
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: Labor
  Natural resources
  Transportation
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

How freight moves in wartime: Association of American Railroads [1943]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0636--B  ark:/28722/bk0007s9c3z
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: Labor
  Transportation
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Guard the supply lines: Railroad men ALERT! Head clear, eyes open, mouth shut:

For Safety: Only one railroad passenger was killed for each 336,000,000 miles traveled in 1943: Association of American Railroads [1943]

Give 'em room: Millions of Fighters must travel: American Railroads [1941-1945]

All united for victory: Association of American Railroads [1941-1945]

Keep up the good work--for railroad work is war work, railroad service is vital to victory: Association of American Railroads [1943]

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Transportation
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

War traffic must come first: don't waste transportation 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0643--B

Creator/Collector: Chance, Frederick
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Additional Note
Association of American Railroads
United States. Office of Defense Transportation
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00235.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Power to make the victory grade: War Bonds every pay day [1942-1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0645--B ark:/28722/bk0007s9d2x

Creator/Collector: Treidler, Adolph
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Let's put the squeeze on the Japanese!: At Roebling we can help Uncle Sam-win the war-with wire!!: The Navy said we've good! Let's keep on being good! [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0646--B
Creator/Collector: Hewitt, G. Robert
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"John A. Roebling's Sons Corporation, Trenton, N.J." : 1 print of placard
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

We can help pour it on the axis : at Roebling we can help Uncle Sam win the war -- with wire! : the navy said we're good! let's keep on being good! [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0647--B
Creator/Collector: Hewitt, G. Robert
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"John A. Roebling's Sons Corporation, Trenton, N.J." : 1 print of placard
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02299.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

It's double-barreled! : the job U.S. war bonds, do! guard your country your future : buy U.S. war bonds through the Roebling payroll plan ... [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0648--B
Creator/Collector: Hewitt, G. Robert
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"John A. Roebling's Sons Corporation, Trenton, N.J." : 1 print of placard
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02477.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
It's the two-fisted American way! : U.S. war bonds ... buy them through Roebling pay roll plan ... [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0649--B

Creator/Collector: Hewitt, G. Robert
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 45 x 35 cm
Additional Note
"John A. Roebling's Sons Corporation, Trenton, N.J.": 1 print of placard
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

At Roebling we can stiffen the axis! and help Uncle Sam win the war -- with wire! : the navy said we're good! let's keep on being good! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0650--B

Creator/Collector: Hewitt, G. Robert
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"John A. Roebling's Sons Corporation, Trenton, N.J.": 1 print of placard
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

At Roebling we can soften up the axis! and help Uncle Sam win the war -- with wire! : the navy said we're good! let's keep on being good! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0651--B

Creator/Collector: Hewitt, G. Robert
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"John A. Roebling's Sons Corporation, Trenton, N.J.": 1 print of placard
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02288.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Roebling shocks the axis by helping Uncle Sam win the war -- with wire!! : the navy said we're good! let's keep on being good! [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Hewitt, G. Robert
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"John A. Roebling's Sons Corporation, Trenton, N.J." : 1 print of placard

At Roebling we can flatten the jap! And help Uncle Sam win the war -- with wire! : the navy said we're good! let's keep on being good! [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Hewitt, G. Robert
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"John A. Roebling's Sons Corporation, Trenton, N.J." : 1 print of placard

At Roebling we can stamp out the axis! and help Uncle Sam -- win the war -- with wire! : the navy said we're good! let's keep on being good! [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Goff, Seymour
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 18 x 13 cm
Additional Note
"This poster is published by the House of Seagram as part of its contribution to the national victory effort."
Indexing Terms
Civil defense
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 23 x 16 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00182.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Safety education
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Pledge of the soldier of supply: we are at war 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0657--A

Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 26 x 21 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: General or Miscellaneous
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Progress: Your suggestion helps speed the progress of victory: You can save time, money, effort and eliminate waste... suggest now! 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0658--AX ark:/28722/bk0007s9f53

Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 33 x 23 cm
Additional Note
"Progress" 
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Recycled products
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Working for Victory: The Employee suggestion program makes the best use of what you know...Make suggestions often! 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0659--AX ark:/28722/bk0007s9f6n

Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 33 x 23 cm
Additional Note
"George Washington" 
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

New Year Suggestion 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0660--AX ark:/28722/bk0007s9f76

Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 33 x 23 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
Patriotism
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Beware! 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0661--AX


Physical Description: 1 print

Dimensions: 28 x 36 cm

Additional Note


Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: [http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02387.jpg](http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02387.jpg)

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production

Industrial mobilization

War work

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**The empty room... {1941-1945}** BANC PIC 2005.004:0662--AX [ark:/28722/bk0007s9f99](ark:/28722/bk0007s9f99)

Physical Description: 1 print

Dimensions: 36 x 26 cm

Additional Note

United States Rubber Company: Rockefeller Center New York City

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production

Industrial mobilization

Patriotism

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**How the "Withholding Tax" affects your paycheck [1943]** BANC PIC 2005.004:0663--AX [ark:/28722/bk0007s9g0v](ark:/28722/bk0007s9g0v)

Physical Description: 1 print

Dimensions: 37 x 30 cm

Additional Note

Official U.S. Treasury Poster

Indexing Terms

Bonds and war finance

War finance

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
For freedom's sake: buy war bonds 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0664--AX
Atherton, John, 1900-1952
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 36 x 28 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-514158"/"WSS 789"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00131.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Your money bought the raft that saved their lives!: The Saturday Evening Post, November 7th, 1942 [1942] BANC PIC 2005.004:0665--AX
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 36 x 29 cm
Additional Note
The Barrett Division
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Give it your best! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0666--AX
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 26 x 36 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msw02991.jpg
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Killing time is killing men 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0667--AX
Creator/Collector: Brown, Reynold
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 31 x 24 cm
Additional Note
North American Aviation, Municipal Airport Inglewood, CA
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Keep it under your hat!: The enemy has ears [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0668--AX  ark:/28722/bk0007s9g5m
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 31 x 23 cm
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

A job for everyone, everyone on the job : Are you on the job? If not, enroll now [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0669--AX  ark:/28722/bk0007s9g65
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 31 x 23 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Stop him! : careless fires can lose the war [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0670--AX
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 31 x 23 cm
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02899.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Fires
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

She won't talk! Will you?: The enemy has ears [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0671--AX  ark:/28722/bk0007s9g88
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 31 x 23 cm
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Don't tire your tires: Help Uncle Sam save rubber: Drive Slowly [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0672--AX  ark:/28722/bk0007s9g9t
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 31 x 23 cm
Additional Note
Stamped "Jul 1, 1942" in upper right corner of poster
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Rationing
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
They're fighting harder than ever: are you: buying more war bonds: than ever? 1943

Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 36 x 26 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02509.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"You buy 'em we'll fly 'em!" : defense bonds stamps 1942

Wilkinson, Norman, 1878-
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 36 x 26 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Let 'em have it : buy extra bonds 1943

Perlin, Bernard, 1918-
Physical Description: 1 print
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00324.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
You can't afford to miss either! : buy bonds every payday 1944
BANC PIC 2005.004:0676--AX
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing Office Sawyers, Martha, 1902-
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 36 x 28 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02500.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

More tomahawks for our united warriors : buy war bonds now! 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0677--AX ark:/28722/bk0007s9h4k
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing Office Quintana, Ben
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 34 x 26 cm
Additional Note
shows American Indians supporting the war effort
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Indians of North America
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Buy war bonds 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0678--AX ark:/28722/bk0007s9h54
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing Office Quintana, Ben
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 34 x 26 cm
Additional Note
shows American Indians supporting the war effort
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Indians of North America
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Back your future with U.S. savings bonds 1946 BANC PIC 2005.004:0679--AX


Physical Description: 1 print

Dimensions: 33 x 24 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Patriotism
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Wanted -- fighting dollars make every pay -- day : bond -- day : United States defense bonds stamps : ask about our payroll savings plan 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0680--AX


Physical Description: 1 print

Dimensions: 36 x 26 cm

Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1942--O-437059"/"DSS 189"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Make this pledge: : I pay no more than top legal prices I accept no rationed goods without giving up ration stamps [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0681--AX

Physical Description: 1 print

Dimensions: 36 x 27 cm

Additional Note
on verso: "OPA, No.11"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mpw00213.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Price regulation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
New ceiling price lists are here! : ask to see our copies : we will explain how you can use them .... : check selling prices with ceiling prices when you shop 1944

BANC PIC 2005.004:0682--AX

Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 33 x 26 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-574250"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02762.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Price regulation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Buy now for the bigger 7th war loan through payroll savings 1945

BANC PIC 2005.004:0683--AX

Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 36 x 26 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02503.jpg

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Victory -- : now you can invest in it! : victory loan 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0684--AX

Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 33 x 23 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Patriotism
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
7th war loan .. now all together 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0685--AX
Beall, C. C. (Cecil Calvert), 1892-1967
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 33 x 23 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00129.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

1946 resolution that every American buy and hold U.S. savings bonds 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0686--AX
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 33 x 23 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00151.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Care is costly: buy and hold war bonds 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0687--AX
Creator/Collector: Treidler, Adolph
U.S. Government Printing Office
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 33 x 24 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00128.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Protect his future : buy and keep war bonds 1944** BANC PIC 2005.004:0688--AX


Physical Description: 1 print

Dimensions: 36 x 26 cm

Additional Note


Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:


Indexing Terms

Bonds and war finance

Savings bonds

War finance

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**85 million Americans hold war bonds 1945** BANC PIC 2005.004:0689--AX


Physical Description: 1 print

Dimensions: 36 x 26 cm

Additional Note


Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:


Indexing Terms

Bonds and war finance

Savings bonds

War finance

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

"We brought back some home work" [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0690--AX

Creator/Collector: Soglow, Otto, 1900-1975

Physical Description: 1 print

Dimensions: 30 x 23 cm

Additional Note

BE 22 War Production Drive Headquarters, War Production Board GPO 488912

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production

Industrial mobilization

War work

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"They met on the assembly line. it was love at first bomb sight." 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0691--AX
  Creator/Collector: Soglow, Otto, 1900-1975
  Physical Description: 1 print
  Dimensions: 30 x 23 cm
  Additional Note
  "GPO 488913 O-42"/"BB 21 War Production Drive Headquarters, War Production Board."
  Additional Note
  Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
  http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02369.jpg
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Industrial mobilization
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Mrs. Z. Wellington Bondsby wishes to know how you feel about pooling your car" 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0692--AX  ark:/28722/bk0007s9j9v
  Physical Description: 1 print
  Dimensions: 30 x 23 cm
  Additional Note
  Headquater: War Production Board"
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Energy conservation
  Rationing
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"He owns the only eraser in the class" [1942] BANC PIC 2005.004:0693--AX  ark:/28722/bk0007s9k0d
  Creator/Collector: Soglow, Otto, 1900-1975
  Physical Description: 1 print
  Dimensions: 30 x 23 cm
  Additional Note
  " BB-19 War Production Drive Headquarter: War Production Board" : "GPO 480631-O-42"
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Rationing
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"It not only amuses the baby–it makes this dingbat but easier to lift" [1942]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0694--AX  ark:/28722/bk0007s9k1z
Creator/Collector: Price, Garrett W.
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 30 x 23 cm
Additional Note
" BB-16 War Production Drive Headquarter: War Production Board" : "GPO 480631-O-42"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
War work
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

5 months or 5 years "For a short war -prepare for a long one " [1942]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0695--AX  ark:/28722/bk0007s9k2h
Creator/Collector: Nelson, Donald
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 30 x 23 cm
Additional Note
" BB-24 War Production Drive Headquarter: War Production Board" : "GPO 489628-O-42"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"If car pooling wasn't patriotic I'd get off" [1942] BANC PIC 2005.004:0696--AX  ark:/28722/bk0007s9k32
Creator/Collector: Price, Garrett W.
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 30 x 23 cm
Additional Note
" BB-18 War Production Drive Headquarter: War Production Board" : "GPO 480631-O-42"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Energy conservation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"They are saving fats for victory in America--what are you going to do about it?" [1942]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0697--AX  ark:/28722/bk0007s9k4m
Creator/Collector: Soglow, Otto, 1900-1975
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 30 x 23 cm
Additional Note
" BB-17 War Production Drive Headquarter: War Production Board" : "GPO 480631-O-42"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"They're from the War Manpower Commission--They're looking ahead" [1942]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0698--AX ark:/28722/bk0007s9k55
Creator/Collector: [illegible signature]
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 30 x 23 cm
Additional Note
" BB-15 War Production Drive Headquarter: War Production Board" : "GPO 480631-O-42"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
Manpower
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Munitions Production Index: Keep it climbing! 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0699--AX ark:/28722/bk0007s9k6q
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 30 x 23 cm
Additional Note
Headquarter: War Production Board"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The road back: U.S. Production Drive [1942]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0700--AX ark:/28722/bk0007s9k78
Creator/Collector: Elderman
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 30 x 23 cm
Additional Note
" BB-20 War Production Drive Headquarter: War Production Board : GPO 488868-O-42"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Say aren't you supposed to be turning out tanks with the rest of the boys?" 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0701--AX
Creator/Collector: Allen, Colin
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 30 x 23 cm
Additional Note
"GPO 488911 O-42"/"BB 23 War Production Drive Headquarters, War Production Board."
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Tokio kid say "Much waste of material make so-o0o-o Happy! Thank you [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0702--AX  ark:/28722/bk0007s9k9c
Creator/Collector: Douglas Aircraft Company
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 32 x 24 cm
Additional Note
One of a series designed by Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc. under its material conservation program
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Propaganda
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Creator/Collector: Campbell, Jack
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 32 x 24 cm
Additional Note
"Douglas"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04426.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Natural resources
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Every piece you scrap helps the Jap: Careful machining helps: produce the plus [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0704--AX ark:/28722/bk0007s9m1g

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 36 x 28 cm
Additional Note
"Independent Pneumatic Tool Co. Chicago"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Natural resources
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

It's not only a tool: It's a tank you're building: produce the plus [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0705--AX ark:/28722/bk0007s9m21

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 36 x 28 cm
Additional Note
"Independent Pneumatic Tool Co. Chicago"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

It's not only a tool: It's a ship you're building: produce the plus [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0706--AX ark:/28722/bk0007s9m3k

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 36 x 28 cm
Additional Note
"Independent Pneumatic Tool Co. Chicago"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

It's not only a tool: It's a plane you're building: produce the plus [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0707--AX ark:/28722/bk0007s9m44

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 36 x 28 cm
Additional Note
"Independent Pneumatic Tool Co. Chicago"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
An Invitation to sabotage fire might stop war production: don't let it happen here ...

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 36 x 28 cm
Additional Note
National Cash Registrar, Dayton, O.
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04316.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Industrial safety
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Forgetfulness helps the enemy: don't let it happen here ...

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 36 x 28 cm
Additional Note
National Cash Registrar, Dayton, O.
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Fires
Industrial safety
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Another "Break" for the Axis: Steel is scarce: Save our tools!
[1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0710--A ark:/28722/bk0007s9m7s

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 28 x 22 cm
Additional Note
"Douglas Material Conservation Program": Illustrated Parts Catalog: "M-113"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Natural resources
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
...'taint funny: Highspeed steel is scarce!: Save our steel [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0711--A  ark:/28722/bk0007s9m8b
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 28 x 22 cm
Additional Note
"Douglas Material Conservation Program": Illustrated Parts Catalog : "M-111"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Natural resources
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Lost! The price of one bomber: Tools broken in 90 days in equaled cost of a bomber [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0712--A  ark:/28722/bk0007s9m9w
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 28 x 22 cm
Additional Note
"Douglas Material Conservation Program": Illustrated Parts Catalog : "M-112"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

It never built!: Tools broken in 90 days could have paid for it [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0713--A  ark:/28722/bk0007s9n0f
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 28 x 22 cm
Additional Note
"Douglas Material Conservation Program": Illustrated Parts Catalog : "M-114"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Recycled products
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Production Front Fighter's Creed: This is my war: I will fight it! 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0714--A  ark:/28722/bk0007s9n10
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 28 x 22 cm
Additional Note
Ordnance Department United States Army
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Natural resources
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Buy Defense Savings Stamps Here [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0715--A

Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 26 x 21 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office 16--22151 DSS 122"

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Still More Production 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0716--A

Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 26 x 18 cm
Additional Note
Headquarter: War Production Board"

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

More Production [1942] BANC PIC 2005.004:0717--A

Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 26 x 18 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

[Snowball's] "More Production" 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0718--A

Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 26 x 18 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Show your muscle! 1942**  
Physical Description: 1 print  
Dimensions: 26 x 18 cm  
Additional Note  

Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Bowl them over 1942**  
Physical Description: 1 print  
Dimensions: 26 x 18 cm  
Additional Note  

Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**United : the United Nations fight for freedom 1943**  
Physical Description: 1 print  
Dimensions: 27 x 19 cm  
Additional Note  

Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mswp04407.jpg

Indexing Terms  
Alliances  
Liberty  
Miscellaneous: International relations  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
I'm counting on you! : don't discuss: : troop movements ship sailings war equipment 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0722--A
Helguera, Leon
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 27 x 19 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02662.jpg
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Patriotism
Uncle Sam (Symbolic character)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Can all you can : it's a real war job 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0723--A
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 27 x 19 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02736.jpg
Indexing Terms
Agriculture
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Food conservation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"We shall soon have our storm troopers in America!" -- Hitler :what do you say, America? 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0724--A
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 26 x 18 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02990.jpg
Indexing Terms
Hitler, Adolf, 1889-1945.
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"I am looking forward to dictating peace to the United States in the White House at Washington" -- Admiral Yamamoto: what do you say, America? 1942

Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 26 x 18 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp00090.jpg

Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Yamamoto, Isoroku, 1884-1943

"We consider peace a catastrophe for human civilization" -- Mussolini: what do you say, America? 1942

Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 26 x 18 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02895.jpg

Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Mussolini, Benito, 1883-1945
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"...Pass the ammunition!": "Buy a stamp here today": A25¢ war savings stamp buys 12 bullets [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 21 x 15 cm
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"The difficult we can do immediately. The impossible takes a little longer" [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 22 x 27 cm
Additional Note "Douglas Aircraft": 1 print of placard
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Be a marine: Free a marine: To fight: Join U.S. Marine Corps Women's Reserve [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 18 x 13 cm
Additional Note MCPB115238 8-20-43 50m. Navmc 5108: 1 print of placard
Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: Marines
Recruiting and enlistment
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Have you had your vitamin V today? [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 8 x 8 cm
Additional Note
1 print of placard: shaped circle
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Share and play square: keep the home front pledge: pay your points in full pay no more than ceiling prices 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0731--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 92 x 28 cm
Additional Note
Single-fold sheet
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02786.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Price regulation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

a) We, the peoples of the United Nations, have determined to save our children ... to guarantee the human rights ... to insure justice ... to bring ... better and fuller lives; for these ends, we pledge to live together and work together ... at peace: b) 1939-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:0732a+b--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 97 x 64 cm
Additional Note
General Mills, Inc :b) This poster, based on the preamble to the charter of the United Nations, is published and distributed as a public service by General Mills.
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00186.jpg
Indexing Terms
Alliances
Miscellaneous: International relations
United Nations
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The United Nations fight for freedom 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0733--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00541.jpg
Indexing Terms
Liberty
Miscellaneous: International relations
United Nations
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Starve the squander bug: Buy More War Bonds 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0734--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 30 x 117 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Lexington, 1775 : Independence July 4, 1776 : John Paul Jones said, 'I have not yet begun to fight' : Washington crossed the Delaware to win our freedom... 1943**
BANC PIC 2005.004:0735--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 97 x 64 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1942--O-492398 WSS 668"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00304.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Patriotism
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Keep him flying! : buy war bonds 1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:0736--F

Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing Office Schreiber, Georges, 1904-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02491.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Attack attack attack: buy war bonds 1942  BANC PIC 2005.004:0737--F
Warren, Ferdinand E., 1899-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 72 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00314.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Doing all you can brother?: buy war bonds 1943  BANC PIC 2005.004:0738--F
Sloan, Robert Smullyan, b. 1915
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00309.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Savings bonds
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Help equip G.I. Joe... : with your war savings : use the thermometer : how to use this poster 1944  BANC PIC 2005.004:0739--F
Homey, L.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 102 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00306.jpg
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Military supplies
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
BANC PIC 2005.004:0740 a+b--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 76 x 102 cm

Additional Note
Recto: Illustrations and text: Verso: Text: 22 sheets with 3 holes punches (all loose and together): handwritten on verso : "Air posters No1-5000"; 22 posters identical to set BANC PIC 2005.004:0316

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Health education
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Avenge : December 7 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0741--F
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficePerlin, Bernard, 1918-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 72 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00501.jpg

Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Remember Dec. 7th! : ... we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain ... 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0742--F
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeSaalburg, Allen Russel, 1899-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 72 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00502.jpg

Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--New Zealand--Posters
**We have just begun to fight! 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0743--F


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note


Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00514.jpg

Indexing Terms

Patriotism

Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941

Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Save freedom of worship: each according to the dictates of his own conscience: buy war bonds 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0744--F


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note


Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00302.jpg

Indexing Terms

Bonds and war finance

Religion

Savings bonds

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Save freedom of speech: buy war bonds 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0745--F


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note

"Painting from the Saturday Evening Post": "OWI Poster No. 44": "U.S. Government Printing Office: 1943--O-510257"

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00301.jpg

Indexing Terms

Bonds and war finance

Communication

Savings bonds

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Ours ... to fight for freedom from want 1943  BANC PIC 2005.004:0746--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00508.jpg
Indexing Terms
Family
Liberty
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Ours ... to fight for freedom from fear 1943  BANC PIC 2005.004:0747--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00505.jpg
Indexing Terms
Family
Liberty
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Ours ... to fight for : freedom of speech : freedom of worship : freedom from want : freedom from fear 1943  BANC PIC 2005.004:0748--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Liberty
Patriotism
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
This is Nazi brutality: Radio Berlin... -- all men of Lidice -- Czechoslovakia -- have been shot: the women deported to a concentration camp: the children sent to appropriate centers -- the name of the village was immediately abolished. 6/11/42/115P 1943

Shahn, Ben, 1898-1969

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 97 x 72 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02993.jpg

Indexing Terms
Czechoslovakia
Germany
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

A Careless word ... another cross 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0750--F

Atherton, John, 1900-1952

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00497.jpg

Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Someone talked! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0751--F

Siebel, Frederick

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 71 cm

Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 18.: U. S. Government Printing Office : 1942--O-496733"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00491.jpg

Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
We French workers warn you defeat means slavery, starvation, death 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0752--F
Shahn, Ben, 1898-1969
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00498.jpg
Indexing Terms
France
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"-- long may it wave -- o'er the land of the free and the home of the brave!" 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0753--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04289.jpg
Indexing Terms
Liberty
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Give it your best! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0754--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 72 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02991.jpg
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
United we are strong : united we will win 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0755--F

Koerner, Henry

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 64. "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-527286"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

I'm counting on you! : don't discuss troop movements ship sailings war equipment 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0756--F

Helguera, Leon

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 78-28 1/2" x 40" : "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-534057"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00493.jpg

Indexing Terms
Espionage
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Because these are our sons..and brothers..and husbands 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0757--F

ark:/28722/bk0007s9s4q

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 82 x 63 cm

Additional Note
Copyright 1943, Aluminum Company of America

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
That's as you're giving the flag, mister 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0758--F
ark:/28722/bk0007s9s58
Creator/Collector: Grohe, Glenn
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 82 x 63 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1942, Aluminum Company of America
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Brother, we've promised ourselves to bring you home soon 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0759--F  ark:/28722/bk0007s9s6t
Creator/Collector: Beall, C. C. (Cecil Calvert), 1892-1967
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 81 x 63 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1942, Aluminum Company of America
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

We say it over and over...Victories take more 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0760--F
ark:/28722/bk0007s9s7c
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 82 x 63 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943, Aluminum Company of America
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

We thank you with our hands 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0761--F  ark:/28722/bk0007s9s8x
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 82 x 63 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1943, Aluminum Company of America
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Labor
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Here they come, brother 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0762--F  
ark:/28722/bk0007s9s9g

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 82 x 63 cm  
Additional Note  
Copyright 1943, Aluminum Company of America  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Labor  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**More...and more...and still more tomorrow 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0763--F  
ark:/28722/bk0007s9t01

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 82 x 63 cm  
Additional Note  
Copyright 1943, Aluminum Company of America  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Labor  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**We watch you while we work 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0764--F  
ark:/28722/bk0007s9t1k

Creator/Collector: Grohe, Glenn  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 82 x 63 cm  
Additional Note  
Copyright 1943, Aluminum Company of America  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Labor  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**All the reason we need 1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:0765--F  
ark:/28722/bk0007s9t24

Creator/Collector: Keppler, Victor  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 82 x 63 cm  
Additional Note  
Copyright 1942, Aluminum Company of America  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Labor  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Let him always wake: unharmed!: keep America Free! 1942  
BANC PIC 2005.004:0766--F

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm  
Additional Note  
Copyright: "General Motors Corp." on verso  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Weapons industry  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Back up the BIG PUSH!: keep America Free! 1944  

ark:/28722/bk0007s9t47

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm  
Additional Note  
"Copyright, 1944, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Weapons industry  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

It's our fight 'til the finish, too: keep America Free! 1945  
BANC PIC 2005.004:0768--F

ark:/28722/bk0007s9t5s

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm  
Additional Note  
"Copyright, 1945, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Weapons industry  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Let up-and you let me down": keep America Free! 1943

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1943, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Combined Operation are winning the war: keep America Free! 1944

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1944, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The main event is on: Stay with 'em: keep America Free! 1944

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1944, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Memorial Day, May 30, 1944: "If ye break faith with us who die we shall not sleep--"
McCrae: Keep America Free! 1944

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 79 x 104 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1944, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"
Indexing Terms
Liberty
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"We are far from the heart of Germany or the heart of Japan" General Geo. C. Marshall, Chief of Staff of U.S. Army: Keep America Free! 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0773--F

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 79 x 104 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1943, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation" : "General Motors" on verso
Indexing Terms
Liberty
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"--with firmness in the right, as God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in --" Abraham Lincoln: Keep America Free! 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0774--F

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 79 x 104 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1943, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors"
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04283.jpg
Indexing Terms
Liberty
Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Nice goin' baby!" : Keep America Free! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0775--F

Creator/Collector: Cornwell, Dean, 1892-1960Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1943, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Keep your sights on victory: Keep America Free! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0776--F

ark:/28722/bk0007s9v36

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1943, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Doing the job together: Keep America Free! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0777--F

ark:/28722/bk0007s9v4r

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1943, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
War work
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Throw everything into the fight: Keep America Free! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0778--F

ark:/28722/bk0007s9v59

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1943, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

It's a long, tough road to victory!: Keep America Free! 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0779--F

ark:/28722/bk0007s9v6v

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1944, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Hands across the sky: Keep America Free! 1944**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0780--F  
[ark:/28722/bk0007s9v7d](ark:/28722/bk0007s9v7d)

Creator/Collector: Cornwell, Dean, 1892-1960Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm

Additional Note
"Copyright, 1944, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors" on verso

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**"You helped us win that battle today": Keep America Free! 1944**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0781--F  
[ark:/28722/bk0007s9v8z](ark:/28722/bk0007s9v8z)

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm

Additional Note
"Copyright, 1944, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors" on verso

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**"We must not fail!": Keep America Free! 1944**

BANC PIC 2005.004:0782--F  
[ark:/28722/bk0007s9v9h](ark:/28722/bk0007s9v9h)

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 79 x 104 cm

Additional Note
"Copyright, 1944, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors" on verso: Photo

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
The Job is only half done: Let's finish it: Keep America Free! 1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:0783--F ark:/28722/bk0007s9w02
Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1945, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Better than a rabbit's foot!": Keep America Free! 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0784--F ark:/28722/bk0007s9w1m
Creator/Collector: Cornwell, Dean, 1892-1960
Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1943, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"I had a boy on Bataan": Keep America Free! 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0785--F ark:/28722/bk0007s9w25
Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Your production is our Protection!" : Keep America Free! 1943

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm

Additional Note
"Copyright, 1943, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"God grants liberty only to those who love it, and are always ready to guard and defend it " Daniel Webster: Keep America Free! [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 79 x 104 cm

Additional Note
"Copyright, 1943, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors" on verso

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

On to Berlin! : Back 'em al the way!: Keep America Free! 1944

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm

Additional Note
"Copyright, 1944, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
It isn't over by along shot: Keep America Free! 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0789--F
ark:/28722/bk0007s9w6c
Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1944, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Our country is the best in the world: keep it that way!: Keep America Free! 1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:0790--F  ark:/28722/bk0007s9w7x
Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1945, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Family
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Body blow by Fisher: Keep America Free! 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0791--F  ark:/28722/bk0007s9w8g
Creator/Collector: Cornwell, Dean, 1892-1960Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1945, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
His future depends on us: Keep America Free! 1944  BANC PIC 2005.004:0792--F

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1944, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Liberty
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Let's keep the offensive rolling!: Keep America Free! 1942  BANC PIC 2005.004:0793--F

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"We're behind you -- soldier!" : keep America free! 1943  BANC PIC 2005.004:0794--F

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1943, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
He did his best-So must we: Keep America free! 1944

BANC PIC 2005.004:0795--F

loops://28722/bk0007s9x2p

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1944, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Victory pace by Fisher: Keep America Free! 1944

BANC PIC 2005.004:0796--F

loops://28722/bk0007s9x37

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1944, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

It takes two to make a fight: Keep 'em fighting! 1942

BANC PIC 2005.004:0797--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"I'll do my best" Mac Aruthur: "Me too, Maxc" Keep 'em fighting! [1941-1945]

BANC PIC 2005.004:0798--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 103 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"General Motors Corp." on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
MacArthur, Douglas, 1880-1964
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Step on it! let's go, everybody!... : keep 'em firing! 1942

Creator/Collector: Lithographed in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942 - Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation, Lansing, Michigan"/"Litho in U.S.A. -15-"/"General Motors Corp." on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04420.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

He can't fix guns in the air! : build 'em right! : keep 'em firing! 1942

Creator/Collector: Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942 - Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation, Lansing, Michigan"/"19-"/"General Motors Corp." on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp00021.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"For god's sake send planes!" -- actual message from the Far East : planes mean guns -- our guns : let's go, everybody...keep 'em firing 1942

Creator/Collector: Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 103 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942 - Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation, Lansing, Michigan"/"16-"/"General Motors Corp." on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
We shall not let him down! : Gen. Douglas Mac Arthur : work! : to keep 'em firing! 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0802--F
Creator/Collector: Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942 - Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation, Lansing, Michigan"/17-": 
"General Motors Corp." on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04281.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
MacArthur, Douglas, 1880-1964
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

You outwork 'em-I'll outfight 'em! : Keep 'em fighting! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0803--F
ark:/28722/bk00007s9z03
Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Come on you guys--Get this job done!: Keep 'em fighting! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0804--F
ark:/28722/bk00007s9z1n
Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Keep her ever on guard: keep 'em fighting! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0805--F

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Liberty
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

We're at war!: work to keep 'em fighting! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0806--F

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Battle Stations! : Keep 'em fighting! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0807--F

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Work like hell! keep 'em fighting! 1942

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

If there's any lead it should be in the Axis! : Keep 'em fighting! 1942

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"...it ain't the individual, nor the army as a whole, that the everlasting teamwork of every bloomin' soul." - J. Mason Knox 1942

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Finding Aid to American war posters from the Second World War, circa 1940-1945
It's a two fisted fight. keep 'em fighting! 1942

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Share-the-Ride to and from your job and you will save tires: Help America win!: keep 'em fighting 1942

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Energy conservation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Our boys are giving their all : are you? : keep 'em fighting 1942

Creator/Collector: Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation": "General Motors Corp." on verso

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mswp04285.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Creator/Collector: Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation, Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
Copyright, 1942, Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation: "General Motors Corp." on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

We're putting the "stings" in America's wings! : so much depends on us! : let's go, everybody--keep 'em firing! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0815--F
Creator/Collector: Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942 - Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation, Lansing, Michigan"/"7": "General Motors Corp" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

keep him goose-stepping!: Let's go everybody!: Keep 'em firing! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0816--F<ark:/28722/bk0007t003c
Creator/Collector: Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942 - Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation, Lansing, Michigan"/"12": "General Motors Corp" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
He is counting on us! : his fire -- power depends on -- our work power! : let's go, everybody -- keep 'em firing 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0817--F

Creator/Collector: Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942 - Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation, Lansing, Michigan"/"3": "General Motors Corp" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
hp://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02565.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Let's all pull together : to keep it flying -- keep 'em firing! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0818--F

Creator/Collector: Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942 - Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation, Lansing, Michigan"/"39": "General Motors Corp" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
hp://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02532.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

His accuracy depends on ours! : let's go, everybody : keep 'em firing! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0819--F

Creator/Collector: Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942 - Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation, Lansing, Michigan"/"13": "General Motors Corp" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
hp://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02534.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Let's go, everybody! : keep 'em firing! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0820--F
Creator/Collector: Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation: Litho in U.S.A,
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942 - Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation"/"4": "General Motors Corp" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Please keep the bombs away!": Let's go, everybody! : keep 'em firing! 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0821--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0084
Creator/Collector: Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation: Litho in U.S.A,
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942 - Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation"/"14": "General Motors Corp" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Don't let anything happen to them! : keep 'em firing! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0822--F
Creator/Collector: Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation:
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright, 1942 - Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation, Lansing, Michigan"/"37": "General Motors Corp" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Family
Industrial mobilization
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
V... wearing different uniforms but we all have the same : big job : let's keep 'em firing! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0823--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0107
  Creator/Collector: Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation:
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
  Additional Note
  "Copyright, 1942 - Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation, Lansing, Michigan"/1": "General Motors Corp" on verso
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Industrial mobilization
  Propaganda
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Make every minute count! : "lost ground can always be regained -- lost time -- never!" : President Roosevelt : keep 'em firing! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0824--F
  Creator/Collector: Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation: Litho. In U.S.A.
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
  Additional Note
  "Copyright, 1942 - Oldsmobile Division, General Motors Corporation, Lansing, Michigan"/26": "General Motors Corp" on verso
  Additional Note
  Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02527.jpg
  Indexing Terms
  Industrial mobilization
  Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
  War Production
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Our American-built planes have undergone the acid test of war and proved their superiority over the enemy. The Army Air Forces congratulate you can your part in that achievement!---- keep 'em flying [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0825--F ark:/28722/bk0007t012b
  Creator/Collector: Steinke (?)
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 102 x 72 cm
  Additional Note
  on verso: "1943-0-535581"
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Patriotism
  United States. Army
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
From workers to farmers...Thanks!: "From your hands has flowed abundant food to win the war. From ours, abundant tools. Together, we can produce a world of plenty for all."


Creator/Collector: Litho. In U.S.A. Shahn, Ben, 1898-1969
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
CIO: Political Action Committee: "CIO" on verso
Indexing Terms
Agriculture
Civilian participation: Food supply
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Don't Let Him Down! 1941 BANC PIC 2005.004:0827--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 76 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00019.jpg
Indexing Terms
Industrial mobilization
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Prepare for your war job now! : millions are needed : short free courses 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0828--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 57 x 112 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02431.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Manpower
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Give 'em both barrels 1941 BANC PIC 2005.004:0829--F

Carlu, Jean, 1900-

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 76 x 102 cm

Additional Note


Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00022.jpg

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"I've no time for time-out...Have you?": This is war --Let's go! 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0830--F  ark:/28722/bk0007t0173

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm

Additional Note

Copyright, 1942, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation: "General Motors Corp."
on verso

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Work To Keep Free! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0831--F  ark:/28722/bk0007t018n

Creator/Collector: Unknown
U.S. Government Printing Office

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Ready for anything-Thanks to you! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0832--F  ark:/28722/bk0007t0196
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 103 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Our Fighters deserve our best 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0833--F  ark:/28722/bk0007t020r
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
United States. Army
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

A blow to the Axis 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0834--F  ark:/28722/bk0007t0219
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeVon Schmidt, Harold, 1893-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Natural resources
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Lumber production is falling behind our war needs. To save American soldiers' lives, we must provide the lumber our armed forces need -- now!" 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0835--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military supplies
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Give us lumber for more PT's : U. S. Army 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0836--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-509671"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00189.jpg

Indexing Terms
Military supplies
Miscellaneous: Military weapons
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-528358"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00188.jpg

Indexing Terms
Military supplies
Miscellaneous: Military weapons
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
The Yanks are there!: The army needs lumber for trucks 1943

BANC PIC 2005.004:0838--F

ark:/28722/bk0007t025h

Schmidt, Felix

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Military operations
Military supplies
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"... Pass the ammunition" : the Army needs more lumber : U. S. Army 1943

BANC PIC 2005.004:0839--F


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-505725"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00187.jpg

Indexing Terms
Industrial mobilization
Military supplies
Miscellaneous: Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Back 'em up with More Metal 1942

BANC PIC 2005.004:0840--F

ark:/28722/bk0007t027m

Von Schmidt, Harold, 1893-

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Military weapons
Natural resources
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
 ark:/28722/bk0007t0285
 Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeSchaeffer, Mead
 Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
 Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
 Additional Note
 "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-531737"
 Indexing Terms
 Miscellaneous: Military weapons
 Natural resources
 Weapons industry
 World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

They've got the guts: Back 'em up with more metal 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0842--F
 ark:/28722/bk0007t029q
 Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
 Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm
 Additional Note
 "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-514622"
 Indexing Terms
 Industrial mobilization
 Miscellaneous: Military weapons
 Natural resources
 World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Your metal fights the Japs...keep it coming! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0843--F
 ark:/28722/bk0007t0308
 Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
 Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
 Additional Note
 Indexing Terms
 Industrial mobilization
 Miscellaneous: Military weapons
 Weapons industry
 World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Back 'em up with more metal 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0844--F
 ark:/28722/bk0007t031t
 Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
 Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
 Additional Note
 Indexing Terms
 Industrial mobilization
 Miscellaneous: Military weapons
 Weapons industry
 World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Your metal is their might! 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0845--F

- **Creator/Collector:** Schlaikjer, Jes Wilhelm, b. 1897
- **U.S. Government Printing Office**
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 73 x 102 cm
- **Additional Note**
- **Additional Note**
  - Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02548.jpg
- **Indexing Terms**
  - Civilian participation: War production
  - Industrial mobilization
  - Weapons industry
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Your metal saves our convoys: keep it coming! 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:0846--F

- **Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
- **illegible signature**
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 73 x 102 cm
- **Additional Note**
  - "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-541432"
- **Additional Note**
  - Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02554.jpg
- **Indexing Terms**
  - Civilian participation: War production
  - Industrial mobilization
  - Weapons industry
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**A Strange sort of prayer: well, God...me down here, with a burning sun, a mess of insects...and other buddies just as lonely as me...if you can only get the people still send us their blood, still stay on the job, still keep making the stuff... 1945**

- **Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
- **Falter, John Philip, 1910-**
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 102 x 73 cm
- **Additional Note**
  - "U. S. Government Printing Office : 1945--O-649654"/"NAVEXOS P--130-1"/Official Navy Poster, Industrial Incentive Division, 13-80M"
- **Additional Note**
  - Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00075.jpg
- **Indexing Terms**
  - Miscellaneous: Patriotism
  - War work
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
This man is your friend: Russian: he fights for freedom 1942
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00288.jpg
Indexing Terms
Alliances
Miscellaneous: International relations
Soviet Union
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

This man is your friend: Canadian: he fights for freedom 1942
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00293.jpg
Indexing Terms
Alliances
Canada. Canadian Armed Forces
Miscellaneous: International relations
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

This man is your friend: Dutch sailor: he fights for freedom 1942
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00291.jpg
Indexing Terms
Alliances
Miscellaneous: International relations
Netherlands
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
This man is your friend: Chinese: he fights for freedom 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0851--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00292.jpg
Indexing Terms
Alliances
China
Miscellaneous: International relations
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

This man is your friend: Englishman: he fights for freedom 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0852--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00290.jpg
Indexing Terms
Alliances
Great Britain
Miscellaneous: International relations
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

This man is your friend: Ethiopian: he fights for freedom 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0853--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00289.jpg
Indexing Terms
Alliances
Ethiopia
Miscellaneous: International relations
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Thank God for American industry-labor and management-which has given the weapons and the equipment with which to conduct on North African Campaign. More power to you" Lieut. Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower 1942

BANC PIC 2005.004:0854--F


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note


Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production
Eisenhower, Dwight D. (Dwight David), 1890-1969
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Every American Soldier overseas depends on You at home" General Eisenhower 1944

BANC PIC 2005.004:0855--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm

Additional Note

Copyright, 1944, Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production
Eisenhower, Dwight D. (Dwight David), 1890-1969
Industrial mobilization
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Having seen the quality of the work and of the workers... and coupling these first-hand observations with the reports of actual performance of our weapons on the fighting fronts -- I can say... that we are getting ahead..." Franklin D Roosevelt 1942

BANC PIC 2005.004:0856--F


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note


Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02397.jpg

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: War production
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Teamwork wins: United States Maritime Commission: Ships for victory 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0857--F  ark:/28722/bk0007t0440
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
  Additional Note
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Industrial mobilization
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

It ain't the individual, nor the army as whole, but the everlastin' team work of every bloomin' soul. Author unknown: United States Maritime Commission: Ships for Victory:
Teamwork wins 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0858--F  ark:/28722/bk0007t045j
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
  Additional Note
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Industrial mobilization
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Teamwork wins: you build 'em: We'll sail 'em: United States Maritime Commission:
Ships for Victory 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0859--F  ark:/28722/bk0007t0463
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
  Additional Note
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Industrial mobilization
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
He 's betting his life...that we stay on the job!: Teamwork wins: United States Maritime Commission: Ships for Victory 1943

Kenyon, Norman

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Benton, C.P.

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial safety
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

China : first to fight! : United China Relief : participating in national war fund 1939-1945

Creator/Collector: Sawyers, Martha, 1902-Litho. U.S.A.

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 69 cm

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00450.jpg

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
China
Humanitarian assistance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"My girl's a wow": Woman Ordnance Worker 1943

BANC PIC 2005.004:0863--F

ark:/28722/bk0007t0509

Creator/Collector: Treidler, Adolph
U.S. Government Printing Office

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note
Keep 'em shooting: "III Army Ordnance Dept. WWII" on verso

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military weapons
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Women of all ages do war work 1942

BANC PIC 2005.004:0864--F


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 74 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Weapons industry
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

More and more women work on aircraft 1942

BANC PIC 2005.004:0865--F


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 74 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Weapons industry
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Front lines of labor help win the war 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0866--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 74 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Weapons industry
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Women make army and navy equipment 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0867--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 74 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02411.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
War work
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Arms and the women help with defense 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0868--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 74 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
War work
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Share the deeds of victory: Join the WAVES: Apply to your nearest Navy Recruiting Station or Office of Naval Offices Procurement 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0869--F

Creator/Collector: Falter, John Philip, 1910-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 107 x 72 cm
Additional Note
Navpers: NRB-38070-10-Aug 43-140M. Order No. 40: "Navy 140M." on verso
Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: Navy
United States. Navy
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Your Day off...is his day [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0870--F

Creator/Collector: [illegible signature]
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
Produced by United States Rubber Company: "Rubber" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Thank you Please for take day off [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0871--F

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
Produced by United States Rubber Company: "Rubber" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Let's all pitch in: 3rd place winner in A.O. Smith Corporation slogan contest -- war production drive -- 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0872--F

Creator/Collector: Hardel, Albert A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright 1942 A.O. Smith Corporation": "A.O. Smith Corp." on verso

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Strike three on the axis: let's all pitch in, the war to win: 3rd place winner in A.O. Smith Corporation slogan contest -- war production drive -- submitted by: Albert A. Hardel 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0873--F

Creator/Collector: Hardel, Albert A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright 1942 A.O. Smith Corporation": "A.O. Smith Corp." on verso

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Production or destruction: 2nd place winner in A. O. Smith Corporation contest: submitted by Hugh M. Stoffregen 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0874--F

Creator/Collector: Stoffregen, Hugh
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright 1942 A. O. Smith Corporation": "A.O. Smith Corp." on verso

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Production or destruction: 2nd place winner in A.O. Smith Corporation slogan contest -- war production drive - submitted by Hugh M. Stoffregen 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0875--F

Creator/Collector: Stoffregen, Hugh
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 80 x 105 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright 1942 A. O. Smith Corporation": "A.O. Smith Corp." on verso

The Production line is the lifeline of America: keep 'em coming: 1st place winner in A.O. Smith Corporation slogan contest -- war production drive submitted by: Graham L. Mueller 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0876--F

Creator/Collector: Mueller, Graham L.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 76 x 102 cm
Additional Note
"Copyright 1942 A. O. Smith Corporation": "A.O. Smith Corp." on verso

"No medium bomber has a finer war record than your: Mitchell" -- Army Air Forces 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0877--F

Creator/Collector: Giusti
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 64 x 97 cm
Additional Note
"United States Army Official Poster"/"P-X--24-RPB--11-15-43--1700": "PX-24" on verso

Finding Aid to American war posters from the Second World War, circa 1940-1945
Flying Fortress: Deadly Queen Of The Skies-pride of the Army Air Forces 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0878--F ark:/28722/bk0007t065k
Creator/Collector: Blbinslow, Earle
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 110 x 79 cm
Additional Note
"United States Army "/"P-X--1-RPB--6-30-43--2100" : "PX-1" on verso: United States. Army. Recruiting Publicity Bureau
Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
Recruiting and enlistment
United States. Army Air Forces
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Liberator of conquered nations : the Army Air Forces salute a tough, hard-hitting "ace"
1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0879--F
Creator/Collector: Kotula, Jo
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 107 x 76 cm
Additional Note
United States. Army. Recruiting Publicity Bureau: "United States Army Official Poster"/"P-X--4-RPB--10-11-43--7500M": " PX 4" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02983.jpg
Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
Recruiting and enlistment
United States. Army Air Forces
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

AIRACOBRA: poison to the Axis...and a fighter the Army Air Forces praise 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0880--F ark:/28722/bk0007t067p
Creator/Collector: Anonymous
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 100 x 72 cm
Additional Note
United States. Army. Recruiting Publicity Bureau: "United States Army"/"P-X--5-RPB--6-30-43--1600": " PX 5" on verso
Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
Recruiting and enlistment
United States. Army Air Forces
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Marauders always attack! : The Army Air Forces...and the enemy...rate them A-1: U.S. Army 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0881--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0687
  Creator/Collector: Anonymous
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 100 x 73 cm
  Additional Note
  United States. Army. Recruiting Publicity Bureau: "United States Army"/"P-X--6-RPB--6-30-43--1400": " PX 6" on verso
  Indexing Terms
  Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
  Recruiting and enlistment
  United States. Army Air Forces
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Warhawks are killer!:Congratulations from the Army Air Forces on beating Hitler's best! 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0882--F ark:/28722/bk0007t069s
  Creator/Collector: Brindle, Melbourne, 1904-
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 100 x 73 cm
  Additional Note
  United States. Army. Recruiting Publicity Bureau: "United States Army"/"P-X--3--RPB--6-30-43--2800": " PX 3" on verso
  Indexing Terms
  Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
  Recruiting and enlistment
  United States. Army Air Forces
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Thunderbolts blast 'em! : a winner for the Army Air Forces 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0883--F
  Creator/Collector: Anonymous
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 73 x 100 cm
  Additional Note
  Additional Note
  Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
  http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mswp02978.jpg
  Indexing Terms
  Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
  Recruiting and enlistment
  United States. Army
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"It's fortunate for the United Nations the Liberator is on our side!" -- Army Air Forces 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0884--F

Creator/Collector: Kotula, Jo
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 64 x 97 cm
Additional Note
"United States Army Official Poster"/"P-X--23--RPB--11-15-43--3600": "PX-23" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02942.jpg
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Combat scenes
United Nations
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Mustangs ride Nazis down! : fighting, bombing, strafing ... the army air forces likes 'em! 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0885--F

Creator/Collector: anonymous
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 97 x 64 cm
Additional Note
"United States Army Official Poster"/"P-X--20--RPB--11-15-43--1800": "PX-20" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military supplies
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Mitchells hit hard! : The Army Air Forces hail their great battle record 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0886--F

Creator/Collector: Rabut, Paul
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 101 x 73 cm
Additional Note
"United States Army Official Poster"/"P-X--7--RPB--6-30-43-1800": "PX-7" on verso
Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
Recruiting and enlistment
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Finding Aid to American war posters from the Second World War, circa 1940-1945
"Skymaster: is carrying the attack to the enemy on every front" -- Army Air Forces
1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0887--F

Creator/Collector: Kenyon, Norman
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 97 x 64 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02981.jpg

Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
Recruiting and enlistment
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Lightning strikes the Axis!: The Army his forces salute a great plane 1939-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:0888--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0753

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 99 cm

Additional Note
"United States Army Official Poster"/"P-X--2-RPB--6-30-43--1400": "PX-7" on verso: United States. Army. Recruiting Publicity Bureau

Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
Recruiting and enlistment
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Your lightning has outscored the Axis wherever it has fought." - Army Air Forces
1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0889--F

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 97 x 64 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
Recruiting and enlistment
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
America's biggest guns point straight up: Barrett: and you are the man behind these guns [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0890--F
Creator/Collector: Vickery, John, artist
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 92 x 61 cm
Additional Note
Barrett firearms Manufacturing, Inc.
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Your money bought the raft that saved their lives! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0891--F ark:/28722/bk0007t078r
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 92 x 61 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military supplies
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Keep 'em all flying! : The industry that serves all war industry...Koppers [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0892--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0799
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 94 x 61 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 100 x 76 cm
Additional Note
"© General Cable Corporation - 1942"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Help save lives with war savings: Army field ambulance $1950: put your school's name on an army ambulance...: this marker is placed here in recognition... 1944

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 96 x 65 cm
Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00305.jpg

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Military supplies
Savings bonds
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Dig in Today! And you won't be dug out tomorrow [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: OppenheimLitho. In U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
Produced by united States Rubber Company: United States Rubber Company Prize Winning Slogan by M. Gleason: "Rubber" on verso

Indexing Terms
Civil defense
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

America calling: take your place in civilian defense 1941

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 76 cm
Additional Note
Division of Information Office for Emergency Management

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00002.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civil defense
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
your friends are coming back in!: U.S. Army 1939-1945

Creator/Collector: Zutz, Joe
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 96 x 64 cm
Additional Note
P-242-RPB-3-1-48-70M
Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: Army
Patriotism
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Responsibility and Character: U.S. Army 1939-1945

"Keep 'em flying" : is our battle cry! : first class fighting men needed : aviation cadets... : soldiers... : apply today at any U. S. army recruiting station ca 1942

Creator/Collector: Smith, Dan, 1865-1934
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 96 x 64 cm
Additional Note
"P-37--RPB--3-7-42--50M": " War Dept. Recruiting publicity Bureau U.s. army Governor's Island, N.Y. 4/6/1942" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00095.jpg
Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: Army
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
The Saturday Evening Post: Another example of what a better truck can do: Trucks you don't steer...you aim. 1941 BANC PIC 2005.004:0900--F ark:/28722/bk0007t087q

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 87 x 64 cm
Additional Note
Poster No. 304 1941 National Campaign: H-8-41
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
United States. Army
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Saturday Evening Post: Another Example of what a better truck can do: There's no detour on Victory Road 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0901--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0888

Creator/Collector: Litho. In U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 87 x 64 cm
Additional Note
Poster No. 318 1942 National Campaign: H-9-42
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
United States. Army
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Saturday Evening Post: Now it's Tank Destroyers 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0902--F ark:/28722/bk0007t089t

Creator/Collector: Litho. In U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 87 x 63 cm
Additional Note
Poster No. 324 1943 National Campaign: H-1-43
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
United States. Army
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Provisional Drawing of Me 210 Daimler Benz DB-601F 1939-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:0903--F ark:/28722/bk0007t090c

Creator/Collector: Training Aids Division Army Air Forces
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 102 cm
Additional Note
Kerry Lee: Air poster No. 1-181: Reproduced from British Air Diagram No. 1369: "A.A.P. cut away drawings of German Airplanes AP 1-181" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
DO 217 E2 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0904--F ark:/28722/bk0007t091x
Creator/Collector: Training Aids Division Army Air Forces
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 102 cm
Additional Note
P. Endsleigh Castle: Air poster No. 1-182: Reproduced from British Air Diagram No. 1365: "A.A.P. cut away drawings of German Airplanes AP 1-182" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Ju 87D Junkers Jumo 211 J 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0905--F ark:/28722/bk0007t092g
Creator/Collector: Training Aids Division Army Air Forces
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 102 cm
Additional Note
H. Redmill: Air poster No. 1-183: Reproduced from British Air Diagram No. 1372: "A.A.P. cut away drawings of German Airplanes AP 1-183" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Me 109F Daimler-Benz DB-601E 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0906--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0931
Creator/Collector: Training Aids Division Army Air Forces
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 102 cm
Additional Note
H. Redmill: Air poster No. 1-184: Reproduced from British Air Diagram No. 1366: "A.A.P. cut away drawings of German Airplanes AP 1-184" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

FW190 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0907--F ark:/28722/bk0007t094k
Creator/Collector: Training Aids Division Army Air Forces
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 76 x 102 cm
Additional Note
P. Endsleigh Castle: Air poster No. 1-185: Reproduced from British Air Diagram No. 1367: "A.A.P. cut away drawings of German Airplanes AP 1-185" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Together we win: get behind your labor-management committee 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0908--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00044.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

If it 'll save a second: It's a great idea-let's have it!: short cuts can shorten the war 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0909--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Big things from little ideas grow: speed victory: let's have your ideas 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0910--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02260.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Everyday you take off--gives the Axis a break 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0911--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00020.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Free labor will win 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0912--F
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing Office/Bruehl, Anton, 1900-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00021.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"What you're making may save my daddy's life" 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0913--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Bowl them over 1942

**Creator/Collector:** Unknown
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
**Dimensions:** 102 x 73 cm
**Additional Note**

**Indexing Terms**
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

When you're A.W.O.L. you've working for the Axis 1942

**Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
**Dimensions:** 102 x 73 cm
**Additional Note**

**Indexing Terms**
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

He's a "fighting fool" -- give him the best you've got! : more production! 1942

**Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
**Dimensions:** 102 x 73 cm
**Additional Note**
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1942--O-448784": War Production Board

**Additional Note**
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00025.jpg

**Indexing Terms**
Civilian participation: War production
War work
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
More Production 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0917--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0b43
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

[Snowball's] "More Production" 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0918--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0b5n
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 120 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Propaganda
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Bundles for Berlin" : more production! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0919--F
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeBrindle, Melbourne, 1904-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 72 cm
Additional Note
War Production Board Washington, D.C. A-9"/"U. S. Government Printing Office :
1942--O-464582": "WPB A-9" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00017.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Kinda give it your personal attention, will you? : more production [1941-1945]**

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 72 cm

Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 449799"/"War Production Board--A5": "WPB A5" on verso

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02396.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**She's a swell plane -- give us more! : more production [1941-1945]**

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 72 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**He's a fighting fool give him the best you've got! : more production [1941-1945]**

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 72 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02395.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
War work
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Your Scrap...brought it down: Keep Scrapping: Rubber-Metal-Rags: Giver to a collector, Salvage depot or sell to a dealer 1942

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office 471454"/"War Production Board : Board of Industrial Conservation: "US War Production Board" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Recycled products
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Your work will save lives: Next of kin has been notified... 1942

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office 502101"/"War Production Board A28 : "WPB A28 " on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Every man woman and child is a partner" : President Roosevelt 1942

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
You knock 'em out -- we'll knock 'em down: more production 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:0926--F
Falter, John Philip, 1910-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Keep the home fires burning: More Production! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0927--F
ark:/28722/bk000710c4m
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

American labor ... : producing for attack 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0928--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 101 x 72 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Keep punching.. every day! : your labor-management production committee 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0929--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 72 cm

Additional Note
U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-531141="/"War Production Board Poster No. 39. ,
War Production Board, Washington, D. C." : "WPB-39" on verso

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02258.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Twice a patriot! : ex-private Obie Barelett lost left arm -- Pearl Harbor -- released Dec, 1941 -- now at work welding in a west coast shipyard... : "sometimes I feel my job here
is as important as the one I had to leave." 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0930--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note
: "WPB-A37" on verso

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Labor
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Tools are weapons! : use them wisely ... : better care means longer wear 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0931--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02257.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**U.S.A. in action: The supply line starts with you** 1944

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military supplies
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**[recto]: Radio Instruction Course: Chart No. 2--Fundamentals of Alternation Current** 1942

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 106 x 80 cm
Additional Note
Copyright, 1942, Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**[verso]: Advertising**

A Good soldier sticks to his post! -- and that includes soldier of production! 1943

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Keep it up brother: This war's not won by a damn sight! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0935--F

    Kenney, Clayton

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm

Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-513767"/"War Production Board Poster No. A-33": War Production Drive Committee : "WPB A33" on verso

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Time saved on your job : saves lives on his! : your labor management committee says: turn in your ideas to do it : better, faster 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0936--F

    Schaeffer, Mead

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02259.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

More American Workers were killed and wounded in industrial accidents last year than all the casualties from bombs in Britain in two years of war: Follow Safety Rules! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0937--F


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial safety
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
I need you on the job full time... : don't get hurt 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0938--F
Meyers, Nancy Morse
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-539038"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial safety
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Don't get hurt : it may cost his life 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0939--F
Creator/Collector: Keppler, Victor
U.S. Government Printing Office
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O 557533"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial safety
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

You help build the B-29 1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:0940--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 67 x 94 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Keep pitching -- we need those planes" : U.S. Army Air Forces 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0941--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

They look to us for supplies 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0942--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp03010.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military supplies
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"We'll lick 'em -- just give us the stuff" 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0943--F
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeMcLeod, Ronald
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02931.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"We're moving up!" : ... keep those supplies coming! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0944--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Military supplies
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Up and at 'em: Build more P-51's 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0945--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Hey Joe Our Planes!" Keep 'em coming! 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0946--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Stop him and the job's done 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0947--F  ark:/28722/bk0007t0f56
    Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
    Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
    Additional Note
    1944--O-614347"
    Indexing Terms
    Civilian participation: War production
    Industrial mobilization
    Military weapons
    World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

How to bail out of the B-24: Procedure when wearing conventional seat or back type parachute 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0948--F  ark:/28722/bk0007t0f6r
    Creator/Collector: Unknown
    Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
    Dimensions: 51 x 109 cm
    Additional Note
    Bo 24-743-25m : "AAF Bail out ser." on verso
    Indexing Terms
    Military operations
    Military weapons
    Safety education
    World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

How to bail out of the B-25: Procedure when wearing conventional seat or back type parachute 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0949--F  ark:/28722/bk0007t0f79
    Creator/Collector: Unknown
    Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
    Dimensions: 51 x 109 cm
    Additional Note
    Bo 24-743-25m : "AAF Bail out ser." on verso
    Indexing Terms
    Military operations
    Military weapons
    Safety education
    World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

How to bail out of the B-26: Procedure when wearing conventional seat or back type parachute 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0950--F  ark:/28722/bk0007t0f8v
    Creator/Collector: Unknown
    Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
    Dimensions: 51 x 109 cm
    Additional Note
    Bo 24-743-25m : "AAF Bail out ser." on verso
    Indexing Terms
    Military operations
    Military weapons
    Safety education
    World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
How to bail out of the A-20: Procedure when wearing conventional seat or back type parachute 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0951--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0f9d

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 109 cm
Additional Note
Bo 24-743-25m : "AAF Bail out ser." on verso
Indexing Terms
Military operations
Military weapons
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

How to bail out of the B-17: Procedure when wearing conventional seat or back type parachute 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0952--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0g0z

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 109 cm
Additional Note
Bo 24-743-25m : "AAF Bail out ser." on verso
Indexing Terms
Military operations
Military weapons
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

How to ditch the B-24: Airplane models and equipment stowage vary...adapt this procedure to fit the specific model you are flying 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0953--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0g1h

Creator/Collector: Kortner
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 69 cm
Additional Note
"AAF Ditching Ser." on verso
Indexing Terms
Military operations
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

How to ditch the A-20: Airplane models and equipment stowage vary...adapt this procedure to fit the specific model you are flying 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0954--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0g22

Creator/Collector: Turner
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 69 cm
Additional Note
"AAF Ditching Ser." on verso
Indexing Terms
Military operations
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
How to ditch the B-26: Airplane models and equipment stowage vary...adapt this procedure to fit the specific model you are flying 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0955--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 69 cm
Additional Note
"AAF Ditching Ser." on verso
Indexing Terms
Military operations
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

How to ditch the B-25: Airplane models and equipment stowage vary...adapt this procedure to fit the specific model you are flying 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0956--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 69 cm
Additional Note
"AAF Ditching Ser." on verso
Indexing Terms
Military operations
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

How to ditch the B-17: Airplane models and equipment stowage vary...adapt this procedure to fit the specific model you are flying 1939-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0957--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 69 cm
Additional Note
"AAF Ditching Ser." on verso
Indexing Terms
Military operations
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Combat scenes
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Air Fronts: we wreck 'em, yes -- 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0959--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02975.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Air fronts: A sock in the Axis Belly: Putting hornets in the nip's back hair: Aerial Destruction of Schweinfurt: American Planes can "take it": Mustang draws four-of-a-kind 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0960--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp03012.jpg
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Combat scenes
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Air fronts: Meet the Jap's Best 1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:0961--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Combat scenes
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Air fronts: our planes can take it ... : ... and dish it out! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0962--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--543399"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02976.jpg

Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Combat scenes
United States. Army
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Air fronts: Axis tastes American accuracy 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0963--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-546619"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Combat scenes
United States. Army
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

We need More metal for more weapons 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0964--F

ark:/28722/bk0007t0h2k

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 65 x 94 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-506757"

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Here's why we need more metal to win this war 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0965--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0h34

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 61 x 94 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"The Freedom of the seas" is in your hands!: Don't slow up the ship! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0966--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0h4p

Creator/Collector: Whitcomb, Jon, 1906-Lutz & Sheinkman
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
Official Navy Poster: Industrial Incentive Division, Navy Department: S-13-1M : "Navy S-13-1M" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
United States. Navy
'War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"The enemy laughs when you loaf": Stay on the job : Don't slow up the ship! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0967--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0h57

Creator/Collector: Lutz & Sheinkman
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 78 cm
Additional Note
Incentive Division, Navy Department: S-12-11M : "Navy S-12-11M" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Lost Ground can always be regained—lost time never!" Franklin D. Roosevelt: Don't slow up the ship! Avoid time off: Avoid time out! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0968--F

Creator/Collector: Lutz & Sheinkman
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
Incentive Division, Navy Department: S-11-11M : "Navy S-11-11M" on verso
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Enemy Gains in shipyard battle!: As U.S. worker takes Extra day off! : Stay on the job: Don't slow up the ship! [1943] BANC PIC 2005.004:0969--F

Creator/Collector: Falter, John Philip, 1910-Lutz & Sheinkman
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
Incentive Division, Navy Department: S-10-11M : "Navy S-10-11M" on verso
Indexing Terms
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Swing it Brother! : Don't slow up the ship!: Keep 'em launching! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0970--F

Creator/Collector: Lutz & SheinkmanHesse, Paul
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Incentive Division, Navy Department: S-9-11M : "Navy S-9-11M" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Make every minute count—we have no time to lose!" Admiral Ernest J. King: Avoid time off : Avoid time out: Don't slow up the ship! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0971--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0h9f

Creator/Collector: Lutz & Sheinkman
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
Incentive Division, Navy Department: S-8-11M : "Navy S-8-11M" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War Work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Questions for '43!: Stay on the job: Don't slow up the ship! [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0972--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0j00

Creator/Collector: Lutz & Sheinkman Scott, Howard, 1902-1983
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
Incentive Division, Navy Department: S-7-11M : "Navy S-7-11M" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Freshman! Sophomores! Now you can stay in college and become a naval officer 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0973--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0j3i

Creator/Collector: Barclay, McClelland
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 107 x 72 cm
Additional Note
NRB 32125-4-6-42-20M: "Navy Dept.: U.S. Navy Recruiting Bus. White Plain, N.Y.: Navy 20 m" on verso
Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: Navy
Recruiting and enlistment
United States. Navy
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Help Keep it great! : freshmen! sophomores! : stay in college and become a : naval officer : consult you navy v -- 1 faculty advisor : or see you nearest recruiting station for all details [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0974--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 107 x 71 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02592.jpg

Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: Navy
Recruiting and enlistment
United States. Navy
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Victory Still Comes High! It's a tough road to Tokyo!: Each thing lost must be replaced-the landing craft that didn't make it-the supplies that couldn't be landed. Gen. Alexander A. Vandegrift, Commandant, U.S. Marine Corps [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0975--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0j3n
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office: 1945--O-646450": Official Navy Poster, Industrial Incentive Division: 12-80m

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Military supplies
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

No Matter how you look at it ...Victory comes high! 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0976--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0j46
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office: 1944--O-573418": Official Navy Poster, Industrial Incentive Division: 5-80m: "Navy 5-80m [B]" on verso

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Military supplies
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
No Matter how you look at it ...Victory comes high! 1944

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office: 1944--O-573418": Official Navy Poster, Industrial Incentive Division: 5-80m: "Navy 5-80m [A]" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Military supplies
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Hit hard! Hit fast! Hit often!: Produce for your Navy: Victory begins at home!: "U.S. Navy Dispatch: To our countrymen at work: We'll kill more Japs if you kill less time. Stick to your battle stations. Back us up with ships...Admirla W.F. Halsey" [1941-1945]

Creator/Collector: Falter, John Philip, 1910-Einson-Freeman Co.Inc.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
Incentive Division Navy Department -SC4-35m: "Navy SC4-35m" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Produce for your Navy: Victory begins at home!: "U.S. Navy Dispatch: To fellow Americans ashore: The only way to win this war is to go in there and slug...All of us...all the time. Your job is your battle station: Stay on it...Admiral Ernest J. King, USW [1941-1945]

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 76 cm
Additional Note
Incentive Division Navy Department -SC-2-35m: "Navy SC-2-35m" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
A Victory creed for '43 Produced for your Navy victory beings at home! war poster
[1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0980--F 🌐 ark:/28722/bk0007t0j8d
Creator/Collector: Einson-Freeman Co.Inc.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 76 cm
Additional Note
Incentive Division Navy Department -SC-1-35m: "Navy SC-1-35m" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

War puts your package on the spot: pack it right to reach the fight! [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:0981--F
Creator/Collector: Falter, John Philip, 1910-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 77 x 102 cm
Additional Note
"Official Navy Poster S & A 4-20M: Incentive Division, Navy Department "Navy S & A-4-20m" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Communication
United States. Navy
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Can I tell 'em You're still with us?: Next stop Tokyo-Let's Go! 1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:0982--F 🌐 ark:/28722/bk0007t0k0h
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeFalter, John Philip, 1910-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 77 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Military operations
United States. Navy
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Couldn't have done it without you! : full speed ahead..? : we've still got a big job to do! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0983--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mswp02547.jpg
Indexing Terms
Industrial mobilization
Military operations
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"..we will have to fight our way ashore..." Admiral Ernest J. King U.S.N. Commander-In-Chief U. S. Fleet: You've building Victory here Today! 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0984--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0k2m
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm
Additional Note
"Official Navy Poster, Industrial Incentive Division"/"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-586201"/"7-80M" : "Navy 7-80" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
United States. Navy
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

I'm proud of you folks too! 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:0985--F
Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeWhitcomb, Jon, 1906-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 73 x 102 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-577557"/"Official Navy Poster, Industrial Incentive Division, 6--80M": "Navy Industrial Incentive Div. Navy6-80m" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00028.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Container Listing

**Take it from me, brother: we've still got a big job to do! 1943**

- **Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 102 x 73 cm
- **Additional Note:** Official Navy Poster, Industrial Incentive Division, 4--80M"/U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943-O-564207"
- **Indexing Terms:** Civilian participation: War production
- **World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters**

"*Every mothers son is counting on you!*: See the job through to Victory! 1944"

- **Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 102 x 73 cm
- **Additional Note:** Official Navy Poster, Industrial Incentive Division, 8--80M"/U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943-O-601156"
- **Indexing Terms:** Civilian participation: War production
- **United States. Navy**
- **War work**
- **World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters**

"...remember me?: I'm still fighting you! 1944"

- **Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 73 x 102 cm
- **Additional Note:** Official Navy Poster, Industrial Incentive Division, 10--80M"/U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944-O-614905"
- **Indexing Terms:** Civilian participation: War production
- **Industrial mobilization**
- **War work**
- **World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters**
Put them across! : U.S. Navy Dispatch : "to fellow Americans ashore : let's waste no time ... put them across with ships, planes and guns ... stay on the job ... for victory" : Admiral Ernest J. King : : the toughest job is still ahead! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:0989--F

Creator/Collector: U.S. Government Printing OfficeFalter, John Philip, 1910-
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-535654"/"Official Navy Poster, Industrial Incentive Division, 1--80M." : "Navy 1-80m" on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02549.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"The Most crucial test... still before us"... : "the battle of the Atlantic is still a 'round the clock fight"... : "let's not talk victory while there's a single Jap ship afloat and fighting"... : meet your schedules... : the toughest is still ahead! 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:0990--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00035.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Think of them: before you take a day off! : think of chief gunner's mate Albert Noland... : think of chief aviation machinist's mate Harold Dixon... : think of private first class Richard Hollinger... [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0991--F

Creator/Collector: Hutchkiss Hutchkiss Einson-Freeman Co. INC
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 76 x 102 cm

Additional Note
"Official Navy Poster"/"Industrial Incentive Division, NAVY DEPARTMENT OC-6-35M SC-6-35M"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02550.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

And if our lines should form, then break because of things you failed to make the extra tank, or ship, or plane for which we waited all in vain and the supplies which never came will you then come and take the blame for we,... a US Marine [1941-1945]

BANC PIC 2005.004:0992--F

Creator/Collector: Beall, C. C. (Cecil Calvert), 1892-1967
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Additional Note
"© General Cable Corporation"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

And if our lines should form, then break because of things you failed to make the extra tank, or ship, or plane for which we waited all in vain and the supplies which never came will you then come and take the blame for we,... a US Marine [1941-1945]

BANC PIC 2005.004:0993--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 76 cm

Additional Note
United States. Navy Dept. Industrial Incentive Division: "OC-5-35M - SC-5-35M"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Do it right: Make it bite 1942**

Beall, C. C. (Cecil Calvert), 1892-1967
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 72 cm
Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-489411": Ordnance Department, U.S. Army:
Keep 'em shooting!

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**I need your skill in a war job! : if you know you are one of these...you are badly needed : airplane skin man... : see your nearest U.S. employment service 1943**

Creator/Collector: Flagg, James Montgomery, 1877-1960
U.S. Government Printing Office
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm
Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00065.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Strong in the strength of the lord we who fight in the people's cause will never stop until that cause is won 1942**

Martin, David Stone
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 71 cm
Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 8:"U.S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-502683": "OWI 8" on verso

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00506.jpg

Indexing Terms
Industrial mobilization
Patriotism
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
They've got more important places to go than you! ... : save rubber : check your tires now 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:0997--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 73 cm

Additional Note
"OWI Poster No. 21:"U.S. Government Printing Office : 1942--O-498482": "OWI 21" on verso
Division of Information Office for Emergency Management Washington, D.C.

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00239.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military supplies
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: UnknownLitho. In U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 101 x 75 cm

Additional Note
GMC-J: "general motors Corp" on verso

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04305.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"You build 'em we'll drive 'em": Let's keep 'em pulling for victory [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:0999--F

Creator/Collector: UnknownLitho. In U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 101 x 75 cm

Additional Note
GMC-X: "general motors" on verso

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04308.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Soldier Three-" All GMC: 1) Army trucks: 2) Army coaches: 3) Commercial trucks: Let's keep 'em pulling for victory [1941-1945]  
BANC PIC 2005.004:1000--F  
Creator/Collector: UnknownLitho. In U.S.A.  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 101 x 75 cm  
Additional Note  
"GMC-U": "general motors corp." on verso  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04298.jpg  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Military supplies  
Transportation  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

Somewhere with the A.E.F. let's keep 'em pulling for victory [1941-1945]  
BANC PIC 2005.004:1001--F  
Creator/Collector: UnknownLitho. In U.S.A.  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 101 x 75 cm  
Additional Note  
"GMC-V": "general motors corp." on verso  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Transportation  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

In the army ... behind the army : let's keep 'em pulling for victory [1941-1945]  
BANC PIC 2005.004:1002--F  
Creator/Collector: UnknownLitho. In U.S.A.  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 102 x 75 cm  
Additional Note  
"GMC-N": "general motors corp." on verso  
Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04295.jpg  
Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
Transportation  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Fire power depends on truck power: our job keep 'em pulling for victory [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:1003--F
Creator/Collector: Unknown Litho. In U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 101 x 75 cm
Additional Note
"GMC-M": "general motors corp." on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Production: give this heel the hot foot keep 'em pulling for victory [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:1004--F
Creator/Collector: Unknown Litho. In U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 75 cm
Additional Note
"GMC-W": "general motors corp." on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The allies no. 1 heavy truck: let's keep 'em pulling for victory [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:1005--F
Creator/Collector: Litho. In U.S.A.[illegible signature]
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 102 x 75 cm
Additional Note
"GMC-I": "general motors corp." on verso
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Rationing means share and share alike: Office of Price Administration 1942

- **Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 102 x 73 cm
- **Additional Note:** "U.S. Government Printing Office: 1942--O-455490"
- **Additional Note:** Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
- **Indexing Terms:**
  - Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
  - Rationing
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

How to shop with war ration book two.. to buy canned, bottled and forzen fruits...: Plan how many points you will use each time before you shop: Buy early in the week?

1943

- **Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 73 x 102 cm
- **Additional Note:** "U.S. Government Printing Office: 1943--O-504426"
- **Indexing Terms:**
  - Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
  - Rationing
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Save your cans: help pass the ammunition prepare your tin cans for war: 1 remove tops and bottoms 2 take off paper labels 3 wash thoroughly 4 flatten firmly [1941-1945]

1941-1945

- **Creator/Collector:** Barclay, McClelland
- **Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
- **Dimensions:** 85 x 63 cm
- **Additional Note:** United States. War Production Board. Salvage Division
- **Additional Note:** Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
- **Indexing Terms:**
  - Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
  - Recycled products
  - Weapons industry
  - World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
For gunpowder save waste fats: rush them to your meat dealer [1941-1945]
BANC PIC 2005.004:1009--F

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 112 x 75 cm

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02716.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Recycled products
Weapons industry
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Our Pledge Labor Day Sept. 7, 1942: "...To get there first with the most and the best in war materiael": The 9,600 employees of The National Cash Register Company 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:1010--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0n8z

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 92 x 71 cm

Additional Note
"Nat'l Cash register Dayton, O" on verso

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Labor
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Her boys are serving us: for her sake let's do our part: Buy a bond for Mother's Day, May 10, 1942 [1942] BANC PIC 2005.004:1011--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0n9h

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Photo by Mc Kinney Inc
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Additional Note
"Nat'l Cash register Dayton, O" on verso

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"A Merry Christmas with the blessings of "Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness" [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:1012--F ark:/28722/bk0007t0p02

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 79 x 104 cm

Additional Note
Fisher Body Division, General Motors Corporation

Indexing Terms
Christmas
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Long may our land be bright with freedom's holy light" 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:1013--F

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 79 x 104 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1944, Fisher Body Division General Motors Corporation

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
Family
Religion
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"let freedom ring!" : Merry Christmas 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1014--F

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 104 x 79 cm
Additional Note
Copyright 1942, Fisher Body Division General Motors Corporation

Indexing Terms
Christmas
Civilian participation: General
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Thank you sincerely..." Philco Corporation. [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:1015--A

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 item
Dimensions: 15 x 12 cm
Additional Note
Refers to the posters found under BANC PIC 2005.004: 0562 thru 0600--B

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Would you mind looking this over before you start putting up these posters?: for 2005.004:0618--B [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:1016--A

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 28 x 22 cm
Additional Note
Industrial Incentive Division, Navy Department

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
United States. Navy
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Enclosed please find one set of the poster "This man is your friend"..." for 2005.004:0367 thru 0373--C & D [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:1017--A

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 14 x 21 cm
Additional Note
Graphic Division
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 61 x 45 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
English and Spanish languages: 25-15549-130
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Christmas
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Don't be a dope! : Handle Equipment Right! ca. 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1020--B

Creator/Collector: Eisner, WillU.S. Army
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 33 x 42 cm
Additional Note
D.M.U. Holabird Ordnance Depot 20 Ordnance Department: U.S. Army
Indexing Terms
Military operations
Military weapons
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
I'm tired of taking the rap for missing a German or Jap- That Dope dents the fins and the blinking bomb spins and swoops all over the map. ca. 1942

BANC PIC 2005.004:1021--B [ark://28722/bk0007t0p91]
Creator/Collector: Eisner, Will U.S. Army
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 32 x 41 cm
Indexing Terms
- Military operations
- Military weapons
- Safety education
- World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

A maxim Joe Dope just pooh poohs: Is that one should be kind to a fuze;...: A fuze is a very delicate mechanism... ca. 1942

BANC PIC 2005.004:1022--B [ark://28722/bk0007t0q0k]
Creator/Collector: Eisner, Will U.S. Army
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 41 x 30 cm
Indexing Terms
- Military operations
- Military weapons
- Safety education
- World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Don't be a dope!: Handle equipment right!: Joe Dope has the habit, we fear, of oiling his field piece "by ear" ca. 1942

BANC PIC 2005.004:1023--B [ark://28722/bk0007t0q14]
Creator/Collector: Eisner, Will U.S. Army
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 33 x 42 cm
Additional Note
On verso: "Lyrics & some distribution by Industrial Service Div."
Indexing Terms
- Military operations
- Military weapons
- Safety education
- World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

[recto]: The murder of a fine cal. 50 by 'killer' Joe Dope, reel 2

1943

BANC PIC 2005.004:1024a--B [ark://28722/bk0007t0q2p]
Eisner, Will U.S. Army
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
- Military operations
- Military weapons
- Safety education
- World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

[verso]: Letter from J.A. Ulio, Major General, the Adjutant General: Suggestins:

BANC PIC 2005.004:1024b--B [ark://28722/bk0007t0q37]
Joe Dope says, "Why bother to clean up a small spot of spilled gasoline..." 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:1025--B  ark:/28722/bk0007t0q4s
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Military operations
Military weapons
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Don't salvo bombs on runaway-let ordnance unload 'em ca. 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:1026--B  ark:/28722/bk0007t0q5b
Creator/Collector: EIsner, WillU.S. Army
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 34 x 44 cm
Additional Note
D.M.U. Holabird Ordnance Depot A-6 Ordnance Department: U.S. Army
Indexing Terms
Military operations
Military weapons
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Hardrock": Looks inside a torpedo: "Hardrock": Meets a copper-eater: "hardrock": sees bad news for Tokio: "Hardrock": Learns what a shell's nose does 1941-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:1027--B  ark:/28722/bk0007t0q6w
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 45 x 31 cm
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Military weapons
Safety education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

He needs more than guts!: he needs fighting weapons made from your JUNK: Get it in Today 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1028--B  ark:/28722/bk0007t0q7f
Creator/Collector: Klling
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 19 x 43 cm
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Military weapons
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"It's no go, pal...": "She makes a swell cadet nurse...": "Kid salvage": "that's the plant out there...": "Buy more bonds": The fuehrer calls this a strategic retreat [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:1029--B ark:/28722/bk0007t0q80
  Creator/Collector: OWI
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 36 x 38 cm
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
  Rationing
  War finance
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

What school teachers & pupils should do during an air raid: Official by the U.S. Office of Civilian Defense 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1030--B ark:/28722/bk0007t0q9j
  Creator/Collector: The U.S. Office of Civilian Defense
  Physical Description: 1 print (broadside)
  Dimensions: 38 x 29 cm
  Additional Note
  Indexing Terms
  Civil defense
  Safety education
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Oil is Ammunition!...:Oil workers are war workers! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1031--B ark:/28722/bk0007t0r03
  Creator/Collector: Petroleum Administratior for war
  Physical Description: 1 print (broadside)
  Dimensions: 46 x 31 cm
  Additional Note
  Petroleum Industry War Council
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: War production
  Military weapons
  War work
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"On ne vous oublie pas" - Franklin D. Roosevelt [1941-1945] BANC PIC 2005.004:1032--B ark:/28722/bk0007t0r1n
  Creator/Collector: Unknown
  Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
  Dimensions: 41 x 36 cm
  Additional Note
  French: [in translation: "you are not forgotten"]
  Indexing Terms
  Civilian participation: General
  Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 37 x 30 cm
Additional Note
From the Saturday Evening Post
Indexing Terms
Greece
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 37 x 30 cm
Additional Note
From the Saturday Evening Post
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp03199.jpg
Indexing Terms
Czechoslovakia
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 37 x 30 cm
Additional Note
From the Saturday Evening Post
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp03200.jpg
Indexing Terms
Netherlands
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 37 x 30 cm
Additional Note
From the Saturday Evening Post
Indexing Terms
Family
Norway
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 37 x 30 cm
Additional Note
From the Saturday Evening Post
Indexing Terms
Poland
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Tribute to the Unconquerables by Joseph Auslander: Free the valiant...speed victory: Buy War Bond 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1038--B

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 31 x 39 cm
Additional Note
From the Saturday Evening Post
Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Button your lip! : loose talk can cost lives 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1039--C

Creator/Collector: Soglow, Otto, 1900-1975Distributed by British and American Ambulance Corps, Inc.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"Distributed in the interest of national defense, and as a means of obtaining funds for ambulances whenever needed ..."
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Be smart : act dumb! : loose talk can cost lives 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1040--C
Creator/Collector: Soglow, Otto, 1900-1975Distributed by British and American Ambulance Corps, Inc.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"Distributed in the interest of national defense, and as a means of obtaining funds for ambulances whenever needed ..."
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02649.jpg
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Loose talk can cost lives 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1041--C
Creator/Collector: Distributed by British and American Ambulance Corps, Inc.Steig, William, 1907
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"Distributed in the interest of national defense, and as a means of obtaining funds for ambulances whenever needed ..."
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02681.jpg
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Loose talk can cost lives 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1042--C
Creator/Collector: Dohanos, Stevan, 1907-Distributed by British and American Ambulance Corps, Inc.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm
Additional Note
"Distributed in the interest of national defense, and as a means of obtaining funds for ambulances whenever needed ..."
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02654.jpg
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Don't be a dope and spread inside dope: loose talk can cost lives 1942
BANC PIC 2005.004:1043--C

Creator/Collector: Beall, C. C. (Cecil Calvert), 1892-1967
Distributed by British and American Ambulance Corps, Inc.

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note
"Distributed in the interest of national defense, and as a means of obtaining funds for ambulances whenever needed ..."

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Loose talk can cause this 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1044--C

Creator/Collector: Treidler, Adolph
Distributed by British and American Ambulance Corps, Inc.

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note
"Distributed in the interest of national defense, and as a means of obtaining funds for ambulances whenever needed ..."

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02652.jpg

Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Loose talk can cost lives 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1045--C

Creator/Collector: Distributed by British and American Ambulance Corps, Inc.[Holmgren, R. John]

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note
"Distributed in the interest of national defense, and as a means of obtaining funds for ambulances whenever needed ..."

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Sailor beware!: Loose talk can cost lives 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004.1046--C

Creator/Collector: Falter, John Philip, 1910-Distributed by British and American Ambulance Corps, Inc.

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note
"Distributed in the interest of national defense, and as a means of obtaining funds for ambulances whenever needed ..."

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02661.jpg

Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Quiet! : loose talk can cost lives 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004.1047--C

Creator/Collector: Distributed by British and American Ambulance Corps, Inc.Holcomb, Dal

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note
"Distributed in the interest of national defense, and as a means of obtaining funds for ambulances whenever needed ..."

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02651.jpg

Indexing Terms
Espionage
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Closed : for the duration : loose talk can cost lives 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004.1048--C


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note
"Distributed in the interest of national defense, and as a means of obtaining funds for ambulances whenever needed ..."

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 2  **Smooth Operationок : Bombsight pays in: Direct Hits! 1941-1945**  BANC PIC 2005.004:1049--C  
Creator/Collector: Lantz, Les  The Air Service Command  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
"Restricted for Official Use Only: Poster No. 101": "Bombardier Fuddle Ser. A.A.F." on verso  
Indexing Terms  
Military operations  
Safety education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

Box 2  **Correct Altitude Computation is important! 1941-1945**  BANC PIC 2005.004:1050--C  
Creator/Collector: Lantz, Les  The Air Service Command  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
"Restricted for Official Use Only: Poster No. 102": "Bombardier Fuddle Ser. A.A.F." on verso  
Indexing Terms  
Military operations  
Safety education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

Box 2  **Failure to make pre-flight check 1941-1945**  BANC PIC 2005.004:1051--C  
Creator/Collector: Lantz, Les  The Air Service Command  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
"Restricted for Official Use Only: Poster No. 103": "Bombardier Fuddle Ser. A.A.F." on verso  
Indexing Terms  
Military operations  
Safety education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

Box 2  **Check and recheck all controls! 1941-1945**  BANC PIC 2005.004:1052--C  
Creator/Collector: Lantz, Les  The Air Service Command  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
"Restricted for Official Use Only: Poster No. 104": "Bombardier Fuddle Ser. A.A.F." on verso  
Indexing Terms  
Military operations  
Safety education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 2  

**Be sure it's right 1941-1945** BANC PIC 2005.004:1053--C  
Creator/Collector: Lantz, Les  
The Air Service Command  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
"Restricted for Official Use Only: Poster No. 105": "Bombardier Fuddle Ser. A.A.F." on verso  
Indexing Terms  
Military operations  
Safety education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

Box 2  

**Accidental salvo is carelessness 1941-1945** BANC PIC 2005.004:1054--C  
Creator/Collector: Lantz, Les  
The Air Service Command  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
"Restricted for Official Use Only: Poster No. 106": "Bombardier Fuddle Ser. A.A.F." on verso  
Indexing Terms  
Military operations  
Safety education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

Box 2  

**Be sure bomb racks are unlocked! 1941-1945** BANC PIC 2005.004:1055--C  
Creator/Collector: Lantz, Les  
The Air Service Command  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
"Restricted for Official Use Only: Poster No. 107": "Bombardier Fuddle Ser. A.A.F." on verso  
Indexing Terms  
Military operations  
Safety education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

Box 2  

**Know your enemy! 1941-1945** BANC PIC 2005.004:1056--C  
Creator/Collector: Lantz, Les  
The Air Service Command  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
"Restricted for Official Use Only: Poster No. 108": "Bombardier Fuddle Ser. A.A.F." on verso  
Indexing Terms  
Military operations  
Safety education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 2  

**Know the target and surrounding points! 1941-1945** BANC PIC 2005.004:1057--C  

Creator/Collector: Lantz, Les  
The Air Service Command  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
"Restricted for Official Use Only: Poster No. 101": "Bombardier Fuddle Ser. A.A.F." on verso  
Indexing Terms  
Military operations  
Safety education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2  

**Radius of action is navigator's problem 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:1058--C  

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Military operations  
Safety education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2  

**Your Job is not done until ship has landed! 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:1059--C  

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Military operations  
Safety education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2  

**Be sure you have correct time!: You're lost even with a sextant if your watch is wrong 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:1060--C  

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Military operations  
Safety education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 2

**Check equipment before to take-off! 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:1061--C  
[ark://28722/bk0007t0v0n](ark://28722/bk0007t0v0n)

Lantz  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Military operations  
Safety education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2

**Know the weather up there! 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:1062--C  
[ark://28722/bk0007t0v16](ark://28722/bk0007t0v16)

Lantz  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm  
Additional Note  
Indexing Terms  
Military operations  
Safety education  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2

**Wanted men! To work on pulpwood: Essential war job: American's sixth largest industry needs you! See your U.S. Employment service War Manpower Commission 1941-1945**  
BANC PIC 2005.004:1063--C  
[ark://28722/bk0007t0v2r](ark://28722/bk0007t0v2r)

Creator/Collector: Unknown  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 40 x 59 cm  
Indexing Terms  
Manpower  
Miscellaneous: Government information  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2

**Two down...: One to go! 1941-1945** BANC PIC 2005.004:1064--C  
[ark://28722/bk0007t0v39](ark://28722/bk0007t0v39)

Creator/Collector: Unknown  
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 42 x 55 cm  
Indexing Terms  
Military weapons  
Patriotism  
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"We the people...": Arm for defense: Office of Production Management 1941
BANC PIC 2005.004:1065--C ark:/28722/bk0007t0v4v
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 36 x 56 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military weapons
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Fighting Flashes: War News & Views World Around: With the 5th Army, Italy and with Allied Fighting Forces, France 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1066--C ark:/28722/bk0007t0v5d
Creator/Collector: Bur. Of Public Relations War
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 36 x 51 cm
Additional Note
"Form FF WNI-1: Wn-13778-750": on verso: "First of New Services"
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Combat
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Your hands hold the future of defense productions: They must be kept safe 1941-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:1067--C ark:/28722/bk0007t0v6z
Creator/Collector: Department of Labor
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 38 cm
Additional Note
National committee For Conservation Of Manpower In Defense Industries
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Manpower
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Just by: keeping well: you can help win this war ... : follow these 5 simple health rules:
1. eat right ... : 2. get your rest ... : 3. see your doctor once a year ... : 4. keep clean ... :
5. "play" some each day 1941-1945

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creator/Collector: Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 print (poster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions: 51 x 34 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00181.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Health education
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Conserve Rubber for National Defense (cross-out) Victory... 1941-1945

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 print (poster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions: 34 x 52 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional Note
"1085": Contributed by Schrader in the Interest of National Defense

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Rationing
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Became a nurse: Your country needs you 1942

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 print (poster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions: 45 x 36 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00058.jpg

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Nurses
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
** Millions of troops are on the move ... : is your trip necessary? : Office of Defense **

** Transportation 1943 **

BANC PIC 2005.004:1071--C

Creator/Collector: Melbourne, Montgomery

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 46 x 36 cm

Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:


Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation

Energy conservation

Transportation

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

** Box 2 **

** The War Program 1942 **

BANC PIC 2005.004:1072--C

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 36 x 51 cm

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: Non-combatant service

Government information

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

** Box 2 **

** The "spoon" strikes again! Silverware on tables is safe...on the floor It's dangerous!: think of the next person 1941-1945 **

BANC PIC 2005.004:1073--C

Creator/Collector: Carlson, C.X.WarTimes

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note

"25-20783-500"

Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: Health and safety

Safety education

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

** Veterans: Jobs in the Federal Government are open to you! 1944 **

BANC PIC 2005.004:1074--C


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)

Dimensions: 51 x 37 cm

Additional Note

"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1944--O-619403"

Additional Note

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:


Indexing Terms

Civilian participation: Labor

United States. Office of Personal Management

Veterans. Employment

World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 2

**Americans suffer: when careless talk kills! 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:1075--C

Anderson, Harry, 1906-

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1943--O-558552"

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00281.jpg

Indexing Terms
Espionage
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2

**Absence makes the war last longer: Your production committee says: Stay on the job! 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:1076--C


Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 37 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2

**The guy you left behind needs your help: See the U.S.E.S.: Man about a good job in a war plant 1941-1945** BANC PIC 2005.004:1077--C

Creator/Collector: Mazoujian, C.J.

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 51 x 36 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Container Listing

Finding Aid to American war posters from the Second World War, circa 1940-1945

Box 2

The four freedoms: message to the 77th Congress...January 6, 1941: Franklin D. Roosevelt 1941 BANC PIC 2005.004:1078--C ark:/28722/bk0007t0w71
    Creator/Collector: U.S. Office of Education
    Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
    Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm
    Additional Note
    Prepared for American Education Week- November 9-15, 1941
    Indexing Terms
    Liberty
    Miscellaneous: Patriotism
    Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
    World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

For thine is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever: Give us the faith and courage of our forefathers: By word and by deed, help spiritual defense 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1079--C ark:/28722/bk0007t0w8k
    Creator/Collector: Christy, Howard Chandler, 1873-1952
    Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
    Dimensions: 54 x 41 cm
    Additional Note
    Laymen's National Committee Inc. The Vanderbilt Hotel, New York City
    Indexing Terms
    Miscellaneous: Patriotism
    Religion
    Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
    World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Sowers 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1080--C ark:/28722/bk0007t0w94
    Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.Benton, Thomas
    Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
    Dimensions: 45 x 60 cm
    Additional Note
    "Coordinator of the Information, N.Y.: not for display" on verso
    Indexing Terms
    Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
    World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Sight Security 1944 BANC PIC 2005.004:1081--D ark:/28722/bk0007t0x0p
    Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
    Dimensions: 73 x 51 cm
    Additional Note
    Indexing Terms
    Civilian participation: Labor
    Industrial safety
    War work
    World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Have you really tried to save gas by getting into a car club 1944
BANC PIC 2005.004:1082--D

Von Schmidt, Harold, 1893-

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm

Additional Note

Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Natural resources
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

When you ride alone: your ride with Hitler! Join a car-sharing club today! 1943
BANC PIC 2005.004:1083--D

Pursell, Weimer, artist

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 56 cm

Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Rationing
Transportation
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Stop'em over there-and you'll keep'em away from here: Join the fight for Freedom Committee Now 1941-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:1084--D

Creator/Collector: Beall, C. C. (Cecil Calvert), 1892-1967

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 83 x 59 cm

Indexing Terms
Liberty
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

For the Bay Area: A fair deal in war manpower [1943]
BANC PIC 2005.004:1085--D

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 56 x 47 cm

Additional Note
"5450-M.I.N.Y. 11-15-43-10M"

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Labor
Manpower
Patriotism
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**What did you do today...For Freedom? 1943**

BANC PIC 2005.004:1086--D

*ark:/28722/bk0007t0x5f*

**Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office  
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Dimensions:** 74 x 54 cm  
**Additional Note**  
This is a reproduction of an advertisement contributed by the Magazine Publishers of America: U.S. Government Printing Office:1943-O-513132  
**Indexing Terms**  
Civilian participation: Labor  
Patriotism  
Propaganda  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Executive Order 8802 Fair Employment Practice in Defense Industries: Franklin D. Roosevelt June 6, 1941 1942**

BANC PIC 2005.004:1087--D

*ark:/28722/bk0007t0x60*

**Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office  
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Dimensions:** 66 x 54 cm  
**Additional Note**  
**Indexing Terms**  
Civilian participation: Labor  
Manpower  
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Could this be you?: Don't travel unless your trip helps win the war 1945**

BANC PIC 2005.004:1088--D

**Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office  
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Additional Note**  
"U. S. Government Printing Office : 1945--O-640444"  
**Additional Note**  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  
**Indexing Terms**  
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation  
Energy conservation  
Transportation  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
a) recto: A lifetime Education Free for high school graduate who qualify U.S. Cadet: b)
*Mailing information printed on verso 1945* BANC PIC 2005.004:1089a+b--D

**Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
**Ross, Alexander**

**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
**Dimensions:** 66 x 47 cm

**Additional Note**


**Additional Note**

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:


**Indexing Terms**

Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Nurses
Recruiting and enlistment
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Be a cadet nurse : the girl with a future : a lifetime education -- free! : if you can qualify: for information... 1944** BANC PIC 2005.004:1090--D

**Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office
**Whitcomb, Jon, 1906-**

**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
**Dimensions:** 71 x 51 cm

**Additional Note**

This poster was distributed by Office of War Information.: "NE Poster No. 3" / "U.S. Public Health Service" / "Federal Security Agency" / ..."1944--O-599074"

**Additional Note**

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00057.jpg

**Indexing Terms**

Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Nurses
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

---

**Enlist in a proud profession! : join the : U.S. Cadet Nurse Corps : a lifetime education -- free! : if you can qualify : for information... 1941-1945** BANC PIC 2005.004:1091--D

**Creator/Collector:** Edmundson, Carolyn Moorhead, 1906-

**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)
**Dimensions:** 71 x 51 cm

**Additional Note**

"U.S. Public Health Service" / "Federal Security Agency"

**Additional Note**

Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:

http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpsp02338.jpg

**Indexing Terms**

Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Nurses
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
a) recto: Serve those who served: Nurses are needed in Veterans Administration Hospitals:
b) on verso: Veterans are fighting men...and Mailing information printed 1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:1092a--D  ark:/28722/bk0007t0z1r
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 51 cm
Additional Note
U. S. Government Printing Office:1945-O-655862:
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Nurses
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Again 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1093--D  ark:/28722/bk0007t0z29
Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.Benton, Thomas
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 53 x 60 cm
Additional Note
On verso "A.J. Winker coordinator of Information 270 Madison Avenue N.Y., Not for display"
Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Fighting Filipinos : we will always fight for freedom! 1941-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:1094--F
Creator/Collector: Isip
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 105 x 69 cm
Additional Note
"3-43"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mpw00467.jpg
Indexing Terms
Patriotism
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
The Knockout blow starts here: fellow soldiers 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1095--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/mswp02393.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work http://digital.lib.umn.edu
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Bill of Rights 1941 BANC PIC 2005.004:1096--F
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 97 x 82 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Creator/Collector: Designed by Pick-S, N.Y.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 76 x 55 cm
Additional Note
Source of the Polish Embassy, Washington, D.C.
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Non-combatant service
Poland
Reconstruction (1939-1951)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Sowers 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1098--F
Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.Benton, Thomas
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 79 x 105 cm
Additional Note
"Coordinator of the Information, N.Y.: not for display" on verso
Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Again 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1099--
Creator/Collector: Litho in U.S.A.
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 120 x 120 cm
Additional Note
"Coordinator of the Information, N.Y.: not for display" on verso
Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Where your used fats go! 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1100--
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 127 x 97 cm
Additional Note
"US Msc" on verso
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Natural Resources
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

There's no "Day Off" at the front 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1101--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military supplies
Military Weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Nearly Right Won't Do 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:1102--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military supplies
Military weapons
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Safe work speeds victory **1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:1103--

**Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office  
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Dimensions:** 43 x 310 cm  
**Additional Note**  
**Indexing Terms**  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial safety  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

One mistakes is one too many **1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:1104--

**Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office  
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Dimensions:** 43 x 310 cm  
**Additional Note**  
**Indexing Terms**  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Outwork 'em Out fight 'em! **1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:1105--

**Creator/Collector:** U.S. Government Printing Office  
**Physical Description:** 1 print (poster)  
**Dimensions:** 43 x 310 cm  
**Additional Note**  
**Indexing Terms**  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Winning the war stars here 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:1106--

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note
2) http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04402b.jpg
4) http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp04402d.jpg
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Women Ordnance Workers: They're Wows! 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1107--

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
War work
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Constant care will get us there 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1108--

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**Work WILL Win 1942** BANC PIC 2005.004:1109--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Work Fight! Sacrifice! 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:1110--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Keep 'em flying! 1941-1945** BANC PIC 2005.004:1111--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note
2) http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02569b.jpg;
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: General or Miscellaneous
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Every minute counts 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1112--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services: http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02422a.jpg
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Nobody Runs From Empty Guns! 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:1113--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military weapons
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

The Army's On Time And Are You? 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:1114--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: General or Miscellaneous
Patriotism
United States. Army
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
To help win--: Make Haste Safely 1943 BANC PIC 2005.004:1115--

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 45 x 307 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial safety
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

keep up the good work 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1116--

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Ordnance is the "heart" of Victory 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1117--

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Enough-And-On Time 1942 BANC PIC 2005.004:1118--

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Your Battle Station is here! 1943  BANC PIC 2005.004:1119--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Do a fighting day's work 1942  BANC PIC 2005.004:1120--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

A Watched Job Never Spoils 1943  BANC PIC 2005.004:1121--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 45 x 309 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Careful work and lots of it 1943  BANC PIC 2005.004:1122--
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm
Additional Note
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
Industrial safety
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
**United we stand 1941** BANC PIC 2005.004:1123--

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 43 x 310 cm  

Additional Note  
2) http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02373b.jpg:  

Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  

Indexing Terms  
Miscellaneous: Patriotism  
Propaganda  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

---

**Don't let the absenteeism bug get you : days off cost lives 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:1124--

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 43 x 305 cm  

Additional Note  
2) http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02430b.jpg:  

Additional Note  
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:  

Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

---

**Don't let the absenteeism bug get you : days worked save lives 1943** BANC PIC 2005.004:1125--

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)  
Dimensions: 43 x 305 cm  

Additional Note  

Indexing Terms  
Civilian participation: War production  
Industrial mobilization  
War work  
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters  

---
**Buy Defense Bonds! 1941** BANC PIC 2005.004:1126--F

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 14 x 99 cm
Additional Note

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
War finance
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Step on it!: Buy Bonds Today: Hink's Berkeley 1941-1945** BANC PIC 2005.004:1127--A

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 8 x 16 cm
Additional Note
placard

Indexing Terms
Bonds and war finance
Patriotism
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**Falls cause much of our lost time: here and at Home, avoid falls 1941-1945** BANC PIC 2005.004:1128--A

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
Additional Note
placard

Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Health and safety
Industrial safety
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

**????????Security is part of your job 1941-1945** BANC PIC 2005.004:1129--A

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
Additional Note
placard

Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Silence is a steel wall to the Axis 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1130--A ark:/28722/bk0007t1296
Creator/Collector: Lee
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
Additional Note
placard
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Don’t talk shop in public 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1131--A ark:/28722/bk0007t130r
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 8 x 15 cm
Additional Note
placard
Indexing Terms
Espionage
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Silence is ammunition 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1132--A ark:/28722/bk0007t1319
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
Additional Note
placard
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Keep Station Y-O-U: Off the air! 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1133--A ark:/28722/bk0007t132v
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
Additional Note
placard
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Propaganda
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Silence is golden: let's make it pay--- 1941-1945

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
Additional Note
placard
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Quiet and don't please these 1941-1945

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
Additional Note
placard
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Keep 'em in the dark...watch that remark! 1941-1945

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
Additional Note
placard
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Think Before you speak 1941-1945

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 8 x 15 cm
Additional Note
placard
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Silence keeps the Axis guessing 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1138--A
ark:/28722/bk0007t137m
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 8 x 15 cm
Additional Note
placard
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Don't broadcast: What you know 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1139--A
ark:/28722/bk0007t1385
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
Additional Note
placard
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Let us do the talking" 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1140--A
ark:/28722/bk0007t139q
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

locked lips: sink no ships 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1141--A
ark:/28722/bk0007t1408
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 8 x 16 cm
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Don’t talk-this is not a word war 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1142--A

  ark:/28722/bk0007t141t

  Creator/Collector: Unknown
  Physical Description: 1 print
  Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
  Additional Note
  placard
  Indexing Terms
  Espionage
  Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Don’t repeat it the axis boys are listening 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1143--A

  ark:/28722/bk0007t142c

  Creator/Collector: Unknown
  Physical Description: 1 print
  Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
  Additional Note
  placard
  Indexing Terms
  Espionage
  Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Don’t tell ‘em a thing... and keep our boys on the wing! 1941-1945

BANC PIC 2005.004:1144--A

  ark:/28722/bk0007t143x

  Creator/Collector: Unknown
  Physical Description: 1 print
  Dimensions: 8 x 16 cm
  Additional Note
  placard
  Indexing Terms
  Espionage
  Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Zip the lip and gyp the nip 1941-1945

BANC PIC 2005.004:1145--A

  ark:/28722/bk0007t144g

  Creator/Collector: Unknown
  Physical Description: 1 print
  Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
  Additional Note
  placard
  Indexing Terms
  Espionage
  Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
  World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Closed for the duration! 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1146--A
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
Additional Note
placard
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"One down, two to go; that's all you know 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1147--A
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 9 x 17 cm
Additional Note
placard
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Security against the axis 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1148--A
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 9 x 16 cm
Additional Note
placard
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Let them do the talking--and we'll do the acting 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1149--A
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 10 x 16 cm
Indexing Terms
Espionage
Hitler, Adolf, 1889-1945.
Propaganda (Anti-German, Anti-Japanese, Anti-Italian)
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Undermine the axis--keep digging! 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1150--A

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 8 x 16 cm
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Dig to beat the Japs 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1151--A

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 8 x 16 cm
Indexing Terms
Miscellaneous: Patriotism
Propaganda
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Back up our boys--with more metal 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1152--A

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 8 x 16 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Patriotism
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Keep 'em firing!: More metal 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1153--A

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 8 x 16 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Military weapons
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Keep it coming 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1154--A ark:/28722/bk0007t153f
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 12 x 12 cm
Additional Note
Decal
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Keep it coming! Metal 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1155--A ark:/28722/bk0007t1540
Creator/Collector: U.S. Army
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 14 x 11 cm
Additional Note
U.S. Army: Decal
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Industrial mobilization
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

I pay no more than top legal prices: I accept no rationed goods without giving up ration stamps 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1156--A ark:/28722/bk0007t155j
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 13 x 13 cm
Additional Note
"OPA" on verso: Decal
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Price regulation
Rationing
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Salvage for victory program: This store is helping make weapons from waste by salvaging: waste paper, old rags, scrap metals, old rubber 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1157--A ark:/28722/bk0007t1563
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 21 x 21 cm
Additional Note
Circular print decal
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: Rationing and conservation
Military weapons
Recycled products
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Hardrock"...hears an earful on radio 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1158--AX
ark:/28722/bk0007t157n
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 11 x 29 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Hardrock"...Makes an important promise 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1159--AX
ark:/28722/bk0007t1586
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 12 x 28 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Hardrock"...Gets light on a bright subject 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1160--AX
ark:/28722/bk0007t159r
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 12 x 29 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Hardrock"...Meets a "General Sherman" 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1161--AX
ark:/28722/bk0007t1609
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 11 x 29 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

"Hardrock"...Finds copper gives speed 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1162--AX
ark:/28722/bk0007t161v
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 12 x 27 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
"Hardrock"...Gets a load of "plane" truth 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1163--AX

Creator/Collector: Unknown  
Physical Description: 1 print  
Dimensions: 11 x 28 cm

"Hardrock"...Sees the "AA" in action: "Hardrock"...Visits a powder mill 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1164--AX

Creator/Collector: Unknown  
Physical Description: 1 print  
Dimensions: 22 x 28 cm

Hon. Spy say: thanks for the can you throw away! 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1165--AX

Physical Description: 1 print  
Dimensions: 21 x 27 cm

How to put official Navy posters to work 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1166--AX

Creator/Collector: Industrial Incentive Division, Navy Department  
Physical Description: 1 print  
Dimensions: 24 x 31 cm

Official Army-Navy Free war show 1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1167--AX

Creator/Collector: Unknown  
Physical Description: 1 print  
Dimensions: 36 x 27 cm
Your duty ashore ... his afloat : SPARS : apply nearest coast guard office 1941-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:1168--AX
Creator/Collector: Litho. In U.S.A.Floherty, John Joseph
Physical Description: 1 print
Dimensions: 36 x 27 cm
Additional Note
"24A-44"
Additional Note
Another copy available online from the University of Minnesota Digital Library Services:
http://digital.lib.umn.edu/IMAGES/reference/mswp/msp02795.jpg
Indexing Terms
Military recruiting: General or Miscellaneous
Recruiting and enlistment
Women in war
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

In 1942 America will build 60.000 warplanes: In 1943 America will build 125.000 warplanes. [Franklin D. Roosevelt: Multinational series.] 1941-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:1169--Directions
Creator/Collector: "Published by the United States of America"
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 71 x 52 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

In 1942 America will build 60.000 warplanes: In 1943 America will build 125.000 warplanes. [Franklin D. Roosevelt: Multinational series.] 1941-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:1170--A
Creator/Collector: "Published by the United States of America"
Physical Description: 8 prints
Dimensions: 11 x 8 cm
Additional Note
Decal, with adhesive back. 8 variants, each in a different language
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 3 prints (on 1 sheet)
Dimensions: 27 x 11 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
In 1942 America will build 60,000 warplanes: In 1943 America will build 125,000 warplanes. [Franklin D. Roosevelt: Multinational series.] 1941-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:1172--AX 
Creator/Collector: "Published by the United States of America"
Physical Description: 9 prints (handbills)
Dimensions: 19 x 14 cm
Additional Note
8 variants, each in a different language, and 1 blank with no text.
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

In 1942 America will build 60,000 warplanes: In 1943 America will build 125,000 warplanes. Franklin D. Roosevelt: Multinational series. 1941-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:1173--AX
Creator/Collector: "Published by the United States of America"
Physical Description: 1 print (broadside)
Dimensions: 35 x 26 cm
Additional Note
8 variants, each in a different language, and 1 blank with no text.
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

In 1942 America will build 60,000 warplanes: In 1943 America will build 125,000 warplanes. [Franklin D. Roosevelt: Multinational series.] 1941-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:1174--F
Creator/Collector: "Published by the United States of America"
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 105 x 78 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: War production
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
War work
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

BANC PIC 2005.004:1175a+b--A
Physical Description: 3 prints
Dimensions: 11 x 8 cm
Additional Note
Small flier, with radio broadcast stations and kilocycles listed on verso.
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
ark://28722/bk0007t175k
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 74 x 25 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

ark://28722/bk0007t1764
Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 74 x 25 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

ark://28722/bk0007t177p
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 74 x 25 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

ark://28722/bk0007t1787
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 17 x 25 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

ark://28722/bk0007t179s
Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 17 x 25 cm
Indexing Terms
Civilian participation: General
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters
Box 2  [Non English titles]: [Multinational Series: French, Spanish, Italian, etc: [ ca. 55 posters]  
1941-1945 BANC PIC 2005.004:1181--C  ark:/28722/bk0007t180b

Creator/Collector: Unknown
Physical Description: circa 60 prints (posters)
Dimensions: 59 x 43 cm
Indexing Terms
Military operations
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Box 2  [American military strength international poster series: Blank design templates: posters with images and graphic elements, but lacking text. ] 1941-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:1182--C  ark:/28722/bk0007t181w

Physical Description: 1 print (poster)
Dimensions: 59 x 43 cm
Indexing Terms
Military operations
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945
World War, 1939-1945--United States--Posters

Was ist zu tun? [on the reverse:] Ihr seid jetzt abgeschnitten! 1944-1945
BANC PIC 2005.004:1183--A

Physical Description: 1 item (leaflet)
Scope and Content Note
Text in German, encouraging surrender. Issued by Allies and dropped over Germany.
According to description of a copy in the Michel Brisebois collection, McMaster University: dropped from 2-3 November 1944 to 5-6 April 1945. AAL p.35.